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I INTRODUCTION

A. Framework

A framework is, by definition, that part of a structure which provides its basic
form and unity. It is that part which supports the rest of the elements of the structure,
as joists, studs, and rafters support the floors, walls, and roof of a house. This document
provides such a framework. It is an official statement of what the State Board of
Education desires as the basis for the instructional programs in the social-sciences
curriculum for the California Public Schools, kindergarten and grades one through
twelve. It states the significance of the subject-matter areas, goals, and suggested
pupil-performance outcomes; gives examples of relevant concepts and settings or topics;
and recommends sequences of study for the various blocks of grades. Incorporated
within this framework are statements of what leading educators consider to be effective
teaching approaches if basic instructional objectives are to be achieved.

Note, however, that it is not within the purview of this framework to specify the
particular teaching strategies and content samples for the classroom. This framework
provides the broad guidelines around which the local school district has flexibility to
plan and to adopt instructional programs. Local districts and faculties are expected to
develop programs and courses of study which are fitted to their particular community
needs, and which complete the educational structure as floors, walls, and roof complete
a house.

Finally, the framework serves as the guide to the State Curriculum Commission and
the State Board of Education in preparing and adopting the criteria by which they will
evaluate and select instructional materials for kindergarten and grades one through eight
as required by the California Education Code.

B. The Social Sciences Defined and Limited

Fundamental to the development of the "New Math" and the "New Science" has
been the idea that learning should be built around the structures of the scholarly
disciplines. The logic of this idea has a somewhat different application in social-sciences
education. The disciplines included in the social sciences are numerous and widely
overlapping. Unlike physics,' chemistry, and biology, the social-science disciplines are
not clearly delineated from one another. Current changes in social-sciences instruction
suggest that the confusion of disciplinary boundaries and relationships will continue, if
not increase.

So much do the social-science d;sciplines interpenetrate so much do they overlap
with regard to objects of study, conceptual tools, and processes of inquiry that it
seems far less confusing and far more fruitful to think of a single interdisciplinary
structure for the studies of man. The structure, consists of those processes of
investigating, modes of thinking, and concepts and generalizations which, simplified to
eliminate duplication and varying terminology, are common to all the various
social-science disciplines and which seem most useful for developing social
understanding in the classroom.

In the public schools of California, the social sciences include the following
disciplines:

I. Political Science
2. Geography
3. History
4. Economies
S. Anthropology
6. Sociology

. 7. Psychology

Area studies which cross disciplinary lines include Citizenship, Conservation, Compar-
ative Religions, Ethnic Studies, and Contemporary Affairs.
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C. The Social Sciences as Systematic Investigation

I'ublic education is, or ought to be, a medium by which all men may develop their
innate capacities as fully as they ran or want to. In a truly free society, everyone must
have the prerogative of choosing. And choosing implies alternatives, discernible
alternatives. One of the most important functions of education is to teach how to
discern alternatives and to offer a coherent method for choosing among the alternatives
thus discerned.

The social sciences and other disciplines of learning have in the past devoted great
time and energy to teaching things (facts, data, material to answer the question.
WHAT?), and have thus helped students to discern, sometimes to discern alternatives.
But they have failed to offer -onsistently a systematic method for choosing. It has been
left to the individual to work out his own system or not. Because men generally are by
nature systematic (the necessary consequence, perhaps the identity, of their intellectual
capacity), most are able to develop methods that allow them to survive. Those who
figure out a system of learning on their own go on to success; those who do not figure
out any system become victimized by it, either through yielding to it or by suffering
the consequences of a head-on collision with it. In any event, too few students have
been able to benefit appreciably from their public education; but many have had to
learn their lessons from life, a direct contradiction of the ideals for which public
education exists.

It is our belief that teaching a learning-method along with content from the very
beginning of a child's formal schooling will help him to achieve the goals of public
erltration. Those who have been taught a system of learning can (and hopefully will)
continue learning and will be in a better position to sec education and more
importantly, life itself as a positive, happy, spiritually and intellectually rewarding
experience.

As a system of investigation, the social sciences are concerned with the
development of:

An understanding of key concepts, generalizations and themes in a form that gives
a sense of structure to the social sciences.

Competence in using methods of inquiry that are drawn from the disciplines and
are most useful in lifelong learning.

Basic skills needed to use conceptual systems and modes of inquiry in studying
social-science materials, including comprehensive biographies as well as historical
documents and other original sources.

Attitudes of objectivity, thoughtful speculation, regard for evidence,
openmindedness, and respect and tolerance for differing viewpoints.

Favorable attitudes toward and appreciation of the social sciences as a field of
inquiry.

Systematic thinking promotes objectivity, logic, rationality, understanding, the ability
to establish social priorities, and the capacity for distinguishing the ideal, the real, and
the myth. It allows man to maintain a sense of orientation in relation to the systcm of
organization, the social processes, the social value structure, and the social ethic even
while forces of change impinge upon I;tese elements of the society.

Systematic investigation cannot occur unless there is something to investigate. In
this instance, the something is made up of data drawn from the subjects included in the
social sciences. Because data arc infinite, it is obviously impossible to give the student
all the available data in any given field. The selection of data. therefore, has to be in
relation to some concept or thL.ory and linked with inquiry tasks (e.g., observinu,
classifying). The concept or theory sets up the scale of relevance, and data are collected
that would put the concept or theory to some kind of test. Sometimes the students
themselves will introduce and test their own concepts or theories; sometimes they will
examine those of historians and other scholars. The data used will vary with the
concept or theory being tested.
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it is come by, verified, and validated. Ile must learn to actively organize his own
knowledge, rather than passively store the inferences and sets of data put together by
someone else; because the way a student organizes his knowledge determines the role
that knowledge will play in his future thinking. The conclusions of today may very well
not be those of tomorrow, as those of yesterday may not apply today. It therefore
makes perfectly good sense to examine today's cr,;?clusions in light of the data. by
which they were derived. This approach requires that we treat knowledge as
open-ended to allow the student to theorize for himself, to give him greater access to
data, and to give him the freedom and opportunity to engage in critical thinking as he
matches his theories against the available data. A social-sciences curriculum based on
inquiry and concepts suggests a more viable epistemology which will engage the student
in discovering and evaluating knowledge and developing a valid understanding of the
social sciences.

Education in the social sciences should enable each individual to better understand
himself within the larger social, cultural, spiritual, ethical and scientific universe which
defines his environment. The process of education should produce related groups of
understandings, that is, recognition of the relevance of values and goals; and
understanding of the intricate workings of the social system and of the complexities of
social interaction must emerge as end products of social-sciences education in the public
schools of California.

There is no claim that emphasis on the modes of thinking and the processes of
inquiry in this framework mandates any single method of teaching or of student
performance. What is important is that teachers be sensitive to the nature of knowledge
in the social sciences and to the development of concepts and thinking processes.
Authoritative or expository statements by the teacher, for example, are eminently
suitable when he can serve as a source of data not otherwise available, and at a point
when students have recognized a need for such data. No suggestion is intended that the
teacher become a passive bystander or merely another member of the group. Limits can
be neither prescribed in advance, nor abandoned entirely. The student's freedom to deal
with data on his own must be set within an organized classroom environment; when
difficulty is encountered in a particular teaching sequence, the teacher must recognize
and deal with it through new data, further demonstration of phenomena, an
appropriate leading question, or whatever else will lead to progress without destroying
student initiative.

The goal of instruction is to produce a student who is able to examine accepted
solutions and assumptions, to seek new data and ne,.v ways of explaining them, to
recognize the uncertainty of knowledge without being paralyzed by this uncertainty.
This goal does not amount to a categorical rejection but to a categorical examination of
what has already been established. This goal is entirely compatible with the traditional
social-responsibility aims of social-sciences education. Social responsibilities or good
citizenship qualities are seldom achieved by mere didacticl, but require a citizen able to
make independent evaluations of social processes, institutions, and our heritage of
ideals. It is the result of many opportunities to consider alternatives, not of
indoctrination in the origin and current status of a single possibility. Every student
must be given the opportunity to practice independent thinking and 'dividual
responsibility.
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I

II SOCIAL-SCIENCES PROGRAM

A. The Curriculum,

An effective curriculum in social-sciences education for the students of the public
schools of California has three major components:

(1) Processes or methods of investigating, and modes or ways of learning in the
social sciences.

(2) Concepts and generalizations drawn from the social sciences.

(3) Settings and topics which serve as the selectea samples of human experience,
both past and present.

1. Investigating and Learning.

a. Processes of Investigating (or Inquiring)

Students need to be taught to inquire, to question, to investigate, to probe
constructively in systematic ways, rather than be left to discover these ways randomly
or not at all. The processes discussed here have been derived by studying man's
bc'tavior; they represent, not rules for inquiring, but a systematic arrangement of ways
m,:n typically inquire with efficiency and success.

(1) Observation To observe is to look closely, to watch for details, to see units
and their various parts clearly.

(2) Classification To classify is to assign names and ranks to observed things, to
set up classes and to place like things in those classes.

(3) Definition Clear definition depends on close observation and classification.
To define a thing is to establish and e:tplain as precisely as possible what it is
or the limits of its applicability.

(4) Comparison and Contrast These two words name the opposite sides of the
same coin and are inseparable: as one looks at similarities, he necessarily sees
the dissimilarities. When one compares two things, he notes specifically the
similarities; when he contrasts two things, he notes specifically the
dissimilarities.

(5) Generalization To generalize is to make a statement that is intended to
apply to all the members of a class. It is important that students recognize the
need to clearly define the class about which they are generalizing, and thus to
pay attention to their language and to the demands of syntax and grammar.

(6) Inference To i.:Cer is to perceive something not explicitly appearing in the
thing observed or described. Usually an inference carries one beyond the
observable and into the realm a speculation. This speculation is not tc be a
matter of guesswork. In fact, the teacher must continually discourage the
natural propensity to overgeneralize. Educated speculation must be based on
clear observation, discrimination, and experience.

(7) Communication To communicate is to give or send or transmit to another
being, by any means (oral, visual, etc.), an idea or a feeling. Cmnmunicario» is
such a giving; it is the overt representation of what is in the mind; it is the way
we open our minds and our selves to one another. Though even the best
communication is imperfect, the most effective communication takes place
when specific relationships between specific things are specifically established
in conventional ways and by conventional symbols, usually verbal. A picture
by itself, for example, may or may not communicate what the artist or
photographer intended. Instead, the viewer may (must) interpret what he sees;
no two people are likely to make exactly the same interpretation, and though
a discussion between them may bring them to agreement, only the picturer
could say whether they had correctly deduced his meaning or feelinfl or both.
Verbal communication is also liable to be misunderstood; but because it is
man's most conventional medium of communication, it ought to be stressed its
essential for clear exposition. This framework, to illustrate, is composed of
words, not of musical notations or mathematical equations or a series of
pictures. (Note that hereafter a»»mitnicatimt as a process is not considered as
receiving special emphasis at any level. It should, in fact, receive emphasis at
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every level, for it is the sine qua non of all deliberate education. Students
ought to be taught the value of and the need for communication throughout
their schooling.)

These processes arc not to be considered as mutually exclusive or as necessarily
occurring in the sequence listed (observation must surely be a first step, ancl
communicatio;; a last). They are intended to be overhirting gcncra!izations; indeed, it is
often difficult to distinguish between two different processes (between definition and
classification, for example, or between obseriwtion and comparison.)

ThC general aim in teaching such a system of inquiry is to help the student make
conscious what might otherwise remain unconscious, make deliberate what might
otherwise remain intuitive. It is an attempt to ultilixe and develop the student's native
intelligence and ability, for all the processes listed are inherent in all rational minds)

b. Modes of Learning

A similar aim is embodied in the three categories called, collectively, modes of
learning, which correspond roughly to the developing thinking - capabilities of children.
The use of these three modes analysis, integration, and valuing is intended to
represent the Kinds of intellectual activity appealed to at a given time by the teacher's
presentations, assignments, and general organization in the classroom.

(1) Analysis in the student's early school years his learning activities and the
questions asked him will be calculated to require him to analyze, to look
closely and carefully at things in order to identify them and to distinguish one
thing from another. For this reason, the teacher's first step will be to direct
attention to the processes of observation, classification, and definition. The
intention is to develop in students the habit of seeing as clearly as possible
what they are talking about. The teacher's second step will be to direct
attention to the processes of contrast and generalization with the purpose of
examining and explaining relationships.

(2.; Integration As the student progresses in school, the learning activities and
the questions will be formed in such a way as to require the student to
integrate, to synthesize, to bring together the things which analysis has allowed.
him to discriminate clearly. The major processes will be definition, comparison,
and generalization. Students will still be required to analyze and to use the
processes of analysis, but the teacher will now emphasize bringing together.
The intention here is to teach students to look for relationships of the parts to
the whole. In cultural integration, for example, students will learn to see how
such things as mythology, religion, economics, and so forth, function as parts
of a whole culture, or how elements from two different cultures intermix and
fuse into one. Similarly, in historical integration students will learn to see that
cultures, nations, people, and events of the past have a time relationship to
each other and to the present; and they ought to learn to discriminate between
cause-and-effect and merely sequential happenings.

(3) Valuing By the time a student is in high school, the teacher should be asking
questions that will require him to assign and compare values, to weigh
alternatives in order to make qualified judgthents about the future effects of
present actions. The teacher will emphasize the processes of generalization and
inference; the student at this stage will have to recognize problems, deduce
alternative solutions to those problems, and make rational decisions about
which alternatives are best.

Everyone, whether he realizes it or not, assivns and acts on values
continuously. There arc. in fact, few human actions that arc not based on the
assigning of values. What dress should I wear today? Should 1 net a haircut this
week? Should 1 buy a new car, or overhaul the engine in this one? All these
questions involve values, involve choosing among a great many values
economic, moral, esthetic, or other sonic of which almost necessarily
conflict with one another.

In some instances, values have. been predetermined in the form of laws. It
sometimes happens, thou h, that such values chan12,e with 'time. When an old
law is found to be no longer relevant that is, when it no longer represents
the values of the majority of the people it can be changed.

Individual values are susecptib11:. to cha1i 2y. also, though they are oficn as
hard to hange as the written laws. When it pLIsLI:: clings to ;111 old dc,:ision
without being willing to ye-examine the values leading to iliat decision, or
when lie bases his decision on institutional values accepted without .question,
he is Often said to be prejudiced. An example of prejudice is lhat concerning

11.1ease nt)tico that when valuing is vinpinsii.et1 in Rot proc(.s,o, invtstii...tion are slat, d in other
v.urtIN than those Ii%1,11 of stud., in 11:.rts. I: tp4dit,:ti.,-ly so
completely suiv.tons the oilier modes I, n;,. cue,. ,, " :e :LNiinhity ,,ri:rent
manner. 1 1.1rTtran..!, then, hoplie 0:4
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the races of man. At one time it was commonly nelievco Mill Shill color
indicated an inherent moral and intellectual superiority. Such a prejudgment,
made centuries ago, has been disproved by biological science and by empirical
observation; and yet it endure;, sometimes because of ignorance, sometimes
for blind adherence to tradition, always for lack of honest and openminded
re-examination of data.

Public education is concerned with the teaching of valuing not for the
purpose of telling individuals wkat they must and must not like or choose
(some "choices," of course, have been made by law, which necessarily should
be taught), but for the purpose of helping them to realize that choices ought
to be made on the basis of a self-conscious reasoning process. Valuing, as a
mode or way of inquiring, should thus be seen not only as being the next
logical step after analysis and integration, but also as incorporating and
extending these modes in such a way :is to attain reasonable, mature, and
therefore consciously chosen goals.

Although the three modes of learning ought to be emphasized at different grade
levels in the sequence listed, they are not thought of as mutually exclusive. Indeed,
children begin synthesizing information and making decisions almost, perhaps precisely,
as'soon as they begin perceiving. Their syntheses are usually weak, and their decisions
often detrimental to their own well-being, however, because they do not obserVe closely
enough, or because thdy have too little information available to them, or because they are
too heavily 'influenced by personal wants rather than rational needs in short, because
their experiences are too limited. These processes and modes, then, are seen as
characteristic ways of gaining that experience, which is ultimately the goal of "formal"
education. They are not to be taken as determining what a student thinks, but as
showing him how to apply the natural functions of his mind in efficient and persuasive
and constructive ways.

2. Concepts and Generalizations

The second major element of the social-sciences program consists of the concepts
and generalilations commonly used by social scientists and historians in studying
human conduct and relationships ranging from individual to group action, and from a
local to an international level. A concept is an idea or notion, a mental set or construct,
a mental image of a thing, either concrete or abstract. A concept is not a word or a
group of words, but is the idea or set of ideas symbolized and identified by a word or
by words; nor is a concept the thing itself, but is rather one's notion about that thing. A
lake, for example, is not a concept; the concept is the set of ideas which allows one to
recognize and classify that particular body of water correctly. It is more difficult to
illustrate the concept of an intangible thing like honor, because no concrete object
exists as a referent for it. It is necessary to observe a man's motivations and actions in
order to determine whether he possesses honor. If he reacts in the expected way given
certain motivations, then he has honor; the concept is the mental set, the expectation
that allowed the observer to ';ecognize that those actions in those circumstances
demonstrated honor.

Generalization, in this framework, is distinguished from concept. As defined earlier
(see Processes of Investigating above), a generalization is a statement intended to apply
to all the members of a designated class. The members might themselves be concepts (in
which case the generalization might be called a "concept-statement"), or the
generalization might itself function or come to function as a concept. In economics, for
example, the concepts goods, services, supply, and demand might be generalized in this
way: "Given a free-market economy, the price of goods and services depends on supply
and demand."

Concepts and the generalizations they produce provide the means of understanding
the whole body of a gix en field of study: they are the intellectual tools which give
structure to the field and thus serve to distinguish it from other. fields. About
mathematics, for instance, Fehr and Hill say,

There are certain concepts that are fundamental to the whole of
mathematics. . . .These fundamental ideas [concepts] called sets, mappings,
relations, and functions, appear first very simply in the study of numbers, but they
are developed more deeply and abstractly in the higher branches of mothematics.2

A sampling of concepts from geography might include region, locali:ation, areal
ectherenee, spatial interaction; from sociology come concepts of culture, society, social
class, norm. The student cannot be expected to understand either geography or
sociology until he has developed an understanding of the concepts which form the
structure and embody the assumptions of the particular discipline.

211oward F. Fehr and Thomas J. 11111, Contemporary Mathematics for Elementary Teachers (Boston: I). C.11 eat]) and Co.,
1966), p.1.
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But what does the student do after lie learns the basic concepts What's left?
Fenton illustrates the way in which concepts provide the structure for further study:

Let us suppose, for example, that a student knows four concepts from sociology
social class, status, role, and norms and wants to analyze the society of Boston in
1750. These four concepts will help to guide his search for data. With them in
mind, he win search for evidence about class structure.: how many classes existed,
and what characteristics distinguished members of one class from those of another.
lie will try to find out what roles members of each social class played in the
society. lie will ask himself which roles had high status and which ones ranked at
the bottom of the prestige scale. Finally, he will seek evitlence about which norms

patterns of behavior were expected from everyone. The concepts are "imposed
conceptions" which guide the search for data toward issues which sociologists have
found useful for the analysis of society.3

Although any selection or arrangement of concepts is somewhat arbitrary, the teacher
should remember that usefulness as tools for inquiry is the paramount criterion. As
Fenton goes on to point out,

Learning to use concepts and analytic questions should be a key objective of the
social studies because structure influences the hypotheses one can develop and
hence controls inquiry. Without self-conscious knowledge of the way we structure
evidence, none of us can achieve freedom or efficiency as an investigator.4

3. Settings and Topics

The third element of a social-sciences curriculum, the settings and topics, consists
of the contexts assigned to the various grade levels the places, events, and times, the
particular peoples, issues, and problems. These contexts provide the subject matter
within which the processes of inquiry are applied and front which concepts and
generalizations are drawn. Governing the selection of settings at the various grade levels
are several important criteria, including the following: usefulness in developing inquiry
skills and concepts and generalizations; demonstrable relevance to students and to
society; the specific needs of examining a variety of cultures, of providing knowledge of
the American heritage, of providing knowledge essential for citizenship, and of
providing the foundations for sequential learning. Although specific settings and topics
are recommended, a sufficient flexibility of choice is allowed in order that local district
conditions and needs can be met in the diverse areas of California.

B. Goals and Objectives

The goals proposed in this section are derived from the philosophical statement of
the social sciences in the Introduction. They should be thought of on two levels. The
first level consists of a composite of performances or behaviors that illustrate key
outcomes of an inquiry and concept approach to the study of man. For example,
desired outcomes for all students include the ability to:

Define issues, problems, and topics of study clearly, giving attention to values,
feelings, and attitudes as well as to concepts, generalizations and other cognitive
elements;

Select and use modes and processes that are appropriate to the particular problem
or topic under systematic investigation;

Interpret, generalize about, and infer from data meaningfully, assess the accuracy
of information, and communicate ideas and findings effectively;

Define concepts and use them as intellectual tools of inquiry to analyze issues and
human events in terms of guiding observation, collecting relevant data, classifying
data, making comparisons, interpreting findings, and COMM nicating ideas;

Contrast or compare human events, cultural patterns (including ethnic groups), and
activities to explore identities and differences;

Analyze and value human rights, freedoms, and responsibilities in the context of
personal and cultural identities and differences;

Propose, examine and evaluate solutions to problems in terms of a

consequence-analysis based on a priority of various sets of values:

Make and test hypotheses and apply generalizations, taking account of relevant
available information to avoid overgeneralizing;

311dwin Penton, The Nro Social Studies (New York: molt. Rinehart and Winston, Inc., 1967), p. 14.

41hid., pp. 14 _
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Express and demonstrate ways in which fundamental values 01 Our democratic
creed are a part of our American heritage.

These goals give the broad direction or intent of the total K 12 social-sciences
program and are not directly concerned with a particular achievement within a specified
period of instruction.

The second level of goals, labeled "Performance Objectives,' is concerned with
outcomes and achievements for particular topics of study within specified periods of
time and conditions. Outcomes at this level are defined so as to suggest the type of
student performance that may be observed in the classroom. In addition, these
objectives can be measured within a given period of instruction under specified
conditions; if the objectives are attained, the student advances toward a corresponding
goal. It is important that these objectives be defined in terms of observable student
performances.

Illustrative examples of the basic structure of performance objectives at several
grade levels follow:5

.K-2 Block of Grades

Performance Objective:

Sample Item:

Answer:

5-6 Block of Grades

Performance Objective:

Sample Item:

Criteria:

United States

1. rapid population
expansion and consequent
increased demand for
forext products: for
example, lum ber for
houses

2. moderate climate
so timber more easily
accessible year round

3. shorter hauls to get
forest products to
areas of demand

The student will classify given types
. of clothing materials according to their
source: animal, vegetable, or chemical.

Given samples of silk, wool, cotton,
rayon, nylon, rubber, and plastic
fabrics, paste the samples on charts
designate : animal, vegetable, or chemical.

The student will classify the items:
Animal: silk, wool
Vegetable: cotton, rubber
Chemical: plastic, rayon, nylon

The student will compare consumption
of a given natural resource in two
countries. The description should
indicate ways in which each country
uses that resource.

Write a paragraph explaining why the
U. S.'s consumption of forest products
was greater than Canada's in the last
10 years.

The 'student will include some of the
following points:

Canada

fairly stable population
and therefore less demand
for products

more severe climate which
makes working in the
forest more difficult

longer, more expensive
hauls to get timber and
forest products to markets

'1 he following material has 1)&11 :ttlaPied front Center for the Study of Evaluation. invrrircrionai Objectives Exchanye:
Social Science K 9 (Los Angeles: UCLA Graduate School of Education, no date).
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illustrative examples of performance objectives are spelled out for all topics within
each block of grades. These performance objectives give specific attention to the use of
inquiry skills and concepts in each study of suggested settings. No attempt has been
made to identify and present an exhaustive list of performanc; objectives for any given
topic. It is anticipated that the listed objectives will be refined and elaborated as school
district personnel and other groups design units of study, couses, teaching guides, and
instructional materials. Local school districts should expand or revise the suggested
performance objectives to meet the needs of their students.

C. Illustrative Examples of Studies

Traditionally, the social-sciences curriculum has been defined largely as a matter of
settings or topics, although some have given limited attention to selected concepts and
generalizations and to selected aspects of inquiry. This framewck brings all three
components together into a coherent program for the first time, and it highlights the
critical relationships between them. The following examples, organized around the
three modes of thinking, vary in format, style, and teaching strategy; they are intended
solely to illustrate how the program works in the various blocks of grades.

1. Analysis The topic, "How have different groups of men developed different ways
of living in the same or similar environments?" comes from the 3 4 block of grades.

Several communities of men should be contrasted with specific attention to the
environment, natural resources, technology, social organization, division of labor and
other pertinent aspects of culture. The main instructional objective is to examine the
flexibility and diversity of human adaptation due to the peculiarly human capacity for
culture. The suggested settings could be these early California communities
Spanish, and Anglo-American. The following objectives and classroom activities
illustrate the use of the processes of investigation in a study of man's differing
adaptations to the same or a similar California environment:

Observe and collect infommtion on various parallel activities and functions in such
areas as shelter, production of food, use of tools and ideas in mining and
agricultural activities, transportation, social class, recreational activities and artistic
expression.

Classify the information on charts or in other forms to highlight contrasts or
comparisons among the communities selected for study.

Collect and classify information on the roles of leaders, various workers, and other
individuals, and make charts that contrast roles in the communities under study.

Collect and classify information about the kinds of support that the Spanish and
Anglo-American communities from the societies from which they came.

Identify and describe instances' of cultural borrowing and adaptation of ideas to
cope with problems encountered in the California environment.

Interpret, infer, and generalize about human adaptation in these early California
settings and communicate the ideas and findings effectively.

The first step is the collecting of data or information. To initiate the study, the
teacher might begin with large pictures which depict an Indian community, a Spanish
mission-rancho community, and an early mining-and-agricultural community in
California. The children could be asked, "What things do you see in these pictures that
tell us about life in each of the communities?" After detailed observations of the
pictures, the question could' be raised, "What other data are needed to understand life
in each community?" Representative symbols may be pinned to a relief map of
California to show where the common ties were located. I have the children read the
map to gather information about the natural environment of each community. Some of
the class or the teacher may have visited a restored mission which they can describe to
the class and thus provide additional data. Key concepts may be identified to serve as
guides in the search for pertinent information from sources such as books, films.
filmstrips, documents, and maps.

Information collected and recorded from these various sources could be grouped or
classified on appropriate charts made by the children for easy access when the eta :s
moves on to the next step of contrasting the different communities. Suggested kc),
concepts for the process of classification might he homes a.; 1 cooslructi.;;;1; nn J
(kinds, materials made of), resources used (soil, plants, water), dirishm of 1ql.,(4.
of work performed), and transportation (kinds, sources of power). With these classified
data in the form of ehafts,.the children will now be ready to contrast life in the various
communities and make generalizations that they feel are Wit rra nice! about the adaptive
characteristics of each cultifral group. This study may be eN leaded I 0 inch ae other
aspects of community life such as ruks.sociaLrimeinre. (win-I they e:ime
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reasons .tor coming), education, recreation, and rekijous customs. In the course of
studying these selected samples of culture in early California that have successfully
occupied the same or similar environments, children may now classify diem (tribal,
peasant, rural-urban, and so on) after they lave discovered and defined the
characteristics of each type. Contrasts with the local school community of the class
may be considered throughout the entire investigation.

This analytic study could be moved to another level of investigation by having the
class consider a question such as, "11.1hy do different groups of men develop different
ways of living in the same or different environments?" Such an inquiry should include
attention to values and to the kinds of support the communities received from the
societies froth which they came. The children should be able to respond in different
ways with different hypotheses and cause- and - effect relationships. The final step in the
analysis assumes that the ideas and findings need to be recorded in some form written
reports, maps, pictures so that they can be communicated to others.

2. Integration The question, "What impact has the introduction of enslaved
Africans had upon American life?" (Subtopic I d) is part of the larger question, "How
has the United States come to be the way it is, and how is it changing?" considered in
thp 10-11 grade block.

The major objective is to use integration in developing a comprehensive view of the
institutionalization of slavery in the United States. The students not only will use many
of the skills and concepts developed in the analytic mode as they seek replicable and
relevant answers, but they will study the diversity and possibly the antithetical nature
of the new concepts developed. The resulting comprehensive view acquired by the
student should not be chaotic. His view should become as believable and coherent as his
view of his own culture. His generalizations should be just as apparent as his perception
of his own behavior patterns related to contemporary multi-racial situations. The study
will require systematic checking of analytic data for developing rational conclusions.
The process will require a great amount of freedom in investigation and be continually
focused on definition, hypothesis, search evidence, and generalization. If the-study
achieves its .objectives, students will be able to distinguish between relevant and
irrelevant generalikations concerning freedom and political reality.

Ideally the study should begin with generalizations based upon data portraying the
existing social, economic, and political status of black people in California, or in a large
city in California. These generalizations, moreover, should involve refined definitions of
the concepts of caste, ethnocentrism, racism, values, and ideology if comparison is to be
meaningful. One the major problems facing the teacher will be to determine the
amount of time needed by his students to make an adequate and acceptable
investigation of materials which would supply information on the status of racial groups
in California or the local community. The teacher is in the best position to judge the
background of information his students have acquired at other grade levels and to use
whatever means are necessary. Economic and political data for the past ten years are
abundant. In addition tr.) the usual reference materials students should use local surveys
by labor, sectarLii, and business groups, the publications of the California Department
of Industrial Relations, materials from the University of California Institute of
Governmental Studies, and the many reports of the U. S. Civil Rights Commission, the
Department of Labor, and thz Bureau of the Census. Direct observation of community
groups at Board of Education, Board of Supervisors, or Economic Opportunities
Council meetings will give significant insights. Excellent motivating films such as Walk
in My Shoes or Nothing But a Man can be used in their entirety or in part. Whatever is
done in the length of time allotted must provide a reliable base for the comparisons
necessary for relevancy.

Secondary sources should be used to provide a sense of the time involved in this
episode, 1619-1863. A knowledge of the s. AlICJICC of events will be necessary to
achieve an understanding of the relationship of ideas to the development of logical
generalizations. Such sources will help prevent the tendency to ignore multiple
causation. Freely selected documentary readings often tend to narrow the students'
perspective unless some survey techniques are also used. The issues of today the
questions involving freedom, liberty, justice, law, and morality -- can most efficiently
brought into the field of focus wilt survey materials o' techniques,

The legal institution of slavery in the New World raised ethical questions
concerning the established order. A study of slavery in the New World necessarily
implies a study of the antecedent slavery in the Old World, including. Europe, Africa,
the Near East, the Far Fast (-or example. in ancient Greece, Ethiopia, Arabia, China).

The inquiry into the impact of slavery can begin with documentary evidence of the
evolving status, moral and legal, given enslaved black people in colonies such as
Maryland, South Carolina, and Virginia prior to 1750. Study of the legalizing of life
servitude in the colonies, the stratification of society by the slave codes, and the con-
flict between morality and economic expediency can he presented in a hisloiical
context. 16
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Once students have examined the development of slavery as an institution and the
attendant conflict during the colonial period, they can see the contradiction of
principles apparent in Revolutionary writings, legal decisions concerning slaves, the
original and final drafts of the Declaration of Independence, and the three-fifths
compromise. The questions considered at this stage of investigation will need to
emphasize comprehension of content and generalizations as the major objective.
Students will not be told what the participants in the sequence of events and
developments thought or did; instead, they will elicit those thoughts and deeds from
the writings of the participants and the contemporaries of the participants in short,
they will consult original rather than secondary sources.

To help the students develop a valid base for comparing present values and
behavior with those inherent in the particular episode being studied, the teacher might
suggest that they pursue such questions as these: (I) What questions were raised about
the most efficient system of labor during the colonial period? (2) What American
colonists took issue with the instiution of slavery? (3) What economic, political, social,
and philosophical effects did slavery have in the northern colonies and the southern
colonies? (4) Why did southern support of the institution intensify after 1815? (5)
Which was most important to abolitionists, freeing slaves, or insuring racial equality?
(6) Were reasons given for making slavery a political issue? (7) Did economic
developments strengthen pro-slavery opinion in the South and anti-slavery opinion in
the North? (8) Did Blacks have various attitudes toward living in the United States prior
to the Civil \Var? (9) Were concepts other than emancipation important factors in
President Lincoln's Emancipation Proclamation in 1863? (10) Were attitudes involving
nationalism strengthened by the Civil War? (1 I) Were attitudes concerning
ethnocentrism and race strengthened by the Civil \Var?

Each of the above questions has many related questions which teachers can develop
best. The documents and experiences available to the class will be most important in
determining scope and depth. A wide range of material is now available in source books,
biographies, pamphlets, periodical and newspaper facsimiles, state constitutions, and so
on. The deepening conflict of values and the effects of slavery on both the enslaved and
the enslavers can be examined by students if they compare the South Carolina Slave
code of 1712 with Quaker John Woolman's "Some Considerations on the Keeping of
Negroes," written in 1754. Biographies, or autobiographies, of such men as Thomas
Jefferson, Martin R. Delaney and Frederick Douglass will reveal some of the variety of
ideas about the treatment of Blacks: transporting them back to Africa, educating them
for free and full citizenship, and so on. John Hope Franklin's From Slavery to
Freedom, Leronc Bennett's Before the Mayflower, and present-day periodicals such as
Ebony and Journal of Negro History, give lucid and comprehensive accounts of Black
perspectives on slavery and provide more data for historical integration.

Classroom questions should be developed which will act as a check on the inquiry
process. They also will assess the contribution to the performance objectives for this
Topic made by each reading or activity. Examples which might help are: (I) What was
the immediate cause for the document or event studies? (2) What issue was apparent in
the document or event? (3) \Vas the event or document relevant only for the
participants? (4) Were principles involved which were supported by any great number
of people? (5) What degree of activity is apparent in the document or event? (6) What
social, political, economic, or philosophical factors were involved? (7) Was the cultural
context a significant factor? (8) Was physical environment a significant factor? (9) \Vas
a sequence of events significant to the document or event? (10) What evidence of mind
set is apparent on the part of the observer? With this type of checklist students can
move from questions to evidence, to hypothesis, and then to evidence for valid
generalizations. Whatever the materials and classroom experiences; both process and
content can be tested by formal and informal means. The major questions should focus
upon the individual student's understanding of his cultural origin within the continuum
of the American experience.

3. Valuing In order to demonstrate that this mode is applicable, though not
emphasized, from the beginning of the student's formal schooling, the following
example is offered from the 5 6 block of grades.

The topic, "How do groups interact in other cultures?" is exemplified in this
summary of the activities in an actual classroom.

In a sixth-grade class, the children were dramatizing the life of villagers of Barpoli
located in the State of Orissa India.

'h, "viii4vEs'' were doing rice farming in the news. care or the compound.
and taking their wares to the "hat" market. The Chow Khh: (policeman) was busily
moving through the crowds of villagers. The Zimhuhu: (landlord) was arguing, with a
number of the farmers as he tried to collect his rents. In the distance, "children" were
listening to the words of the Gram S'erak (village worker) who was trying to teach
them the values of having a new well in order to obtain fresh water.
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In the "streets" a llarijan (outcast) was busily sweeping, using some dried straw
that had been tied together.

The Chow Kidar soon began to announce a meeting of the Gram Panchayal
(village council). The village council and villagers were being called together to discuss a
proposal of a United Stales Congressman which they had heard about through the
Gram Sevak. 6

The proposal was that all of India's fanning problems could be overcome by merely
sending tractors to the villagers.

The "Sir Paneh" (leader of the council) called the five members of the council to
order and began to discuss the problem. All around sat the villagers dressed in saris and
dolls. The council became increasingly excited as its members talked. They were quite
aware that the use of tractors would displace workers in the field. They discussed the
fact that their land holdings, whether rented or owned, were widely scattered and,
therefore, not suitable for tractor use.

Even if the tractors were provided, the cost of gasoline and maintenance in a land
where the average yearly income is about $50.00 would be prohibitive. The council
hinted to the villagers and asked if there were any comments or questions. The villagers
agreed quite strongly with the feeling of the Grain Panchayat. They felt that the
Congressman did not really understand the needs in their village. They could not
understand why they needed machines that would put men out of work. The villagers
and council agreed. After this long discussion, they were to ask the Gram Serak to work
with the Indian Government and themselves in order to provide a greater harvest from
their farming. They instructed the Gram Serak to tell the Indian Government they did
not want the tractors.

When the children continued their study in the classroom, a further discussion took
place concerning the use of machinery in India in contrast to its use in the United
States. They questioned the policy they had established as villagers. Some of the
children felt that India could do something to promote mechanization; most felt that
the decision of the villagers Was sound and best for India. They agreed, however, that at
some future time this kind of decision might be changed or modified.

All of the children stressed, however, that the way people in the United States
valued the use of machinery and technology was not the same as the way Indian
villagers felt. They thought the Congressman should have visited Indian to learn how

wpeople in villages really felt. The students recognized that the way in which people
value the things around them Iti,s a very important effect upon the decisions reached by
the group.

6No specific congressman was quoted. The "quotation" %vas a device used by the teacher to trigger the thinking of the

children to check whether the students had acquired some insight into the valuesof the Indian farmer.
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III PROGRAM DESIGN

A. General

This framework is intended to be a flexible starting point for the continuing
process of innovation, evaluation, and revisioi: of curriculum which the rapid growth of
knowledge makes imperative. It also demands that teachers be given the greatest
possible freedom in selecting appropriate settings and study sequences within the
general themes assigned to blocks of grades.

Themes are assigned for study by blocks of grades as follows:

Grades K-2 Mankind: Man's Distinctive Characteristics

Grades 3-4 Man and Land: Cultural and Geographic Relationships

Grades 5-6 Mankind and Men: Interaction, Diversity, IndividualiV

Grades 7-9 Man and Systems: Economic and Political: Urban Environments

Grades 10-11 Man: Past and Present (Historical Integration)

Grade 12A Man as a Decision-maker: Social Policy in the United States

Grade 1213 Man, His Goals and Aspirations: Selected Studies in the Social Sciences

Earlier in this document it was pointed out that the processes of investigation and
modes of learning are observed, not made-up, characteristics of rational humans. The
point bears repeating (and elaborating) now, else the following "Topics Within Blocks
of Grades" will have little meaning. The most important thing to bear in mind is that
children, by the time they reach school age, have already developed an intuitive use of
all the named processes and modes. The value of this framework lies in its attempt to
make conscious this intuitive 'use.

Five-year-old children are "immature." The duration of their "immaturity" is, or
can be, measured by their ability to relate abstractions to "reality." Their physical and
intellectual capacities, rudimentary when they reach kindergarten, increase inevitably
(if they are "normal") with time. The attempt in this Framework is to exploit both
time and the children's natural development. Thus the early education caters to
childhood curiosity, which is usually manifested in attempts to identify things. The
major processes used here are observation, classification, and some contrast, and these
are abstracted as the mode of analysis. As the child grows, physically and intellectually,
the other processes are overtly introduced and emphasized under integration and
valuing. Each mode subsumes and extend the previous mode or modes.

There is no intent that any child should ever be held back by this system, that he
should ever be discouraged from using any or all of the processes and modes at any
time. The settings the places, events, and times, the particular peoples, issues, and
problems suggested for the various topics assigned to the grade levels in this
framework are linked closely to the. development of inquiry skills and concepts as
noted. Special care has been taken to suggest settings that meet the criteria of relevance
to students and to society, of providing knowledge of the American heritage, of
providing knowledge essential for citizenship, and the specific needs of examining. a
variety of cultures both past and present. In ueneral, increasingly more complex settings
in terms of time, place, concepts, and inquiry processes are proposed for each
succeeding block of grades. The intent is to appeal to, and thus to encourage and
reinforce, the child's natural intellectual propensities in a systematic and uniform way.

Provision should be made for the study of contemporary affairs throughout the
program. A critical selection should be made in light of such criteria as significance.
relevance. availability of background material. ability and age of students and topics
currently studied in the. program. The use of contemporary affairs makes it possible for
students to apply inquiry skills and concepts to live events. issues, and problems. As this
is done the teacher should make systematic assessments of the ability of students to
apply inquiry processes and concepts.
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B. Relationships to Other Curricular Areas

This social sciences progralli has many links to the natural sciences on one side and
to the humanities on the other. In the study of human culture in the primary school
grades, man's unique intellectual qualities verbal communication, tools, organization
and beliefs may be best illustrated by making comparisons with nonhuman forms of
life. Similarly, much of the work in classification is akin to set theory in mathematics.
At such points every effort should be made to relate the work in ac social sciences to
the parallel work and processes in the natural sciences and in mathematics, so that they
may reinforce rather than duplicate one another. in all cases where the social-sciences
program makes use of phenomena from the natural sciences, such data are used only
insofar as they contribute to a better understanding of man.

The growing interest in strengthening the study of the humanities in the schools
should provide increasing opportunities for coordination and mutual reinforcement
between the study of man in society and the study of literature, language, art, music,
philosophy, and religion.

C. The Program by Blocks of Grades

Within the major theme assigned to each block of grades, the studies arc divided
into topics. Each topic has as its heading a key analytical question which suggests both
the conceptual content of the topic and the processes of inquiry associated with it.

Note that each topic is introduced by a chart containing the inquiry processes, the
concepts that are to be emphasized, and the suggested settings. In interpreting the
charts, it is important to note the following:

I. Only inquiry processes which are explicitly treated are listed. Occasionally an
inquiry process which enters critically but which is not explicitly treated is listed in
parentheses. Explicit treatment means that the class not only performs the process
but talks about it directly.

2. Where art inquiry process is especially important, relative to others also present,
that process is marked by an asterisk (*).

3. Only analytic concepts are listed in the concept column. Integrative concepts,
being by definition specific to particular times, places and events, are inseparable
from settings. These concepts appear in the description of particular settings.

Topics within a block of grades need not necessarily be taught in the sequence in
which they are presented. In fact, flexibility seems highly desirable to enable individual
schools and school districts to meet the varying needs of their school populations, to
adapt to varying arrangements of grades, and to make the most effective use of available
instructional materials and personnel. In some instances important advantages are seen
in a certain sequence of topics. The complete report (Part 11) must be read for each
block of grades. j , A4: a> L a 1. ,

/ 4-1 co ri ly)

D. Topics Within Blocks of Grades
Grades K-2: Mankind: Man's Distinctive Characteristics

Topics

1. What is man?
2. How do men and animals adapt to and change the land they live on?
3. How da men and animals communicate?
4. How do people live together?

4- 5. ]low arc people alike and how are they different?

Grades 3-4: Man and Land: Cultural and Geographic Relationships

Topics

1. What is the relationship between the natural environment and animals on the
one hand and man on the other?

t/ 1- How have different groups of men develop different ways of living in tin, same
or similar environments?

I- 3. blow has urbanization altered man's relation to the natural environment?
4. 1-10w arc problems of living being met in the modern urban environment?

V 5. What is human about human beingS?
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Grades 5-6: Mankind and Men: Interaction, Diversity, Individuality
Topics

v. 1. What happens when different groups of men come in contact?
'1/ )7. I low have ethnic groups and individuals affected American development?
1/)3. How .fu different groups interact in the coni,onporary United States?

4.. I-low do human groups interact in different cultures?
V 5. How is auy man like no other ma n?

Grades 7-9: Man and Systems: Political and Economic: Urban Environments
Topics

k )1. I-low do societies decide what is to be done and who is to do it?
I) 2. How do societies decide who gets what?

3. How do market economies slevelop and function
4. How do democratic political systems develop and function?
5. llow are decisions made in the command political economy?
6. How are decisions made in the mixed political economy of the present-day

United States?
7. 1-low can underdeveloped societies cope with the demand for rapid

modernization?
8. How did the emergence of cities change the life of man?
9. How have cities varied in their functions and characteristics?

10. How has modern urbanization changed the life of man?
I1. How can the quality of urban life be improved?

Grades 10-11: Man: Past and Present (Historical Integration)
Topics

I. How did the United States come to be the way it is, and how is it changing?
v. la. How aid the social structure that the colonists brought from Europe

change in the course of their life in America?
. lb. How did Americans develop a senwif.nationalityl _--

c. How did Americans develop a more democratic political system?
V ld. What impact has the introduction of enslaved Africans had on American

life?
le. How have Americans adjusted to the diversity of peoples and cultures?
1f. How has the United States responded to industrialization and large-scale

business organization?
lg. How have Americans been affected by their relations with the rest of the

world?
Ih. Where is American society headed today?

2. How have national groupings and conflicts affected the life of man?
2a. What makes a "State" a "State"?
2b. Why have societies sought to impose their wills on other societies?

v 2c. Why do military establishments so universally exist, and how do they
affect the societies of which they are a part?

2d. Can man's technological abilities for destruction be offset by his
imigination and the desire to maintain the peace?

1.7 3. How has India maintained its cultural unity over such a long period and such a
diversity of peoples?

t 3a. How did the principal features of traditional Indian culture take shape and
persist?

3b. How has Hindu India interacted with its invaders?
V 3c. 1-low did traditional Indian culture affect the strutiule, for independence?
V 3d. HOW are traditional and Modern elements interacting in present-day India?

Alternate Topic 3. How did China develop mankind's most durable socio-political
system, and why has it been replaced'?

3it. How did the principal feafures of traditional Chinese culture take shape
and persist?

3b. Flow liar Confucian China interacted with its invaders?
3c. How did the Chinese establish their modern independent nationality?
3d. How are traditional and modern elements interacting in present-day

China?
Alternate Topic 3. Why ha., Japan become Asias only technologically advanced

society'?
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Grade 12A: Man as a Decision-Maker: Social Policy in the United States
Topics

1. Flow do oliiinary citizens influence the decision.; that affect them?
2. How are ordinary citizens influenced in making and acccpting policy

decisions?
3. How are decision-makers influenced by persons with special statuses and by

special interest groups?
4. What range of decisions is possible within organizations?
5. What is the effect on policy decisions of relationships between

organizations?

Grade I 2B: Man, His Goals and Aspiration: Selected Studies
Illustrative Topics

I. Ethnic groups and social policy.
2. The Selective Service System.
3. Immigrant and Black experience in the United States
4. Islam, Buddhism, and Hinduism in comparative settings.
5. The influence of religion on art and architecture.
6. Ncw African nations and World affairs.
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IV IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION OF THE FRAMEWORK

A. Materials and Environment for Learning

This social-sciences program, which does not observe the particular boundaries of the
different disciplines, consists of a single interdisciplinary structure for the studies of man
and society. The structure is built upon a selected set of modes of learning, processes of
investigating, and an array of concepts and generalizations from all the social-science
disciplines which seem most useful for developing social understanding in the classroom.

Before decisions are made about teaching strategies and criteria identified for learning
materials, it is important to recognize several critical differences between the general process
of discovery as practiced by scholars and the general process of inquiry as practiced by
students in the classroom.

Scholarly discovery involves divergent as opposed to convergent thinking, especially in
its early stages. By imagination, hunch, and intuition the scholar seeks to pose significant
questions, to select relevant data, and to generate useful hypotheses..He has no guarantee
that he will succeed in answering the questions he poses. No one screens his raw data to
assure its relevance or adequacy to his problem. Nor can he be confident about completing
his inquiry within any given time. Only gradually, as his hypotheses, equations, models, or
artful narratives take shape and begin to be confirmed, do the convergent elements in his
thinking begin to outweigh the divergent elements: and only when his conclusions have been
finally confirmed does the interplay between divergent and convergent thinking end. The
report of his findings tends to be convergent, eliminating much of the intuitive and
divergent thinking that went into his actual research, especially that part of it which proved
fruitless or it relevant to his final conclusion.

Pure discovery of this kind would be wasteful and, indeed, impossible in the classroom.
The simulated discovery that is classroom inquiry differs from scholarly discovery in two
principal respects. First, the raw data or phenomena presented to the student are selected so
that he Nviil not become unduly confused or frustrated by dealing with too much that is
irrelevant, and so that he will snot have too much data to cope with in the time that is
available for a particular unit of learning. Second, the student is led toward or provided with
some of the basic concepts that scholars have developed, so that he does not have to start
where men began thousands of years ago in their efforts to understand themselves. Thus
classroom inquiry tends to be far more convergent than the scholarly discovery that it
simulates.

This leaning toward convergent thinking must be guarded against in classroom inquiry.
Students should be encouraged to be imaginative and to develop their ability to see things in
as many ways as possible. Especially should they be encouraged to think divergently \Alen
they are still young enough to be uninhibited by the need for a specific product as a result
of their inquiry. At no stage should their studies be thought of as the acquiring of
generalizations about man or of a stock of "pat' solutions to past and present problems,
with the idea that these will be applicable to problems of the future. For the curricular
planner and teacher this need to encourage divergent thinking means constant effort to
provide scope for generating varying questions, hypotheses, and conclusions.

Yet divergent thinking must come into contact with convergent thought Jr it is to have
direction. Convergent thinking provides models against which the various products of
divergent thinking can be measured. Even at an early age, therefore, the aim most be to keep
alive the ability to see phenomena in the N.:iclest variety of ways, whip at the same time
developing recognition of the need to arrive at workable solutions to problems. Maintainie
this delicate balance is perhaps the most difficult aspect of classroom inquiry.

If the student is to learn to function effectively-on his own and conjunction with
others in a changing Nvorld, his classroom environment must present him with materials and
situations that encourage him to develop the necessary concepts wid thinking processes. Ills
teacher must be firmly grounded in the studies of Mail in society and be skillful in
developing appropri:oc strategics and methods for structuring i:fective learning, situations.
Techniques and insiruments for perceptive evaluation of 111: learnin: that occur; must lw
available to the teacher so that less effective materials and strategies can be replaced by
better ones.
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A classroom environment must be created that relates learning to the life the child has
lived, is living, and will live. Each child conies to the classroom with his own needs which
grow out of his own experiences in a particular time, place and culture. ranging from rural
to inner city. These needs and experiences must be used rather than submerged in a
continuing process of learning that is relevant to them. This task demands a maximum of
flexibility, not only in the immediate classroom environment, but also in the school and the

.educational system as a whole; it demands, moreover, that those processes of learning which
occur naturally, which would occur whether there was formal schooling or not, be
capitalized as fully as possible in classroom learning.

The materials necessary for this program are substantially different from most of the
traditional textbooks, which usually rest on the assumption that the student's task is to
learn preselected information and interpretations. The new learning materials, by contrast,
will present carefully structured blocks of data, not to tie memorized, but to be
used.

Learning will take place through a variety of exercises in which the student applies the
processes of inquiry to data in order to develop conceptual understandings for himself. This
means that the new learning materials will deal more intensively with selected content
samples and that a single volume for a year of study will ideally be replaced by separately
bound units of materials of varying fonnat and content. Other media for learning films,
filmstrips, transparencies, maps will be used more extensively and be more closely
articulated with the printed materials. ideally, the single-textbook learning materials should
give way to a system of learning materials which includes units for the student, for the
teacher, and for the class as a whole. Such systems of instructional materials will not be
developed to their full potential easily or quickly. The long-range task of putting such
materials into California classrooms will require modifications in the textbook procurement
policies of the state and of local school districts. Finally; the new materials can be successful
only to the degree that California's teachers come to accept them, and at the same time to
accept and practice effectively the somewhat different classroom methoas that are essential
to this new system of learning.

These considerations suggest that the development and introduction of new materials
and the implementation of the entire program must be a gradual process, requiring some
years. In the initial phases, a heavy responsibility will rest upon publishers to develop
transitional Materials, at appropriate grade levels, in the Curriculum Commission's adoption
cycle for Oracles K-8. Such materials should be designed primarily to facilitate the inquiry
program but should meet the requirements of the state's textbook adoption system while
being readily usable by teachers accustomed to the traditional kind of textbook. For Grades
9-12, where individual schools and districts make their own choices, its hoped that
publishers might develop in accord with this program a variety of instructional resources and
systems of learning materialsrangin,g from the transitional to the more innovative types.

It is highly desirable to encourage projects that would develop and test materials in
various school districts throughout the state. Such projects should involve both scholars
from the relevant disciplines and teachers and curriculum specialists from the schools. The
materials produced might then be available for use in developing second-generation materials
for the state at large, as well as for use in the district or school immediately concerned in
their original development.

Methods used in the classroom depend partly upon the nature of the materials and
partly on what the teacher does with the materials. A range of instructional devices and
inquiry centered situations in and out of the classroom should be sought by the teacher.
This emphasis on inquiry will mean frequent resort to such strategies as questioning,
discussing, problem-solving, gaming and simulating, and role-playing as well as
demonstrating, narrating, reading, and lecturing. Learning situations designed to get
maximum student inquiry. need not exclude teacher direction. It is the teacher who most
decide which is the most productive strategy for the unit of learning at hand and for the
process of investigating to be emphasized. In fact, the teacher's expertise places him in the
role of diagnostician and consultant for a system in which he is also a participant with
special responsibilities.

B. Teacher Education

The essential factor in the educational process is, of course, the teacher. A teacher's
effectiveness depends in part on his personal qualities and in part on his own education,
both before and throughout his teaching, career. If he is to develop students who are
inquirers if he is to create a classroom environment that encourages both divergent
insights and ft: ability to use different modes of thinking his c.vn ecitit:iition should have
developed in !Jim these capacities and attitudes. If he is to help cltikhcn m:1,,ter 11:e
social - science inquiry processes and concepts, he must have developed understanding and
intellectual self-confidence through study across the range of social-science disciplines. If he
is to help students gain perspeciive on the common and unique features of the American
experience, lie must have developed au understanding of cultures beyond time Western
tradition.
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These qualities are not likely to be produced simply by requiring prospective teachers
to take one or more college courses in each of the social-science disciplines. The prograin
needs teachers whose own education has been oriented toward inquiry, who have developed
a unified approach to the study of man and society, and whose education in content has
been closely enough related to their education in method that each reinforces the °Hier. In
most colleges today, the prospective teacher's education in method is divorced from the
subject matter he will be teaching. while his education in subject mailer is imparted with
little or no attention to the use he will be putting it to. If this social-science program is to be
fully effective, the interested parties, both within the colleges and outside the colleges, must
be brought together to consider means for improving the pre-service education of
prospective social-science teachers. It seems particularly importar to seek ways of involving
scholars from the social-science disciplines more directly in the education of prospective
teachers.

In the shorter run the success of the program depends on a massive program of
in-service education for teachers now in the 'classroom. The new learning materials for
students will be one vehicle for orienting teachers to the new program, but they must be
supplemented by special short courses, in-service programs conducted by schools and
districts, and the established programs for in- service teacher education operated by the
colleges and universities. It will be desirable to involve interested and qhalified scholars from
the social-science disciplines in these activities.

A final crucial factor: teachers need to create conditions which will facilitate
intellectual growth. This inquiry-oriented curriculum probably cannot develop and thrive in
the usual school setting of the teacher in the classroom isolated from fellow teachers. This
isolation must be broken down through visitations among peers, the use of video tapes and
cooperative projects. Conditions must be created which permit and require teachers to look
at their own teaching and work with their peers to examine systematically the methods
used.

C. An Implementation Model

A planhed program of implementation is needed if the new program for social-science
education is to be realized in the schools of California. No educational program, however
thoughtfully and expertly conceived, is self-executing. The adoption of instructional
materials related to criteria based on the framework does not Insure the implementation of a
framework. Nor is any newly conceived program nearly so effective as it will be after it is
tried out in the classroom and modified in the light of classroom experience. The framework
is likely to be an ineffective curriculum instrument unless it is conceived as the starting
point for a continuing and systematic program of implementation and evaluation with
regard to all the major factors that affect the total school environment for learning about
man and society. While development, implementation, and evaluation are distinct phases in
the life of a state framework, they are not mutually exclusive, Throughout the
developmental phase of the framework, the question "Will this be feasible to implement?"
must be kept in mind, and an evaluation design is. an essential ingredient to both
development and implementation operations.

New or revised educational agencies or structures will be requ:..ed to facilitate
innovation, development, implementation, evaluation and revision. The emphasis on
processes of investigating and concepts drawn frOm the scholarly disciplines, for example,
suggests a broadening collaboration. between scholars and educators at every level in
developing courses of study, units of instruction for the classroom teacher, and instructional
materials, and in the in-service education of teachers. Such collaboration should continue in
some statewide coordinating agency, which would serve to link the work being done at the
local level throughout the state with the state's educational policy-making agencies the
Curriculum Commission, the State Board of Education and the Legislature. The Statewide
Social Sciences Study Committee recommends that the State Board of Education not rest
with the adoption of this framework for social science in the California schools. It is
recommended that the Board create an implementation model that uses the framework as
the starting point. The system envisioned would have these three components:

Component One: Social-Sciences Coordinating Commission A statewide
social-sciences commission or committee should be established and charged with
leadership and coordination responsibilities to give support and direction to innovation,
experimentation, development, implementation and evaluation. Some of the tasks this
commission would perform are: (I) recommend periodic revisions of the framework:
(2) assist the Curriculum Commission in preparing criteria for teacher and learner
materials and to guide and coordinate the development of such materials throughout
the stale; (3) guide and coot dinate the development and application of eval,-di,,e
techniques and instruments: ( -I) recommend and coordinate z; program of in-service
education for leachers: (5) offer leadership and coordination in cooperative efforts to
improve the pre - service education of teachers.
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Component Two: Researcli-And-Development ('enters tier Curriculum Two
research-and-development centers should be established. one in northern California and
one in southern California. and charged with responsibilities to appraise innovations in
social-science curriculum and to simulate the possible curriculum models which could
be developed from the basic fratnework.These centers would scrutinize programs and
new materials and would provide local school systems with information about them.
There should be several independent laboratory schools established which would be
committed to inquiry, innovation and research in social-science programs and projects.
These laboratory schools would be established in concert with the
research-and-development centers.

Component Three: Curriculum Centers and Demonstration Schools -- A series of
curriculum centers and demonstration schools should be established throughout the
state so as to be easily accessible to the largest number of schools and school districts.
The activities of these centers would draw heavily on the library resources and scholarly
personnel of the colleges and should be located on college and university campuses. The
curriculum centers would bring scholars from the social sciences and education together
along with the school personnel from nearby county offices and districts for projects in
the areas of teaching units and material development, evaluation, pre-service and
in-service education of teachers. Selected schools in the local districts would be the
demonstration schools. Some regular support from the state budget would be necessarr,
but a considerable range of activity could be financed from federal grants, contracts
with county offices and local school districts, and university and college research funds.

The statewide social-sciences commission would provide the leadership and
coordination of the work of the research-and-development centers and the regional centers
and demonstration schools. This commission wc.ild collect and disseminate the results of
the findings. Particularly, the commission would serve as an agency for the coordination and
communication among the centers on the one hand and the state's policy-making agencies
for social-science education (the Curriculum Commission, the State Board of Education and
the Legislature) on the other.

In summary, the major task of improving the social-science program, as the Statewide
Social Sciences Study Committee has come to understand it, is not just to update a
framework. The task is to organize the state's remarkable resources of educational and
scholarly expertise for continuing program of innovation, development, implementation,
evaluation and continuous revision. Only through some systematic implementation model
can Californians fully realize their opportunity to develop a soundly conceived, thoroughly
developed and tested, and exciting program in the studies of man and society,

D. Evaluation

The implementation of a new program in the studies of man should itself be viewed as
an investigation to validate the hypotheses upon which this social-sciences framework is
based. Inquiry needs to be directed to such curriculum questions as: What are the most
effective curricular models for inquiry processes, modes of thinking.. and concepts? What are
the most effective learning materials, strategies and methods for teachers to use in the
classroom? Through a comprehensive program of evaluation._ data about every aspect of the
program's strengths and weaknesses should be collected, classified, and translated into
hypotheses aboul revisions and improvements. Evaluation is a continuous process and
should be made in terms of the goals of the program. Finally, it should include the steps and
the procedures by which these goals are translated into clearly specified pupil-performances
for each of the topics.

To collect valid data about the total prog iprogram. effective evaluative instruments and
techniques are needed at three levels: state, district and school, and individual teacher. The
teacher, of course. must provide the basic evaltiation by c :iserving the effects of his teaching
strategies on student achievement. Schools and districts must correlate the teachers' reports
as they evaluate courses. teaching units. learning inaterisils and instructional patterns, and
locally-provided in-service education of teachers. The statewide system c:111 then evaluate the
effectiveness of the framework, the recommended learning materials. and the provisions for
pre-service and in-service education of teachers.
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An evaluation model must be planned and developed for the total social-sciences
curriculum.. In such a model, evaluation is conceived as a much broader undertaking than
that of giving tests and grading students. It involves:

(1) clarification of objectives to the point of describing which behaviors represent
achievement in it particular area;

(2) the development and use of a variety of ways for getting evidence on changes in
students:

(3) appropriate ways of summarizing and interpreting that evidence;

(4) the use of information gained on the progress of students or the lack of it to
improve curriculum, teaching, and guidance.?

It is not the purpose of the framework to provide a complete set of performance
objectives for all the topics listed. Each district, as it develops courses of study and units of
instruction, will need to specify the performance outcomes for students. Various agencies
and test-developers and publishers may be asked to bid on projects for developing the
necessary assessment instruments. There are illustrative examples of speci,.n: performance
objectives for the topics included in the framework. Each performance objective should be
accompanied by a suggested criterion-response for judging the adequacy of the student's
response.

Assessment instruments currently available do not serve many of the goals which make
up this program. For example, it is no easy task to design and apply tests of competence to
assess the student's ability to use the three modes of thinking. Another difficult problem is
the devising of techniques for assessing competence in the handling of value-laden issues, in
the articulation and refinement of values, and in the application of values to policy
problems. The importance and difficulty of assessing outcomes suggest the need for a
sustained statewide effort' to develop appropriate instruments and techniques and to make
them avai able at every level of the instruction system.

7lliIda Taba, Curricuhun Development Theory and Practice (Ne York: Ilarcourt, Brace & World, Inc., 1962), p. 313.
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I INTRODUCTION

Part One states educational goals and objectives, defines terms, suggests an
epistemology, and lays down the general philosophy and assumptions underlying the
Framework. The material included in Part Two, which follows, provides illustrative
programs by blocks of grades. Please note that the programs are illustrative rather than
exhaustive; it is highly desirable that other topics be developed to implement the concepts,
modes and processes.

A, Summary of Studies in the Three Modes

I. A nalysis

Studies in the analysis mode proceed by systematic investigation of selected sets of
events or settings. The inquirer makes specific observations, collects and classifies
data or information, develops definitions for the constructed classes, and concludes
with a check of the reliability of his classifications. Relationships among the
defined claSses and concepts are examined and contrasted. When the variable
among them have been identified, the first step in the process of generalization is
the generation of hypothesis, which is a statement or proposition about the
possible relationships among variables. For example, two economic systems may be
under study. Contrastive analysis reveals that System A differs from System B in
two respects; (a) people in System B have more specialized economic roles, and (b)
per capita production is greater in System 13. The inquirer might generate the
following hypothesis: "Division of labor results in greater productivity." The
inquirer could not know how generally valid, or replicable, his hypothesis was until
he had practiced the next step of testing his hypothesis. Ile would analyze a
number of other economic systems, with attention to the critical variables of
division of.labor and productivity, to see whether his hypothesis was confirmed. In
this process of 'testing he might modify his hypothesis as to the conditions under
which it was more or less valid, depending on still other variables (for example,
technology and transportation). If the results of testing were negative, he would
have to generate a new hypothesis and start testing again. Once the inqui:Tr
develops a valid generalization, he should be called on to put the results of his
inquiry to further use. For example, the generalization that division of labor results
in greater productivity can be used to make inferences about economic growth in
various industries or understanding economic growth in a particular country,

The inquirer in the analysis mode uses concepts which he constructs or contrives to
guide his search for pertinent data. The goal is to develop intellectual skills in the
use of concepts and analytic questions as tools of systematic investigation in the
social sciences.

2. Integration
Studies in this mode of learning focus on the features or attributes of a single
setting or a set of events. Constructed classes and understandings derived from
analysis are used to provide a varied set of perspectives for comprehending and
viewing the setting or social situation under study. A variety of additional concepts

some drawn from personal knowledge, seine from the customary ways of
thinking in one's own culture, and some from ways of thinking in the culture under
study -- will be used. The inquirer seeks to bring to bear on a setting or event all
the knowledge and insight that are required to reveal the setting as coherent in its
totality and believable in the same way that the inquirer's own culture is believable
to him. The integration of wholes and parts is achieved in cultural or historical
terms or the two together. Ile then seeks to communicate to others a description of
this reality which he has found or created. Understandings derived fro Im these
integrative studies are significant to the degree that they help to alter, enrich, and
sharpen answers to the questions "Who am I? Who are we? Who are they?"

An application of these integrative investigations can be illustrated by a study of
the American Revolution in the 18th Century. In a look at human behavior in the
Revolutionary em as a whole, the inquirer will be partieularly alert for those
aspects of behavior that have significance for him in terms of Ins identity. This

. significance can be of various kinds. For an American inquirer. the movement
toward independence and the political values and instittilimrs that crydalliied in
the course of that movement will he significant for understanding nationality and
political values and institutions in the inquirer's own culture, as they derive
historically from the phenomena being studied. For inquirers of any nationality,
the conflicts in allegiance that led some Americans to become Whigs and others to
become Tories will he iignificant in providing, a broader perspective for
understanding those conflicts in alleriance that occur in his own life or cilium:.
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Integrative investigation will be focused, therefore. on one or more of the aspects
of significance in the Revolutionary era. 13111 other silulificant aspects of life in this
area must be related. For example, the inquirer might seek to show how the
geographic environment. the economic circumstances, the class structure. and the
values of American colonists fitted together in a coherent and believable cultural
pattern and how each or these aspects of the culture contributed to the movement
for indepcouence. In communicating the results of his study, the inquirer would
seek to recreate, through description and narration, CI101.01 of the diversity and
coherence of the culture so that his audience could expctienee it vicariously.

Values enter significantly into this mode of investigation. The aspects of other
cultures that seem most significant are often those that have value implications for
our own culture. For example, by studying the Indian caste system and the
relations among Europeans, American Indians, and Africans in early Virginia, the
inquirer is able to sharpen his answers to the identity question in several different
ways: (1) by understanding where his culture fails on the continuum of diverse
patterns of group interaction known to human experience: (2) by understanding
how the particular pattern of group innteraction in his own culture developed; (3)
by becoming explicitly aware of his own values related to group interaction, and in
the process refining them and making them more coherent with his total system of

' values. Values inhere in both the integrative and valuing modes.

3. Valuing

Studies in the valuing mode pertain to learning situations where understandings
gained from analysis and integration are put to use to answer questions such as
"what should I, or we, or they, do next?" Learning in this mode should develop
the student's ability to act rationally and effectively to attain reasonable, mature,
and therefore consciously chosen goals. In addition to the use of understandings
gained from analysis and integration, the inquirer faced with the necessity of acting
must consult his own values and in the 'process, perhaps clarify and modify these
values. The goal is to develop intellectual skills to handle value questions or issues.

Rational decision-making in the valuing mode can be thought of as involving the
following activities:

1. Defining the problem. The rationality of decision-making depends heavily on
the clarity with which the problem is defined. Any definition -of the problein
must be provisional and subject to revision as the study moves on to the
subsequent activities.

2. Identifying rehvant rabies and information. Rational decisions involve making
proper inferences from understandings gained from analysis and integration.
The inquirer must identify which results are relevant to the problem at hand,
which means that he must guard against overgeneralization or improper
inference. Relevant values must be identified. First, the inquirer must identify
the values that relate to the problem and this may involve a redefinition of
the problem. Second, he must then examine the relevant values as to their
rationality and logical coherence with each other and with his value system as
a whole. The rationality of values refers particularly to their origins, whether
they have arisen from the blind acceptance of authority or from unconscious
psychological needs (for example, the need to feel superior to other ethnic
groups), as opposed to being developed autonomously and rationally. Only
after the relevant values are identified, examined, and perhaps refined, is the
inquirer prepared to resolve rationally the often difficult question of which
value should have priority.

3. Generating Trial Solutions. Once the problem is clearly defined and the
relevant values and information arc clearly identified. the inquirer proceeds to
generate trial solutions or to consider alternatives that are consistent with the
relevant values and information.

4. Testing Solutions in Terms of Projected Consequences. At this juncture the
inquirer utilizes the relevant information as lie tries to project the
consequences of one or more trial solutions, tracing the inure remote and
indirect consequences as far as they scent predictable. Often this projection of
consequences will raise new considerations of values and create the need for
additional information.

5. /)ceiling. activit in \.;:luini !(> rati,,n:11
for which the projected consequences. as judged by the relevant )101mation,
are Most consistent with the relevant values. The decision may take several
forms: (a) to act in a certain w:iy..{b) not to act at or (c) to decide on a
preference that may be acted upon in the future.
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B. THE MODES OF LEARNING AND PROCESSES OF INVESTIGATION:
A SUMMARY LISTING

Analysis

Observation: selective
la. Objects/behavioral patterns
1b. Direct/mediated
1c. Measurement: Nu mber/extension/

duration; relative/absolute

Classification: constructed classes
2a. By physical properties/patterns

of behavior

2.

Definition: behavioral 3.

4 Contrast
4a. Identities and differences of

observed phenomena

5. Generalization
5a. Interpretation of data
5b. Generating hypotheses
5c. Testing hypotheses
5d. Using models
5e. Making predictions

6 Inference

7. Communication
7a. Using appropriate language
7b. Translating from one language

to another

lntogr3tion

Observation: comprehensive
la. Objects/behavioral patterns
1b. Direct /mediated
lc. Measurement: number/extension/

duration; relative/absolute

Classification: observed classes
2a. By physical properties/patterns

of behavior

Definition: refined

4. Comparison
4a. Similarities and differences of

observed phenomena
4b. With one's own experience

5. Cultural & Historical Integration
5a. Interpretation of data

6. Inference

7. Communication
7a. Using appropriate language
7b. Translating from one language

to another

Valuing

1. Defining the problem
2. Identifying, examining and refining relevant

values and information.
3. Generating trial solutions
4. Testing solutions
5. Deciding
6. Communication

9 I
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II PROGRAM BY BLOCKS OF GRADES

Grades K-2: Mankind: Man's Distinctive Characteristics

Inquiry, in these early primary grades, exists on two levels. On the overt level the child
is asked, throughout Grades K-25. to observe, to classify, to communicate. Inquiry is mainly
directed to 'classification and to the purposeful observation required by classification.

At the same time a kind of covert inquiry is going on. If one looks to the child's
intellectual capacities at these ages and to his pressing "needs" for certain kinds of
understanding. one becomes aware of the importance of the comparison that the child
inevitably makes between what is being studied and his own experiences. The child's
comparisons remain and should remain largely implicit, private to each child except as he at
his initiative makes them public to his fellows and his teacher in the classroom. The child
also uses the valuing mode as attention is given to problems and issues that arise in
classroom activities and units of study. For example, the making and carrying out of rules in
the school and neighborhood offer opportunities for the consideration of values,
alternatives, and consequences of alternatives.

The intention is to provide occasions for children to inquire in ways they can manage at
these ages, and to bring them to some measure of self-awareness of themselves as inquirers.
At the same time the child should gain shaiper recognition of himself as human, as one
(cultural) kind of human, and as a son, boy, brother, friend, student.

The instructional objective is to provide fundamental knowledge about the nature of
man. Such knowledge will serve as a foundation for later study while at the same time
serving the child's needs for self - recognition in such crucial areas as roles, rules, and
communication.

By the end of the K-2 sequence the child should recognize the man-made nature of
rules, recognize thereby the modifiability of rules, recognize conversely the utility of rules,
and come to see himself as participant in and partially creator of several systems of
interaction, including most critically the classroom itself. Social- sciences education bears a
special responsibility for bringing to the student some awareness of himself as an effective
participant in the system of human interaction that is the classroom, and to prepare him for
effective participation in the rule-making such a system requires. Without this, serious
classroom inquiry in the natural sciences, in the humanities, and in the studies of man is at
best difficult.

The settings for these early studies are the child's family, neighborhood, classroom
not total communities and the equivalents of these social units drawn from smaller and
"simple;-" societies, tribal and peasant not from complex urban societies. Animal groups
are also studied. These settings are introduced, not for their own sake, but as especially
powerful stimuli to evoke in the child a comparison with his own experience.

The children in the classrooms come from culturally diverse backgrounds If a classroom
contains children from two different cultural backgrounds, they may probably adjust more
easily and comfortably to the fact of cultural differences through the study of a "third
culture" with which none of the children in the classroom is likely 'to be directly identified.

. Therefore, the culturally different human groups selected for study, especially in these early
years, may he "third culture," in this sense.

In adult form: the knOwledgc to be yielded by these studies takes the form of verbal
answers to the following questions: HOW is roan unique among forms of life te.n., written
language and culture)? llow is man like some other forms of life (e.g., Maminals)? I low is
any man like all other men? How is any man like some other men? How is any man like no
other man? How are animals affected by their natural environs? How are, men affected?

Adults and older children can come, through study: to accurate verbal answers to these
questions. In these early grades, however, successful learning outcomes are not he be
measured solely by a child's facility with adult like, verbal answers to the questions raised in
these grades. Responses and new ideas may take many forms.

The studies for the K-2 Hock of grades are dividcd into rive Topics. This doss not imply
that I he Topic:: should be presented in strict si:cinen:e the ;me.: years. Instead any
or all of them can be initiated in Kindergarten. with subsequent units of each kind
reintroduced in Grades 1 and 2 will' some increase in complexity. Cautious shifts in the
sequence of conceptual focus are possible, but a sequence or inquiry processes from the
simplest to the more complex should be maintained.
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Toile 1: VUHA I IS IViRNt

MODES AND PROCESSES

.4no/ysis

Observation: S7lOctive

Objects (and behavioral patterns)
Direct (and mediated)

'Classification: constructed classes by
By physical properties
By characteristir;s of behavior

Integration
(Comparison: with one's own experience)

CONCEPTS

Human or man or mankind; reptiles;
mammals; etc.

(Infant dependency)
Needs, wants, customs
Aesthetic, spiritual
Work, play
Lea miry.;

SETTINGS THAT MEET THE CRITERIA
See examples in the discussion.

Process'es of investigation

The important inquiry objective of this first Topic is development of the interrelated
processes of obsePation and class/Pee/km in the analytic mode. Emphasis is on the direct
observation of organisms seen as objects. Such observation is central to the purpose of
classification, using constructed classes based on the physical properties of the observed
organisms. Obscr'ation is thus selective and attentive to those physical properties by which
organisms are assigned to one or another class (for example, repti.les). There is also some
mediated observation (for example: silent films, pictures, or stories) of culturally different
groups and some classification based on patterns of behavior (for example, infant
dependency). Finally, a comparison between Observed phenomena and the child's own
experience is inevitable and highly desirable, though it should remain implicit at this
juncture.

Concepts

Social understanding may begin with an understanding of the qualities that distinguish
man from other forms of life and therefore make him human. The starting point should be
man's biological constitution, which furnishes the basis for his social, intellectual, and moral
behavior. Thus the focus here is on the concept man or mankind. Other concepts (such as
reptiles, mammals) are introduced only because the concept man and human dignity are
better understood in a comparative context.

One characteristic that distinguishes man front other forms of life, prolonged
infant-dependency, particularly needs attention at this point. Children should gain some
understanding that man's prolonged period of learning is essential to his uniquely human
capacities. Furthermore, attention to this characteristic of mankind is especially important
in enabling the young child to relate what he is learning about man to his own experience
and to the learning in other Topics about rules, roles, and communication. It is not
expected, however, that children at this level will verbalize the concept of infant
dependency.

Suggested Settings

The objectives of the Topic suggest that the settings should meet the following criteria:

(I) They should include both human and several quite dissimilar nonhuman forms of
life (for example, reptiles and mammals).

(2) They should include several different groups of humans, at least one group being: as
dissimilar as possible from the child's own (for example, a community in one of Ilse
following settings; Ghana, Greece, Pacific island, Asia, cast ern Woodland Indians).

(3) They should he as directly observable as possible; for example: live reptiles, insects,
fish, or mammals in the classroom; the members or the class themselves as one
group of humans. Films of selected groups of:people or animals with natural
sound or with the sound track turned off may be used.

Performance Objectives Illustrative Examples

The maior objective of this Topic (or strand extending through Grades K, 1, and 2) is
for illildren to hel.;in I() think about the qualities that distinguish man frnn other forms of
life anti therefore make hint lannan. Students should be "akie to:

Verbally classify animals found around the school or in the immediate environment in
the following categories: animals that fly, walk, crawl and swim. Other categories might
he aninitils that are furred, feathered and scaled.



Identify and classify verbally or through the use of pictures animals observed directly or
from pictures in more "scientific" categories such as insects, mammals, reptiles, and
amphibians.

Identify verbally the observable physicJI characteristics of the classification human.

Represent by use of charts, markers on string, or other pictorial devices, the life cycle of
man and at least three other animal forms of life.

Contrast verbally the period of infant dependency between man and at least one
member from each of the fo:lowing classifications: insects, mammals other than man,
and reptiles.

List verbally at least three ways in which man's p.rolonged period of infant dependency
contributes to his uniquely human capacities. Include such significant aspects as rules,
roles, and communication.

Summarize verbally or with pictorial representations at least three ways in which man
differs from other forms of animal life.



TOPIC 2: HOW DO MEN AND ANIMALS ADAY.1 I U ANU
CHANGE THE LAND THEY LIVE ON?

MODES AND PROCESSES

Analysis
Observation: selective

Objects
Direct and mediated
Measurement: relative extension

and duration
'Classificatioli :onstructud classes

by physical properties
Communication

Integration
(Comparison: with one's own experience)

CONCEPTS

Land forms and water bodies (selected):
hills, platcaus, mountains, t ivers,
lakes, oceans

Ciimate
(Space and time)
(Topography)
(Erosion and deposition)
(Adaptation and ecology)
Environment
(Conservation)

SETTINGS THAT MEET THE CRITERIA
See examples in the discussion that follows

Process of Investigation

Again, the emphasis is on obs.erration and classification. Observation continues to be
focused on physical objects, but the children now become more aware of the difference
between direct and mediated observation (as, for example, between the direct inspection of
adjacent landforms and the inspection of erosion models and aerial photos in the
classroom). Measurement enters as ft new kind of observation, being confined at this stage to
the recognition of relative distance. Classification into constructed classes becomes more
explicit, because the children are themselves asked to construct the classes and to sort
phenomena which form a continuum into those more or less arbitrarily constructed classes
(for example, hill-mountain, lake-ocean). The constructed classes should, moreover, be
named by the child and attention drawn to naming as such, so that the .importance of
communication becomes explicit. Comparison with one's own experience, in the
integrative mode, continues to be inevitable and desirable.

Concepts

The conceptual content of this Topic is partly explicit and partly. implicit. Explicitly
the children are to develop the basic conceptual tools for thinking about man's physical
environment, mainly the concepts classifying landforms, water bodies, and climatic features.
They should also come to recognize that the physical environment changes, either through
processes like erosion and deposition that are constantly going on, or through great events of
geological history, such as the advance and retreat of the polar ice cap.

On a more implicit level the learning experiences in this Topic should cause children to
perceive the important relationship bet .."een life and its physical environment. They will
have opportunities to have experiences which will help them develop concepts of
conservation. Specifically they should conic to see: (1) that changes in a physical
environment have profound effects on the life in that environment (for example, the
extinction of the dinosaurs): (2) that most forms of animal life are restricted to a particular
kind of physical environment; (3) that man is able to live almost anywhere in the world: and
(4) that men live differently in different kinds of physical environments.

Suggested Settings

Several classes of phenomena should be studied if the objectives of this Topic are to be
met:

(I) Landforms and water bodies including. simulated kmdforms (for example. alt
erosion model) and aerial photos.

(2) 'Ile physical features and structure of their immediate community.

(3) One or inure human communities in radically different environments (for example:
Eskimos, Bedouins, or a group in a tropical environment).

(4) Selected animal groups. including prehistoric animals that became extinct bL:eau,,e
of en ironmenial

Performance Objectives Illostrdtive
. During the year:. 1. -2 children should come to understand major g.eo..r;:phie fed turys.

something. of hoW adapi to ditICrin natural imviroinnents, and somid Mu!! of ii(N:
human adapt:II ion differs from :inimal ad.iritJtion. should he
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mops or simulated landlorm models, such topographi...al features as plains. hills,
plateaus. valleys, 111013111:1111S. rivers, lakes and oceans.

Demonstrate the process of erosion by constructing a simulated land form. include and
describe the erosion agent (running water, wind).

Draw pictures or make models of several forms of animal life appropriate to the local
area. The pictures or model:; nil st include a description of the natural life setting for the
particular animal.

Contrast verhally some or the physical eharacteristiiis that make it possible for polar
bears to live in the Arctic and camels to live in the desert.

Identify orally some of the things man does to enable him to live both in the Arctic and
in the desert.

Verbally summarize some of the adaptive characteristics which enable man to live
almost anywhere he chooses.

Given pictures, photographs or descriptions of men, state the climatic and geographic
region appropriate for each group and locate an appropriate place or region on a map or
globe for each group.



TOPIC 3: HOW DO MEN AND ANIMALS COltrilViUNIGA I t

MODES AND PROCESSES

Analysis
ObFei cation: selective

Behavoiial patterns
Direct and mediated

Classification: constructed classes
13y Patterns of brhavior

"Communication

CONCEPTS

Name (Use of symbols)
Gesture
Language (v,.;tten langUag,)
(Communicate)
Urge to explain

integration
(Comparison: with one's own experience) Learning, man's ability to

communicate

SETTINGS THAT MEET THE CRITERIA
See examples in the discussion that follows

Processes of Investigation

Observation remains selective, in the analytic mode, but the focus shifts from physical
objects to behavior patterns: direct (behavior patterns of children and animals in the
classroom) and mediated (films, tapes, and photos of other human and animal groups).
Observation is to the purpose of classifying behavior into constructed classes, these formed
by attention to selected patterns of behavior (specifically communication behavior: for
example, vocal as against gestural, or naming as against nonhuinan vocal utterance).
C'ommuniation here enters in two ways: as phenomena to be observed, and as a process to
be used. The latter, that is, the naming of observed classes, is the point of major attention.
The child is asked to communicate about communication, and to recognize something of
the powers inherent in naming classes of things. Implicit comparison with one's own
experience, in the integrative mode, continues to be inevitable and desirable. Valuing is used
in the context of communication as noted below.

Concepts

The main objective is to convey the idea of communication, particularly the idea of
human communication through words, most particularly through the naming of classes of
things. Specifically, the children should begin to develop the following conceptual
understandings: (1) that communication in one form or another exists through a wide array
of forms of life, in forms both gestural and vocal; (2) that human communication has the
unique and crucially powerful feature of using names; (3) that naming provides the basis for
human language, both spoken and written; and (4) that different groups of humans have
developed different languages. As these conceptual understandings are approached, they
should stimulate in the child reflection on the nature and value of the world of books and of
demands for mastering communication skills (reading and writing) that now surround him.

Suggested Settings

Possible settings include the membership of the class itself, with comparative reference
to animal groups and dissimilar human groups. Selected animals should include some that
can be observed directly in the classroom (for example: cats, rats, ants). Different human
groups must necessarily be observed through films, tapes, and photos, except insofar as the
children may interview people speaking other languages than English. These groups should
be selected in terms of their distinctive patterns of communication behavior (for example:
the gestures, symbols, and sign language of the Plains Indians, or the ceremonial gestures and
ideographic writing of the Japanese).

Performance Objectives Illustrative Examples

To develop and demonstrate an understanding of communication, gestural and vocal,
nonverbal and verbal, children should be able to:

Given several species of animals, identify and classify the system of communication
either gestural, vocal, or both that each group of animals uses.

Verbally identify or role-play the differences that exist between man's system of
communication and the system of communication used by several other animal groups.

Given Iwo or more specific groups of people to study, identify the similarities and
differences that exist in their lan,:nage systems.

Distinguish both verbally and by role play the differences and similarities between
verbal communication (human) and nonverbal communication (human and animal).
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I OVIC: 4: MOW LA) LIV t viosic

MODES AND PROCESSES

Analysis
Observation: selective

Objects and behavior at patterns
Direct and mediated

Classification: constructed classes
fly physical properties
By patterns of behavior

Integration
Comparison

'Similarities of observed events
With one's own experience

Valuing

CONCEPTS

Rules (roles)
Family, community (social group)
Needs (mate; i:-.! wants, scarcity)
(Age and sex statuses, infant

dependency)
(Division of labor, and of authority,

by age and sex statuses)
Customs
Work, play
(Need for rules)

SETTINGS THAT MEET THE CRITERIA
See examples in the discussion that follows,

Processes of Investigation

Obserraikm and doss/au/of( in the analytic mode are continued, but the operations
now become more complex. The child is asked first to observe objects (organisms) according
to selected physical properties (age and sex), and is further asked to classify by ace and sex.
Then he is asked to observe again, now shifting attention to behavior patterns (roles) and
classifying according to these selected patterns of behavior. In the integrative mode the child
should compare and contrast the observed events (role, differentiations by age and sex
among animal and human groups). At the same time the learner continues comparison with
his own experience. While these processes of comparison now become somewhat explicit,
the results of the comparisons often will and frequently should remain private to the child.
Valuing is used as attention is given to the need for rules and the making and changing of
rules.

Concept',

The main objective is to convey the idea of role (seen concretely by young children in
school as an array of new "rules" or expectations). Children should come to recognize that
roles are named classes and that each child participates in many different roles, classes. The
stimuli to evoke in children such thinking are comparisons. By observing the organization of
various animal and unfamiliar human groups (in comparison with the child's own), the child
should begin to develop the following conceptual understandings: (1) that social groups
(families, communities) organize themselves for meeting the needs (material wants in a
context of scarcity) of their members; (2) that this organization (division of labor) assigns
different functions (roles, expectations) to different members of the group; (3) that age,
sex, and varying.pattern. of infant dependency arc basic factors in the assignment of rules;
(4) that rules are the concrete expression of the roles (expectations) assigned by the division
of labor; and (5) that members of the group also have different roles in the development of
rules for work and play (division of authority). During these years each child should grow
from the sense that rules are mysteriously "out-of-the-blue" to the more accurate sense of
rules as man-made, alterable tools or means for enabling groups-at-work to meet their needs
and accomplish their purposes. The main question throughout is: Flow do they (and we)
organize themselves (ourselves) to get what they (we) need and what they (we) want?

Suggesteii Settings
The settings continue to be threefold: members of the class, selected ;4,roups. and

unfamiliar human groups. The classroom, family, playground peer group, :reel immediate
community provide one group of settings. Animal groups are to be selected that show
contrasts in characteristics and roles and at least some of them should be directly observable
at home or in the classroom (for example: bees or ants, fish, local birds). Culturally
different human groups (observed through films, pictures, stories and other media) should
be chosen so as to exhibit similarities and differences with the child's own group in terms of
the division of labor and authority in the settings with which the child is most concerned,
that is, the family, the immediate neighborhood, and the cross-cultural equivalent of the
school.

fiuriorma;:co Objcctivas Illut,trative Examoles

To develop an understanding of roles and rules, children should he ahle to:

Identify, in looking at different groups of animals (for example, local birds, ants), the
different things that different members a groups do (roles).

as



Pistinguisit the groups as to length of miant dependency aim
different members do different things (degree of social organization).

Identify and classify the different things that different members of selected cultures do.

Given a selected groups of people to study, propose reasons why different people do
different things.

Identify and describe. community needs, some of the roles in relation to the
community's needs, and some of the rules of the community.

Compare the classroom with its equivalent in the cultures studied, listing the needs that
are being met by the classroom as a group, the roles in the classroom, and the rules that
are needed.

Identify values that lie behind rules related to safety, health and fairplay in the school
and neighborhood.
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MODES AND PROCESSES

Integration
Observation: comprehensive

Behavioral patterns
Mediated
Measurement: (relative distance and

time)
'Comparison

Similarities of observed events
With one's own experience

Valuing

CONCEPTS

Space, distance; time
All the previously developed

concepts
Tools (technology)

(Individual similarities and dif fercnces,
individual contributions, ethnic differences,
ethnic group contributions)

SETTINGS THAT MEET THE CRITERIA
See examples in the discussion that follows.

Processes of Investigation

In the integrative mode, emphasis on comparison will illuminate the similarities and
differences among observed human groups, and between those groups and the child's own
experience. Observation. which has previously been selective (directed toward selected
objects), now becomes more comprehensive, especially regarding relative distance and time.
Some relying is included in considering individual differences and individual contributions.

Concepts
The main objective is to provide an intuitive grasp of the long reaches of time and space

and the wide diversity of humankind. Attention is also give to individual differences within
cultures through consideration of outstanding individuals ("great men and women"). The
previously developed concepts, especially those centering around role, are used in defining
similarities and differences among groups, while one new concept, tools (technology), is
introduced as being especially useful for this purpose. Children should come to see a
relationship between tools and the difference between animal and human adaptation, the
latter involving organization, ob specialization, and technological progress.

Suggested Settings
In this Topic children should look at an array of human groups that meet the following

criteria:

(I) They should range widely over time, from earliest man to the present, and widely
over different parts of the world, and should represent tribal, peasant, and urban
societies.

(2) They should afford myths, stories, folk songs, and art forms that are intrinsically
interesting and enjoyable to young children.

(3) They should exemplify contrasting technologies and organizations of roles, while
affording interesting tools (from hand adzes to factories and perhaps computers,
"male" versus "female" tools), toys ("boy" versus "girl" toys), and games ("boy"
versus "girl" games) for elaborating these similarities and differences.

(4) They should include the role and contributions of individuals in the child's
community and in others. Contributions of members of ethnic groups should be
included.

Performance Objectives Illustrative Examples
In this study of the range of human cultures over time and space, children should be

able to:

Given stories or myths from a particular culture under study, identify verbally the roles
and contributions made by the key figure or figures from each story or myth.

Given actual samples, pictures or simulations of art forms from the cultures under
study, identify verbally which form belongs to each particular culture. Create or draw at
least one sample of appropriate art form for each of the cultures studied.

Given a Hsi of IFL,m yach cuhures tinder stmly. appropriately match each
too! with the culture from \rhich it came.

Given lists of tools. toys arid games, classify each of these into the categories 'of "male"
or "female" and "boy" or "girl" tool. toy or game.

Given the myths, :dories. proverbs, riddles and music of a particular group of people.
identify v, rah valnes which :he asi.c...m: of Ilk' culture I, . c.d.
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Grades 3-4: Man and Land: Cultural and Geographic Relationships

All the inquiry processes introduced and used in the preceding grades are continued.
These pi ocesses are used and further developed in settings more complex in three respects:
(I) The child is asked to keep whole communities (not just families and classroom and
neighborhoods) in :: -hid: (2) he is asked to hold in mind complex communities (not just
tribal or peasant communities); and (3) lie is frequently asked to look siMultancously at
several communities (not just one or two plus his own). Conversely, in dtese grades. the
fundamental questions raised about all humans in Grades K -2 give way to more narrowed
focuses on ecoll OM IC and cultural realms in specified places and times.

Contrast and genealizailon arc singled on for emphasis, and dd./nit/on is treated
explicitly. For example, in observing the behav:or of a group, one cannot see a "role" but
one can see certain selected regularities of human behavior that can be classified and defined
as role. The definition of rule in terms of observable behaviors enables one to determine
whether or not a "role" is present. Independent observers using the same behavioral
definition should agree as to whether or. not role is present in any given set of behaviors
they observe. Classifications or concepts must be defined with sufficient precision in terms
of the behaviors involved so that they are replicable, that is, capable of being applied to the
same phenomena by independt.nt observers to get identical results, and thus capable of
retaining the same meaning when applied to very different situations. This replicability of
classifications and concepts is the very essence of analytic thinking about society; without it
contrast of behavior and generalization would be impossible. Actually, definition has been
used to a limited degree in earlier grades; it is brought to a higher level of development in
these grades because of the difficulty younger children have in communicating observed
behavior precisely. Even so, some further exercise in definition will be required in the
succeeding block of grades before many children will be able to establish firm control over
the process.

Sufficient understanding of the importahce of behavioral definitions should be
established so that the related processes of obserration, classification, contrast. and
generalization can be used effectively. In these grades generalization means primarily
generating rather than refined testing of hypotheses.

Integration, which has figured only briefly heretofore, gets much more attention in this
block. This shift in emphasis is intended to get the child not only to recognize the various
classifications of behavior within different cultures but also to sec the mutual relationships
between the various parts of a culture. Further, the purpose is to develop knowledge of
particular time and place settings that the child in succeeding years will build into an
understanding of historical relationships. At this point, historical integration will not be
explicitly emphasized, but the child should begin to develop a sense of relative duration and,
of the historical links between past and present.

]n the first part of these studies, the concepts are used to focus on selected aspects of
culture and human adaptation. The earlier emphasis on fundamental human questions is
maintained while moving from simpler to more complex social settings, and economic
institutions that enable the child to recognize the modern, urban environment.

The concepts in the first Topic include biological and cultural adaptation and are used
to contrast man's flexibility in adaptation to that of animals. The importance of culture in
man's ability to adapt to a wide range of environments is highlighted. This is followed by
the study of different ways of living in the same or similar environments. The importance of
the culture of selected groups is emphasized as different cultural adaptations are studied in
the same or similar environments.

Cultural adaptatiOn in its most complex form is studied in the next two Topics, which
deal with urbanization. The first is a study of how urbanization has altered man's relation to
the natural environment. In this Topic man's capacity for cultural adaptation is examined in
light of economic activities. the rural-urban shift and the urban functions in California
settings. The second Topic on urbanization is focused on ways in which needs and problems
are being met in urban centers at home and in other parts of the world. Roth the special
characteristics of selected cities and the common urban needs and problems ,ire considered.
These two Topics are designed to enable children to e.-tme to grips with conditions of urban
life that are meaningful and real to them, and to see the urban environments as an extension
of man's capacity for cultural adaptation.

The goal of the firth Topic is to bring together key elements of the concept of emigre:
tool use. language. social orp.anizat ion . and th.e urge to explain. This concept of culture is
essential io of (;;;c1,1!;:,..
:Ind HR. id ;:nu :ill

3,, in the t.:tdier lor chi!, ft-et; lo e:,tiential ot.
cultufo if. by inquiring. into the similtiritict; and dill..r....nces 111:111.:111d

With lt:Sfr:Ct to Ufa nosier C01111101101,1S of culture. Therd'orc, behavior is stodi,Al. not
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for culture. There are real possibilities here for mutual reinforcement 11,-tw:en the studies of
man and studies in the natural sciences.

The choice of groups and communities in California as settings for some of the Topics
in this block .of learning is suggested by several considerations. The child's immediate
environment in Calirornia can be made more "real" to him than an enviromne»1 he .can
know only through media: and the difficult feat of iniacining what it was like ufider
different circumstances should be easier. California exhibits a striking diversity of
environments and a strikinn pattern of different adaptations by different groups of mcn.
Artifacts survive in most parts of the state which should help to make these adaptations
more believable and understanda We. Moreover, the child should able to study his own
urban social environment more effectively in terms of cultural adaptations and change if the
earlier human adaptations have been studied in the same settines.

The choice of some settings in other parts of the world is suggested to :tive a deeper
understanding of the phenomerion'of urbanization. Comparisons between cities in California
and elsewhere should enable students to discover that urbanization is occurring chroughout
the world and that a variety of steps may be taken to deal with urban needs and problems.

A certain degree of flexibility is possible among the Topics. For example, Topic 2 Might
precede Topic 1. Or the Topics dealing with urbanization might be studied first, followed by
the other Topics. If the order of the Topics is chanced, appropriate chances should be made
in the sequence of inquiry processes and the sequential development of concepts.
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ENVIRONMENT AND ANIMALS ON THE ONE HAND AND

MAN ON THE OTHER?

MODES AND PROCESSES

Analysis
Observation: selective

Objects and behavioral patterns
Direct and mediated
Measurement: absolute extension

*Classification: constructed classes
By physical properties
By patterns of behavior

Definition (behavioral}
'Contrast
(Generalization)
Communication

Integration
(Comparison: with one's own experience)

CONCEPTS

Natural enylrc-ment
Scale (i.e., maps)

adaptal inn
Adaptive niche
Adaptive characteristics

Cultural adaptation
Technology
Division of labor
Social organization and role
Culture

Human communities: tribal

SETTINGS THAT MEET THE CRITERIA
See examples in the discussion that follows.

Processes of Investigation

Besides observation and classification, contrast is emphasized. This involves arranging
the data from selective observation and classification so that among the phenomena being
analyzed (species-and-environments and communities-and-environments) some factors are
identical. while other factors vary. The objective is to observe and classify so that the critical
variables can be identified and isolated as precisely as possible. The measure of extension
(space) is also stressed. This presents new problems of communication, that is, the
preparation and reading, in real-scale terms, of maps. Comparison with the child's own
experience is inevitably present and desirable.

Concepts

The main objective is to compare the relationship between the natural environment and
animals on the one hand and man on the other. The concept of biological adaptation is
developed by examining the environmental limitations on the distribution of animals in
space and through geological time. Systematic investigation into the greater adaptability of
man calls fOr the use of the concept of cultural adaptation and a cluster of related concepts
such as technology. division of labor, and social organization and role. This learning extends
the concept of culture and prepares learners for subsequent Topics. Students should be
aware that human adaptation is being studied in terms Of the "simplest" form of human
social organization, and the concept of a tribal society (a preliterate COMM111111y, typically
under 1500 in number, which is not part of a wider, city-centered political and economic
system) should be explicitly developed.

Suggested Settings

The settings should serve two instructional purposes. First several animal species and
their environments should be selected that illustrate the adaptation of the organism to the
environment and the consequent. environmental limit on the range of the organism. One 'or
more species that became extinct through' failure to adapt lo environmental change should
be included. Films. photos. and other tncclia can he used to !..how adaptive characteristics,
such as protective coloration. Every effort should be made to locally observable adaptations.
such as the distributions of pigeons or ant hills wish consideration of man-wade factors
affecting their distributions. Finally, some species should be selected on which experimental
variations of environment can be effected in the classroom (for example. variation of
temperature for reptiles).

The second group of settings is several Indian communities in different environments in
pre-Spanish California. Attain the particular selections are to he in terms of adaptation. not
varying. cultural adaptations. Three considerations sor,!est the choice o:.Califorhia sCitings:
(a) the 8eccssibilily of environment and artifacts to the learners: (h) the study of miceessive
adaplalin.i in a shude hatural enviromn;:ui parti,..u! the ,;:!,-t er\::',H-cuent :o 11.!0

Icii!'lli 1'i o!,;c: ciiittu...! is arlo:1:sr tel
.1111,T1:11.1011. Tilk: close examination of cot:nut:Allies in California. s II4,ult1

supple:milled with a brief loll]( at two or three it :hal communities in will,'.' varyinf
environments. phis shmod Fcmind sinik.ras ihn wh:11 t.wing shidkqi in c:Iiirorhi:I

twivtn...a! aspect of human life, vtd1r at the saint timv rein!ort:in!p tiwir
lime tribal born of hur.)...0 al.

Groul.; hi.h;i1;: ii ! ir.:1 :he Is.

.-;'7
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The main objective of this study is to compare relationships between the natural
environment and animals and the natural environment and men. Cl!'"dren should be able to:

Given a list or pictures (or both) of selected anitoals, describe verbally the type of
environment in which each of these animals may be found naturally.

Given a list or pictures (or boil]) of selected classes of animals, organize and categorize
them on the basis of common adaptive characteristics.

Given a written description of a specific environment, accurately list the animals that
would he natural to that environment.

Given a list or pictures (or both) of selected animals, locate accurately on a world map
or globe, at least one natural habitat. of each, of the animals.

Given the descriptions of the life of two or more tribal groups, contrast their different
ways of life with respect to the influences of their respective environmental conditions.

Given two or more cultural groups to study, classify the behaviors and cultural
adaptations in categories such as communication, technology, religion and social
organization.

Given a specific tribal culture to study, analyze the differences and similarities between
that culture and your local community with respect to the division of labor, rule
making, communication, technology and social organization.
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TOPhr 01*
DIFFERENT WAYS OF LIVING IN TIE SAME OR SP.IILAR

ENVIRONMENT?

MODES AND PROCESSES CONCEPTS

Analysis
Observation selective

Objects and behavioral patterns
Direct and mediated
.Measurement: absolute extension

and relative duration
"Classification: constructed classes

By patterns of behavior
Definition (behavioral)
'Contrast
Generalization

Generating hypotheses
(Testing hypotheses)

ComMunication

illterration
(Comparison: with one's own experience)
Cultural Integration
(Historical integration)

Natural environment, natural
resources (conservation)

Communities: tribal, peasenfurban,
and rural urban

Cultural ada:nritton
Technology

of labor, occupational
specialization, social organization

Culture (include values)
Spatial distribution and association

SETTINGS THAT MEET THE CRITERIA
See examples in the discussion that follows.

ProCesses of Investigation

A number of human communities are now looked at simultaneously, with focus on
contrast.This means that observation must be selective with a view to classification in terms
of characteristics (especially patterns of behavior) that can then be analyzed as to identities
and contrasts (identities, for example, in environmental settings, including natural resources,
and contrasts in technology, social organization, division of.labor, and other aspects of
culture). It should be noted that the process of defiiiitiou is required for these operations.
Once critical contrasts have been identified through analysis, students should explichiy use
the process of generalization. Students should be encouraged to. oropose as many
hypotheses as possible (in this case, hypotheses explaining the different adaptatims to the
same environment). The generation of hypotheses creates, in turn, a new demand on
communication,the phrasing of hypotheses in testable form.

As particular and more complex human communities are studied, students should
become increasingly aware of the integrative mode as an alternative way of thinking about
social phenomena: students should study the cultures in this Topic as totalities rind, through
cultural integration, look for simple relations between different elements of a particular
culture (for example, the relationships between technology, division of labor, and social
organization generally). Learners will also begin to understand, tacitly, something, about
historical integration, as they discover that the cultures studied have it time relationship to
each other and to the present. Comparison with the learner's own experience will continue.
Concepts

The main objective is to examine flexibility of Imman adaptation due to the peculiarly
human capacity for culture. The concept culture is extended to focus on cultural
adaptation, especially the economic features of technology and division of labor. ln the
COUrSe of looking at the cultures that have successivcly occupi::+,1 the (ahitornia env:. onment,
the 1:.'pology of tribal. peasant, and rural-urb'u: conununiries is de..elop.:d. Particular
attention is given to the relationship bet'.cen the Spanivh:,."meriear: :mkt An:ric-American
cultures on the one hand and on the oth'.r hand inc urban center: to which they were
responsible and from which they drew support, knowledre, and technology. inquiry into
the adaptive characteristics of the cultures should be broad enough to enable students to
speculate about cultural values.

Suggested Settings

l'he settings continue to be in California. Th, communities studied in Topic I

are used to make comparisons v.rit a Spanish-Am,..ri;:,:n mission-ranchero community and
the c'at'ty Anglo-American communi;i's. The :a cLaraeter and
distribttlion of i: :;Itct,:t.1 t' :1

the locus should be on intensive analysis 0: at th: ranchero
area. In many cases at mission can be selected hose. safe C;O::e tO the ihit;ti to
visited. 13ecause urban development is trer:I.:ei separately in Topic 3, I he early
Anglo- American community nitiN' he siudicd in its notzurbm "'spec's, for example, the
agricultural settlements iii the Central VaIlt.2." :old liar Intritt.:. eampt. of the \loilter
ctm n t ry .



Performance Objectives -- Illusu;alve

In the GC11.1 rse of Studyi nr, varying human ad3ptations to the (..,tiirornia envitomhent.
students should develop the ability to:

In writing, list at least Iwo parallel activities conducted by the California Indian,
Spanish-American, and Anglo-American for each of the following categories: .xtting,
food; providing clothing and shelter: engaging in games or other pleasurable activities.

In writing, contrast at least three different aspecis of the technologies of the California
Indians. the Sp: nish-Americans, and the Anglo-Amerit3:ins.

Id.mtify and describe in writing the hierarchy of leadership roles its practiced by the
communities of the California Indian, the Spanish-American, and the Anglo-American.

In writing, contrast the number, type, and complexity of leadership roles present in the
communities of California Indians. Spanish-Americans, and Anglo-Americans.

Identify and list the kinds of support (for example, economic, go.,munc.ital,social)
that the Spanish-American and Anglo-American commtinitics received from their
parent or larger societies from which they were derived.

From your studies of the three communities, propose at least three hypotheses which
may explain why the Spanish-Americans predominated over the California Indians, and
why the Anglo-Americans came to predominate over the Spanish-American.

State in writing at least three means whereby the three COMmunitins, California Indians,
Spanish-Americans, and Anglo-Americans, exercised social control over thc'r respective
community members,

Contrast the means of social control as exercised by the three communities with our
present society in California.
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I1ELA7loN To THE ENVI

MODES AND PROCESSES CONCEPTS

Analysis
Observation. ,olective

Objects and behavioral panel ns
Direct and m:diatarl
VILISill'ernent: relative extension,

duration and numbar
'Classification: constructed classes

By physical properties
By patterns of behavior

Contrast
Definition
*Generalization

Generating hypotheses
Testing hypothe:Ts

oductioq
Factors 7roductiori: nNtur

resource, labor, capital, mariajlement
and aritrepienwr..hir,

ComITICI'Llal agricultural,
industry, indtr.iii,.lization

Division of labor, i.necializatiun
and comparative advantz.ge
and regional)

Distribution: mail:et, interregional
trade, middlemen, transportution

Rural urban shilt
Urban functions, urban locution, imra city

patterns of location, city-hinun land
interaction

SETTINGS THAT MEET THE CRITERIA
See examples in the discussion that follows.

Processes of Investigation

The focus in this Topic is on analysis. The processes of observation, dassificarmii, and
contrast are employed in conceptualizing more complex patterns 1o2 behavior than
previously encountered (those involved in the basic configurations of economic activity, in
urban development, and in the structures and functions of cities). Generalization is carried
another step, from generating to testing hypotheses (with reference to such question as why
cities grow and why they are located and structured as they are).

Concepts

The objectives arc two-fold. First, students should inquire why and how rural-urban
shift takes place, as another mode of adaptation to the natural environment, and how this
fundamentally alters man's relation to the natural environment. In the course of this
inquiry, conceptual understanding of the structure and functions of cities (urban location,
intracity patterns of location, and city-hinterland interaction) should be developed.

This inquiry must also focus on economic aspects of modern urbanization. Here
students need to develop the basic conceptual tools for economic understanding,
particularly as these relate to urbanization. The approach in this Topic is from the
standpoint of production and of distribution. Key concepts related to production are:
factors of production (natural resources, labor, capital, management and entrepreneurship),
sectors of production (commercial agriculture, extractive industry, industrialization ar.d
factor production), and dirision of labor (including specialization and comparative
advantage, both occupational and regional). Key concepts related to distribution are:
market, inter-regional trade, middlemen, and transportation.

Suggested Settings

For reasons indicated in Topic I, the settings continue to be in California. One focus is
on the development of San Francisco in the nineteenth century, as a city whose functions
were primarily commercial, in relation to mining, ltmhering, and commercial agriculture in
its hinterland. The other focus is on Los Angeles in the twentieth century. :is a city a very
different natural setting whose growth was greatly influenced by indu:,1 development.
Los Ai.eles offers particularly strildng illustration; Oi hov. model n ;nun i!; ;11,1,... 10 ii:tni.,:c.)(1

the limitations of the natural environment (water supp!y, pre-emir...1111y) tel Irans10rin the
environment. Comparative reference can often usefully be made to other cities throuLlhout
the world in developing particular conceptual understandings.

Performance Objectives Illustrative Examples
Inquiry into how urbanization alters man's relation to the natural environment ,:hould

help children develop appropriate information and shills to:

Given a map, chart or simulated model of a topoL,r;mhical settift... ;Ilia
s()tirces) o(),:e eim ti.;irpr-t,d, .;. niu

kion j;11111hri:11 ,

hiieli \vays. waste (11:-.p():::11. av:iia -r and \valr for
facilities, ;111(1 eoliservidion of i:11 adcgo dto
sp:fee,

l'it.)pose 1.,.;1:( three Itencraliialicuis ci
and Iiintel1;:;1(I.
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In i II"k:11 LAJN

C.ompare and contrast orally the phy::i(a iri mein.:ni 431. "l)1(1" versus -modern" cities.
Include in Ih.% diSCI1SSion how :Ind why modern cities separate residence anti business
sections:is conmared with the practices Of

Identify and describe through) diawilms or descriptions how the functions of a city are
influenced by the use man can male of the natural environment (industry, commerce,
others).

Demonstrate the need for careful wash.r plannint, of a modern city he an oral or
written report. Include in the eport how existim!. man-made ohstacles (such is water
mains, gas lines, communication systenv.:, and so on) and natural obstacles (such as
swamps, hills, bodies of water and so on) impose limitations on the development of a
city.
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IN THE l',210DERN Ut-WAN

MODES AND PROCESSES CONCEPTS

Analysis-

Observation: selective
Behavior patterns
Mediated
'Measurement: absolute extension

'Classification: constructed classes
By path-1ms of behavior

Definition

Integration
Observation: comprehensive
Classification: observed classes
Comparison

Similarities of observed events
With one's own experience

'Cultural integration

Valuing

Cultural adaptation
Ur ben lot m
Ui ban functions

Economic eCtivitiss
Specialization
Comparative advantage

Intra -city pattsin:, of Icication,
city-hinterland interaction

Spatial distribution, association,
and interaction of phenomena in
the urban environment

Decision making (as affected by
social and ethiiic groups and as
affecting group imei action)

SETTINGS THAT MEET THE CRITERIA
See examples in the discussion that follows.

Processes of Investigation

In analysis, the inquiry processes include obsci-ra ion, classification, and deli', i tam
Emphasis is given to the measurement of absolute extension (real-scale mapping of
distributions of people, housing, etc.), and to the classification of urban needs, functions,
and problems. In integre/Hon, attention is given to 01),cm-III/on, classifica lion, coin pawon
and cultural ink. ration. The special characteristics of each city selected for study are
examined. Valuing is used as consideration is given to proposals for mecting urban problems
and to the adequacy of steps being taken to meet them.

Concepts

The basic objective is to help children see urbanization as the latest and most complex
form of human adaptation. To see cities as adaptive environments, children may ;gain the
insight that older cities which have taken their form and functions from earlier
circumstances and needs are often poorly suited to the circumstances of today and the
future. The object is for students to discover that urbanization transforms the life of man
throughout the world. Growing cities take on different forms in different places :113(1 create
problems which men try to solve in different ways.

As different urban centers are studied, attention should be given to such questions as:
"Why are cities growing so rapidly everywhere'?" "How did each city come to possess the
special characteristics it has?" "Do these characteristics enable people, to meet their needs?"
"What problems of ethnic groups are critical and how are people attempting to solve them?"

Suggested Settings

The settings should include not more than three urban centers in different parts of the
world, one of which might be a planned city. Examples might be Accra. Rio de Janeiro,
Peking, Jakarta, Tokyo, and a "New Town'' in England. Comparisons should he mad'
between the students' own community (or r 'nest urban center) and other HI ar,d
among the cities selected or to ltiehlir.itt the C01:;111011Ally o! trepan
SLUM as transportation. housing ethnic groups and conseryai ion of

Performance Objectives illustrative Examples

On conviction of the study of the impact of urbanization on lift today. \indent::
should be able to:

Given two or more cities, identify ways in which 113..y differ P .

pattern, population. type, and setting.

For»mlaie in wriline sutras of the problem:: and in 1..:
Ink Ind,: in IL. c:. :

1),JP111:nit)n, .
transport:it citinittilitic:iliwt. rant! vi.isic

Front Studies and trhictisiott. in v.

inc,:t
11.,.,001.ilis of tirfii,itt

19



wiilt th use in cities se 1 ec le (.1 for study in the a 1)1 ro.!

Given a list Or summary of steps being taken to meet urban problems, clasaly them into
the Following categories: public. services (for example, education, recreation); housing:
transportation: and commerce.

Describe how a eity's economic functions have affected its physical layout and its
distribution of facilities and population groups.

50
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1,.10DES AND PROCESSES

Analysis
Obsthvation: si!lentive

Behavioral patterns
Classification: constructed classes

By patter ns of behavior
behavioral

Contrast
Generalization

Generating hypotheses
Communication

CONCEPTS

Adaptation: biological and cultural
Life cycle: innate h lmvio!,

and in f ant dependency
Culture

Touts, technology
Communication, nonvocai and

symbolic; language
Social organization: Foie, kinship

system
Urge to explain; myth; customs; traditions;

beliefs (inducrng religious or
spiritual) creativity

SETTINGS THAT MEET THE CRITERIA
See examples in the discussion that follows.

Processes of Investigation

All the inquiry processes except ofisychice are used in this andlysis (in this case. the
recognition 01 identities and contrasts among those patterns of animal and human
behavior use of tools, communication, social organization, and the search for a world
view that differentiate men from animals, that is, elements of ''culture-). The student is
again made aware that the success of such a contrast depends upon defining behavior
precisely. The development 01' the process chfinnion should surt with simple examples.
(For example, students might be asked to define with precision the actual behaviors that
artist be observed in salmon, birds, primates, and humans before one can identify "infant
dependency" in these groups; the class might develop this behavioral definition: "the young
have their food provided by the parents. The replicability of the concept. so defined, would
be confirmed if all members of the class agreed that infant dependency occurred in all the
groups except salmon, and that its varying duration, from birds to humans. could be
measured with sonic exactness.) After further practice with definition, students should he
asked to grapple with a few really difficult cases (fore example, what behaviors would one
have to see to know that -values- are present in a group?). This practice of defining
behavior makes new demands on communication, as students are asked to state clearly and
concisely the behaviors that comprise the definitions. While definition is used here mainly to
the purpose of contrastive analysis, it is also used to formulate hypotheses (for a simple
example, a hypothesis about tht relationship of infant dependency and learned behaviors as
opposed to innate behaviors).

Concepts

The main objective is to clarify distinctively human qualities as constituted by culture.
Concepts of infant dependency. com»muiation, needs. division of labor, tools, rules, and
roles introducted in the K-2 block may serve as starting points. These concepts are now
brought together with social organiailion. myth, custom, beliefs, including religions: and
values or ideals are used as a cluster to shrpen understanding of culture. ,Dan's viritual and
aesthetic dimensions should be included. The beginning understanding of culture developed
here is refined and extended in succeeding Topics.

Suggested Settings

Suggested settings include the study of selected animal behaviors and tribal
communities. Since cite of the Major obje,etives of this Topic is to develop the concept of
culture, it seems best to begin with relatively simpler technological scicidies such as: carly
California Indians in contrast to animal !soups. and then to m ive to early in
order to extend the concept. Other groups could iaLiude the Nlaoris and the 1:sl.isno-.
contrast between the social behavior of animal groups and that of humans should
effective means of clarifying such aspects of culture as use of tools (technology),
communication, social organization, and man's to to explain. As more advanced
technological communities in California are studied later, the concept of culture can be
refined and and students should conic to a more profound understanding of question.
"What is human about human beings?"

Performance Objectives - Illustrative Examples
The main obj,:ctive is to have students untlorsrid

be

Given pictures, phologrzipli:, or siinuldti.al models of tools, cl.e ily accordn..:
whether they %vele produced in a tribal or a more conipl1'x

Formillate hypoth..--:,s as it, why we might classify ccrtain anima :! !.
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l'ornmitite :r.pecis OI cumire ttl,e t:1 ComintmiLdmm.
!Ink(' men Milt:rent nom :mim:11::.

Given a series of myths or stories from different tribal groups and kingdoms, compare
and contrast in v..: king, the similar and the divergent lectures found.

From studies of dft'..erent tribal groups and kingdoms, f):ntify in writing the common..
and the divergent values held by these groups.

From studies of different groups of people. compare and contrast the similar and
divergent vahies held.

Given a specific animal to study, identify those behaviors that are learned from those
that are innate. Formulate hypotheses for why we might think that many of the
so-called innate behaviors may actually be learned behaviors.

Indicate comprehension of the meaning of such concepts as rob,, ode, and infant
dependency by giving illustrations, explaining meanings orally or making charts using
pictorial symbols.
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Grades 1 -G: Mankind and Interaction, Diversity,

The understanding of human culture. and eultur.d adaptation developed in (.Itades 3- I is

used as a foundation for this particular locus on man. This block or grades concentrates on
the diversity of limmin gimps, the interactions among them. and, finally, the diversity and
creativity or individual human beings in varied cultural settings..

The principal feature of inquiry in these two grades is the lull -introduction of the
integrative mode of thinking. I:mplutsis is on integration in Topics 1-2, on rinalt-sis in Topics
3-1, and almost exclusively on integration in Topic 5. where special attention is devoted to
refined definition and crtIturcil ilrtegrulion. .1-11c valuing mode i)Leessdrily figures in most of
these 'Topics.

The focus in the first four Topics is on the array of concepts concerning group
interaction: competition, conflict, cooperalion, accoramocial ion. assimilation, siva (ilk(' I ion,
domination, segre,izalion. elisrimina lion. and ctd.uraf /duns/ism. Topics 3-4 cleat explicitly
with mc. racism, caste, and ethnocentrism. In Topic 5 the focus shifts to concepts of
individuality and creativity as these reflect, and are reflected by, the values, myths, religions.
and ideaologics of various cultures.

Tlit settings used are selected to serve not only the primary inquiry and conceptual
objectives or the *fopics, but also the important secondary objectives or building
geographical knowledge and historical integration. Where the earlier studies in Grades 3-4
were set in California, the setting for Topics 1-3 in this block of grades broadens to the.
United States and North America. The settings for these three Topics are chronologically
arranged, so as to afford a study of American history, with emphasis on the interactions and
contributions of various groups in the development of American society. The setting in
Topic 4 shifts to other parts of CA: world (for example Brazil, Nigeria, India), to permit
comparison of group interaction in America with group interaction in other cultures. Topic
5 utilizes a variety of settings, ancient and modern, Western and non-Western, selected in
part to facilitate a historical integration of the Western and non-Western experiences. Jn all
five Topics the settings should serve the purpose of building geographical knowledge of
North America and of important areas in the rest of the world.

53
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COME: IN CONTI\(;1?

MODES AND PROCESSES CONCEPTS

Analysis
Observation: :.ilective

Rehavioral patterns
Meaburement: relative extension

and duratiun
Classification: constructed classes

By patterns of behavior
Definition
Contrast

Integration
Observation: comprehensive
Classification: observed classes
Con 1 .orison

Similarities of observed events
With one's own experience

*Cultural integration
(Historical integration)

Valuing

I nu:roc:lion
Competit':n, conflict

(mope' atiOn, accommodation,
assimilation

Political economic
Stratification, domination
Values
Value conflict

SETTINGS THAT MEET THE CRITERIA
See examples in the discussion that follows,

Processes of Investigation

Observation and cictssification arc continued for developing conceptual understanding of
certain universal categories of human behavior (particularly categories of cultural intertction
and related concpets). But with this topic the emphasis in inquiry shifts for the first time to
the integrative mode. The cultures being considered and observed comprehensively rather
than selectively. Behavior is classified in terms given by the observed culture rather than by.
constructed classes (for example, "slavery," a classification that the observed culture gave to
certain patterns of behavior, as contrasted with "caste," a constructed classification
unknown to the observed culture; one that would include "slavery" and many :-ther
patterns of behavior in many cultures). The similarities of such classifications of behavior
are. compared (for example, Spanish relations with the Indians as compared to English or
French relations with the Indians). Finally all the observed aspects of the cultures being
studied are integrated (seen in relation to each other in that time and that place, and over
time), rather than being separately abstracted for the purpose of generalizations applicable
to any identical cultural situation (In the analytic mode, one might look at slavery in
seventeenth-century Virginia for the purpose of developing and testing a hypothesis, and
thereby working toward a universally valid generalization about the conditions under which
interaction between cultures results in domination by one culture. In the integrative mode,
on the other hand, one is concerned to understand how that particular form of domination.
"slavery," is related to the whole cultural situation -- what it was about that particular
cultural situation which produced that particular form of slavery.) These differences
between the parallel processes in the two modes, analytic and integrative, should he pointed
out in this topic, though it should not be expected that the children will yet understand
them thoroughly. Note that a subject hav;ng strong emotional overtones.for children in our
culture is introduced, which gives rise to ramming. it is important that children should realize
that valuing is going on and that it is separate from both the analytic and intqrative

Concepts

Grades 3-4 have developed the concept of culture and the diffv; ing cultural adaptations
of different human groups to the natural environment. Building upon ;.'is foundation. it
seems desirable during these years, when lifelong attitudes toward cultural differences and
conflicts are crystulliiing, to have children confront this dimension of human reality
directly. Therefore the main objective of this topic is to develop und:.tanding of cuhoral
diversity and interaction. Important tt:...ted concepts are ch".,:e)e.rn ;111,1 1,;!,.
However the issue of racial as opposed to cultural diffetenee. ., reserved for more e%;,licit
treatment in later topics.

Suthi..-:%ted ini;s

Tlh2 ohjceli%'es (r1 this i.op... v(gtit.1 Iv ot.
intoleti LiiIerent patterns of cultural important s......o;idaly
sug.gest, however. the three that are liert. l','CO111!;14,;(!.'ti. ,arc. (I)
Spanish-11)(11:m interAli.ln in Nly,:i;:) in :lie
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culture (political. social. economic) and colteu..,H,,,:, it 11;e Wor!o: (2)
int,..1.1Clioll in Viry.inia i he s...venteenti:

of English and \Vest African cultures (political. social, economic). the Aft-icon sleve trade.
ancl English colonization in the New NVorld. and (3) FrenelnIniftot-be1gli,11 interaction in
Canada with a consideration of both French and English cultures.

These partieuho settings are recommended for the following rgasons: I While
historical integration is the primary objective in two high School years: the basic knowledge
required for successful historic-I integration must be built up dn.:Jug:moot the preLedieg
years. Rather than repeat a super. ....lid chronology or United States hisioty dt several points,
it is the strategy of the program to choose settings that will provide much .01. thb. hi torical
knowledge while serving primarily another conceptual objective. (2) .1-he b,Lic...eograpitical
knowledge of the United States and North .' merit:a can he developed. (3) By using Indian,
Spanish-American, and Anglo-American cultures with which students have already become
somewhat familiar in Grades 3-4, the difficulty of the !earnings required by this topic
will be somewhat reduced. (4) 'file content is dramatic with colorful personalities for
example: Cortez, NIontezuma, John Smith, Pocahontas which should male them
interesting to children.

Performance Objectives Illustrative Examples

As students undertake inquiry into this topic they should be able to:

Given any particular culture or group of people for study, identify such important
elements concerning group interaction as competition. conflict, cooperation,
accommodation, assimilation, segregation and discrimination.

Based upon studies and discussions, propose at least four possible ways in which any
two or more groups may interact when they conic into contact.

Given any two or more specifically related events in history, explain verbally the
relationship that exists. The discussion is to include the time relationship, cause-effect
relationship, and possible implications related to future events or actions.

Given a specific story to read or film to view, prepare a written description identifying
how the main characters reveal what they value through their behavior. In conjunction
with this study, identify how your behavior reveals seine of your beliefs, values,
opinions or attitudes.

Formulate at least three generalizations concerning the values held by each of the
following groups of people which may account for their particular behavior and which
could lead to intra-group conflict: Indian-Spanish ;old Englkh-Indian-Black.
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TOPIC HO1A1 HAVE it:TH CEOlIPS INi)ft'iDLIAl.
Al:TEC:n-7D DEVEL.C:PivtEfTi?

MODES AND PROCESSES CONCEPTS

Analysis
Observation: selective

Behavioral patterns
Measurement: relative dura ion

"-Classification: constructed classes
By patterns of behavior

Intogration
Observation: comprehensive
Classification: observed classes
Comparison

Similarities of observed events
With one's own experience

*Cultural integration
(Historical integration)

Valuing

Social groups: ethnic, ruligious, class
Migration, !Honig! ition
Interaction

Competition, eontl;ct, cooperation,
accommodation, assimilation

Stratification, domination
Segregation, di scri ma lion
Cultural plural km
Political and economic

Ethnocentrism, racism
.Social stratification and mobility

Caste and class

Spatial
Location, distribution, interaction

among areas
Cultural change

Invention, borrowing, adaptation

SETTINGS THAT MEET THE CRITERIA
See examples in the discussion thatfol lows.

Processes of Investigation

Inquiry processes are the same as for Topic 1. This topic provides additional experience.
in using and discriminating between the analytic and integrative modes. Special 'attention
should be given to measurement as related to the location, movements, and distribution of
people. Mapping and the interpretation of maps should be utilized wherever appropriate.

Concepts

The emphasis here is on the interaction of many different ethnic groups in creating a
culturally diverse society (the United States). Therefore the concepts developed in the
Preceding topic will continue ,tp be used, with considerable claboratiol. Imamigraticin,
migration, and the spatial and temporal relations of population groups will be an important
new cmpl?asis The concepts discrimination and segregation are introduced as forms of
interaction that hove been conspicuous in the experience of American ethnic groups from
the beginnings of European colonization. to the contemporary urban migration of southern
farm workers, Concepts relating to social stratification and mobility arc introduced. The
interaction of ethnic groups with the larger society may usefully be examined in terms of
the choice between and cultural pluralism, Students should inquire about the
ways various groups have affected, as well as been affected by, the larger society. Such
inquiry will be most effective if care is taken to examine the contributions of selected
individuals from several ethnic groups.

Suggested Settings

The study should begin with a time and space overview of the major ethnic groups that
have composed the American population. Inquiry should then proceed with a detailed
examiniition of three or four different ethnic groups exhibiting at different periods different
forms of inter:loton with the larger society. Choices should reflect the size and importance
of the groups in American society as a whole (Blocks, Spanish-speaking. Jews, Irish. etc.).
as well as in the immediate community (for example, the Chinese in the case of San
Francisco) or school. Illustrative examples are: black men in the slavery era (Nat Turner. the
Underground Railway, Frederick Douglass and the black abolitionists, etc.); the Irish in
I3oston from the discrimination of the 1840's to the present; Eastern European Jews in Nev.'
York City from the 1890's on; the Chinese in San Francisco: Mexican-Americans in
California agriculture; Japanese in California. In each case there should he a foeo ,. on
individuals. on understanding the culture of the group, and on ways the group 11;:s
in:Thenced Alto larger culture. (for example; drama, music, and art). The settings should
spread over the nineteenth century and the first half of the twentieth.
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As children develop a sense of cultural diversity as :1 pc; sistent aud pen.asive influence
in the development of America, (boy should be able to:

Locate on appropriate 'naps the place:: from which specific ethnic groups came, where
they settled in the United States and in partieula Hires or regions under study, and
why.

Given a specific ethnic group to study, identify in writing specific problems including
examples of discrimination, segregra t ion, racism, and social stratification that the group
encountered when interacting with the larger society of which it hoped to become a
part. Explain how these problems influenced their social status and their potential
mobility within the larger society.

Given a specific ethnic group to study, identify in writing those behaviors of the group
that appear to have their origin from the original cultural setting as compared with
those behaviors that have been assimilated from the new social setting.

Describe how motives for different groups or immigrants are similar (yearnings for
riches, hind, change, tranquility, freedom). Note that the groups come from vastly
diverse backgrounds but resemble one another in two ways: (1) willingness to look
beyond the horizon, and (2) willingness to leave things-as-they-are behind and seek a
new life.

Given written descriptions of the. experiences of immigrants of an earlier period in
American development, identify items from current daily newspapers and periodicals
which deal with comparable experiences of contemporary urban migrants. Classify
these experiences in terms of key concepts listed in the chart above.
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Processes of lovesti;!aain

virtirdly the sair as for ti:)ies I :!nil 2. This topic provides
additional experience in nsiini and discrimin:iting between the analytic and integrative
mindes. oe.. e%te:fs;on (here the
real-scale mapping of dishibutions of social groups in the city).

Concepts

The concepts concerning group intoraction that were developed in Topics 3 and 2 are
brought to bear on the conleinporary United States. The ..)bject is for students to perceive
the diversity of social groupings in terms of which people identify themselves and are
identified by others. and to inquire realistically about the nature of tt,g interaction among
these groupMgs. At the same time students are to inquire into the relation between racial
and cultural differences. '1-he essential point is to understand what cart be said about race as
a biological phenomenon and the vast difference between this and race as a socially defined
classification. Ethnocentrism and racism should by studied behaviorally, and students should
inquire into the social. psychological and philosophical processL:s that give rise to these
phenomena and perpetuate them. This strategy should assist Ili. student to see these
emotion-charged ;!!..pccis of Ids own social environment in a more analytical perspective.
Further. students i..hould into the role of the law. the Constitution. the courts, and
the political process in producing change in the relations among groups. l'abiiirg should be
n.ade explicit and self- conscious concerning attitudes toward groups and toward various

for securing social

Suggested Settings

The ,,L.itin;, is Inc community: the student will compare his own community
with sever:)] carefully selected case s! Lithe!. of group interaction elsewhere in the

At least one should involve a Eitit.te nietropolitan area
f cconoloie Iv.; mapped and ex:IminLd.

c.! . , c', t, 1...,1%!ents ;oft! t!1 :II :iIIiL tat tll.
;011

. ev.111.1:.,1e e tor
1..11..11 ;:ivo'e several ditillrent social, ethnic and

economic groups.

Pet Uri.; eit.c. 11;11.:LIZItiV;! FIX11-,1P/C.,

A Lave imilci:and that dill ilOnet'S .:111011n men are cullti7al.
nave 0:0) iti roe mind. of some men. Students

H.:11 1,10. ; tI
-to th... di ,litition.

i. ! .a.th.. ..'.1 ions. b)
ti.: ant.1
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SE ITINGS TII. f 1.tEET THE CRITERIA
See examples in ;he discussion tlmt

Processes of Investigation

All the processes except infer, nee. are tiscd. 1mi is particularly inortant in
connection with eld.+Ailicaiion (for example. claNsiJication of behavior based on the
assumption of race as a social. not just a hioloineal. phenomenon). and in connection with
con/rasi (for example. different patterns of interaction).

Cencepts

The concepts arc the same as in the iv...ceding topic, but the emphasis is on
developing a deeper understanding of the relationship between racial and cultural
differences than can be done in the setting of the contemporary United States. As students
examine group interaction in racially and culturally diverse societies throughout the world,
they should come to see that biologically racial groups have so intermixed that few, if any,
pure types exist. They should come to understand how the powerful influence of culture
causes men in different culture to have different values and life styles and to perceive things
in different ways. They should finally understand how and why men have so universally
tended to interpret these cultural differences in other groups as biological or racial
differences and to perceive these differences as inferior-superior, ugly-beautiful, and
frightening-reassuring.

Suggested Settings

The sintsested settings are several contemporary societies that arc culturally and racially
diverse and that exhibit varying patterns of interaction among groups. Examples of settings
are Brazil, Nigeria, and India. Brazil exhibits a great diversity among Europeans, Indians. and
Africans, aml a somewhat greater degree of assimilation among these proups than in many
other societies. In Nigeria students may observe tribal differences, early European
dominance over Africans, and subsequent African dominance over European.. India has
dark-skinned "Caucasians" and a complex pattern of religious. "raciol," cultural and caste
diversity. There should be constant contrasts between these societies and those of the
United States and Canada. Canada is an example of a culturally diverse society.

Performance Objectives --- Illustrative Examples

In the course of these studios students should acquire the abilities to:

Given two et:limes to siudy. idonlify the differences and that 'ict
between the two cultures cameernin. lamily slut:lure with respect to the specific roles
played by each of the family members. Fxplain what effects these varying family
structures have on the life styles of selected family members.

Identify the value, that undellie: (a) the social class (or caste) system of one more of
the cultures studicd: (h) the religious art of one or more cultures.

Identify a social psycholoHcal plocc-A, that is present in two or mole c)1. the group
intcrac tious ..,12)1...r study.

S1.... ;, n . 'a.11 I r

Given a specific vroup study. identify luom scorn's. proved,,, and
1;,1 Iii 1,:h%C.,:11 Ill I oup 4,1,tj 11L1i-1011).
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SETTINGS THAT MEET THE CRITERIA
See examples in niellt.cussion

Procassas of inve:.14:ation

Inquh ;,inifts %holly to the integrative mod,: so that students can de% .lop a full mid
carp snnse of bow this diffeis front the analytic mode in the investigation of s,-tnial

has obwi ral inn is inn. purposefully comnnThen,ive: c t..offn inovcs mainly aecordinn
to class.s obsersed in the cultures being stunli....d (not continted loosest. dolinitiovs are

refitted versions of Wa;:l.'S in the ob:,,erceo cultures: comparison is in tern: or
pcner;11 similarities and dissimilarities I not identities and contrasts) for the purpose of

believabihty; tnnne togeth,. as C/0//rill hitegriaM// seeks a sense
of the totality and coherence of an observed culture. so that it is believable in the way the
obse:-ver's own culture is believable to him. This integrative thinking focuses on the
interrelations of aspects of the :Allure and the integrating aspects of the culture (thn myths,
custoll' f,:lia-'1(-)11s, anal ideolo.jes of the observed cultures as these relate to individuality
and creative expression).

Concepts

The focus is on the concept of individually within cultt,res and on the varyiiw degrees
to which cultures value and afford opportunities for individuality in word and in deed. Thin.:
it is necessary to pay particular attention to myths-religions-ideologies of the cultures
mule: consideration. The principal phenomena studied in the cultures are creative and
artistic expressions. both as indicators of cultural values with regard to individualism and as
products of individuality and creativity.

Suggested Settings

The suggested settings include a group of four or five cultures flint) different periods
and parts of the world, exhibiting differing patterns of individuality and al ?isfi expression.
This topic offers one of the best typo:lupines for developing ideas needed 1.a. historical
integration in succeeding studies at the 10-11 block of grad.. The ancient Greek and
medieval European sources of mu-dern Western culture are to be dealt it ith while some
knowledge of the historical background of non-Western cultures should also be acquired. In
addition, it is important that The program include African cultures. In the following list of
suggested settings the ancient Greek, medieval European. and Africa?) settings arc strongly
recommended. while substitutions could be more freely r,:ade fur the remains ones:

(1) Pericl2an Athens. including mythology as related to the noirrnlie past of the
Ilellones: emphasis on architecture. sculptui and otter forms of expression as
reflecting the value system.

A selected Ala tribal society or hinpkhnn expn.N.i '11 as
related to social Otani Nation and values.

(2)

(3) France in the late Middle Ages. emphasizing Christianity and feudaFsm. 'vith
special attention to artistic onnessions as vell.cting the tensi:an between
individuality and collectivity in the medieval value system.

(4) Confucian Chin.:, comparing its ethical beliefs and irCdtivc expression \vitt) those of

(5) \it .ico. 1111`1!.!L'H' 'u
111: kno,nk.
,n)ok)L.-rn N3eico 14..!;0,-i:Ii;) in iniintinn ,o.; jk) ;11.
fusion of Intlian and l_urop,niii truil.nits and for idna!aty
cacti.
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Classily the values ri.11).eted in myths, lei.en(ls, and ()Hiet ittayrials Ci tu(hin): in eils.,cs
idenillie(I ii Ihe un,ler siudy.

in ad ()hiccis prmlucekl in dilleit111 soficties itecordili, to media
that Nvcre 01)...T.P.I. and 01.11V1'

Identify ri2preseillative historical rainiiiqis and other II I \vim I:s ankl dcsi:ril)e sonie ol the
values 1.)1. 'lie sociil milieu 1>1 which they canie.

(liffurenees iii values (virtue, frce(Inni, individual creativity, elc.) as they
existed in )..(ieieties s()Ii2clek.1 1.()r study.

Gi)..en several societies to study, identily anti compare ways in ethical and
relivions v.vre expressed.
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The process.:s nl ir .,tigation ,lnyed in (nodes 'K-0 are to roil
deG to,tni.int and sclfconi- iinusnyss in Gr.,dyi . ic that ht..
in"- I() 1141..

in....my processes in the Lit.nsc (iv% .,:licerip,:al in-asp ri
syslcin,

More 121incd use is rrn;.1,, of both the ;at He modes. SoinetIp:es Pi,
is ri-.inb the a P ino.le or is in' I, hut rn,:y

Lem- in a . Th.at is. he is
:,i a particular s, whole and in terms o. :,ie rat tics iough which the

itself (the interati.e mode). while at the r. ;r.:. tune lie is lookirig at cn,ustructed
!social conceit' !hat are ap to r soc1s I th,: analyt: moCiel.fle should develop
a sharper eonsciousness 1 . he beconies a...are of which mode and
isiiictt process he is using from time to time. , is nets: for the first time
used explicitly.

Systematic attention is given ,0 the in 1.1c of valuhv..hc hind of investigation that leads
to decisions and preferences. The student will proceed Ity dcfin :g the problems, identifyii:ii
relevant infotmat.ion and values, generating a trial 'tition or alternative solutions. tei.timi
lotions systematically in terms of their projected consequences, and deeidin?. on a

preference or a course of action. As these steps are followed the process of ii(tc Is

in both the a- ilytic and integrative modes: the atude.it becomes aware of the ways in %%Ina,
analytic and integrative modes contribute to valuing. and of the dangas of erroneous
inference. Both Lie. second and third section:, of this block of grades culminate in
systematic investigation of topics that arc value oriented.

The eleven topics into which these studies are divided are presented in the seqc,eine
that seems most logical, though some rearrangements of topical content are possible. The
first block of study on the urban environment (Topics -11) could precede the studies
comparative political and economic systems (Topics 1-71, The main cost of such a shift
would be loss of the opportuni4:y to have the (earnings about political and economic systems
applied and interpreted in the urban contest. Shifts in the sequence of Topics 3-7 arc also
possible. For example, a class could move directly from the introduction of political an.d
economic systems in Topics 1-2 ro the contemporary United States in Topic (). The
historical development of modern politic 11 economics could then be do', loped in Topics
3-4, and this part of the study could conclude with the contemporary comparative
examinations of a command economic system such as the Soviet Union and underdeveloped
countries in Topics 5 awl 7. Topics, 1 and 2 should always open the studies of political and
economic systems. however, for they present the basic concepts for dealing with this are:, of
human behavior. Similarly Topics 3' -11, wherever they are presented in Grades 7-9, should
be presented in the sequence given. Wherever shit ;s in the sequencing of 'conceptual content
arc made, inquiry processes must adjusted to maintain an effective
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SETTINGS THAT THF CRITERIA
C ex:w1rIcs in Ihe Vw;t follo%%,s.

Processes J Investigation

;fie mode of thinking is exclusively an:d....1 Oh.CCrratiHn ant,"Rls selectively to those
patteins of behavior related to decision mak' and aa%;//ii..atioii is for the purp,Ise of
construction class.es of these selectively olvierved helm iors. It cannot b.. asqlmed that by
Grade 7 srodents will have a firm' Uil(lflUtIIOifl 01 !t.! import:uric': (ill (Lrining of
behavior (generating -Della. :)ral concepts) so precisely that they will he replicable for other
(A, ,..is and to other social sett ins. hence a major objecti e is that students become
proficient at (/r/nit/on as they develop the concepts compi-isf a: the concept cluster
"per.lical system." The simplest and most inninuliate settings has: ;:C11 ClIOSCII, in order to
facilitate and make possible this crucially important hearing. Fite cmphasis on thfirthion in
Ibis topic should be seen as conscdating and culminating the emphasis on the analytic
mode that his nermented most of the earlier In ;ides.

Concepts

In Topics 1-7 of this block of grades the student be l'evelcping and using the basic
concepts for understanding those categories of hur, ..n behavior that are called political
and "economic." Political scientists :rid economists propose a number of dirlecont
conceptual approaches tc these realms of Innnan behavior. Any selection from, or
arrangement of, the ay. Able conceptual approaches is necessarily somewhat arbitrary. The
effort has been to develop an array of concepts that ar clear. internally coherent, and
comprehensive in their coverage of political and economic phenomena.

"Political" behavior relates to (a) the making of dccisioris that arc' binding on all
members of a group. and (h) control of the 111,;;InS of pro's:cal coerc.i..a that are the ultimate
basis for implementing and enforcing such decisions. "Economic- behavior telales to the
p:oduction and distribution of goods and services. 1.w.ons.y political and economic
behavior overlap and interpenetrate. 1- or the sake of greater :w.dytica: 1)1.i:cc:ion they can be
viewed separately. as in Topics l"1: but for the sake or iffitkr,i.,;Idin,, :heir interrelatedness
it is equally nnportam that they be vi..w.'ed together, as in Topics 5-7.

'Ell most uT,..1,11 tot both kl;;.1 II is
SyS/e//7. A y./ciit is a cluster of parts !liat \.u'% to convci I cert.in inruts
into 01111,111S. .\ n automobile en;,ine is a system whose .,,n ts titerdependeilti
to convert the input gasoline into the output cm:4:y. Jo a soei.:1 stun, 0' pats are fol the
most part behavioral acts based upon choices or decisions. so eliat systems may
usually be seen us dcta....ion-making sy..tems,

I soci.:1 sy.,tent can bi. quite liinitcd (11a. .an-11;.). or it can 1e exteas..a.. (the of
the United States). The %Ale of the concept is that its simplicity fac'talcs
comparali...e anal; Si s. of most 'hinds of social ;maps. 11111i1 SClill.11
Cltll'!, :1111;11 .:lid ,11.1 in he co-nr.ircil

I CII ei 1, to ;',.1.1111 l''..;111 !di 'Pad
deSt.lop.'d ill this 1,1a:cd Lo0T1/4u.,ic stall anti
(1....11.1,,t.1 Ii, 11,1.1'14;
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that get cr:ited for the i..ysicni. en;Iiire com..cins the w.,y
memb, of the group perceive, ta I the rui...s UI tb.e .;:ante. or the acCepted pre,,eriptions for

H.1,161'.1;2 l'Ole ill 111:: Wen 1".t.'y ;WIWI!
;1.111 i,, i ill '..;e1LIIIiieti 1),"Meen :Mt) yy-,i.'11. lit

-!.0111.jet.1 CII;1111e, th1,..: ti; Oh*.:1-",...1,. Uri m.tit2 tv, politieal elites: in "p,:ttieipant" culttues ino,t
members :)l the grottp cxpeet thdt they can live or 11,(10-Lct. ('II tilt:

Fne t/://1/7/:: /C.eii:.//U:y Idler ILe suppoi live attribute:. of
pobtieal syL'Ins that me generated throm;li political cilia') SyNie111 nitiSi
pos. ess authority. in the sense that its deckions are sufficientb, aecepteci by members of the
group to be corricd into effect. Authority b- wcahened or losi if the regime does nct
possess L.gitin:aey, if. that is, it is not pcocrally pert:L.11..d as kgitirnately cn rightluby
holding the decision-makim! roles. This will depend, in turn, upon the pctlitieal valm's
generally held in the iiroup. attitudes about bow. by whom. and to what ends the
decision-making power 'Mould rightfully be exercised. Politic.), is the process
through v. hich members of the group come to perceive the political system and behave in
relation to it, including the process through which the system generates and strengthens
perceptions. attitudes, and political values from which supportive inputs flow.

(2) Coustititthm: \Vito are the decision mailers, how are they chosen. and within what
limits do they act? The concept constitution, as used here, does not refer to a written
document bus. to the Written or unwritten "rules of the game" for decision makine that are
generally perceived as legitimate by members of the group. in this sense a tamer- has a
constitution (however unclear and unstable) just as in some political system. Subconcepts
relevant to constitution are..federalism, scpaiation of powers (executive, legislative judicial),
checks and hillanctr (executive veto, fur example).

(3) The/ rim/ making: How does the political system function to convert demands into
decisions or rules? Decision making is the general process through which "demand" inputs
are converted into "rule" outputs. Like any general process, it can be subJivided into
observable classes of subprocesses. These are:

(a) interest articulation, or the presentation of demands to the decision makers or to
persons with access to the decision makers. The basic political activity involved in
presenting, demands to the decision-mil:Mg system is most often carried on through
political groups, such as parties, factions, cliques. interest groups, and elites.
Demands arc pressed through various modes of influence, such as communication,
persuasion, and coercion.

(b) Interest aggregation, or the combination of demands into alternative policy
choices. In some political systems, political patties arc important agencies for
interest aggregation. and interest aggregation is an important part of the legislative
process.

0.1 Ride making. or the setting of norms of conduct L hoi e of polic.
is a familiar form or tide making.

(d) That' op/thew/on, or the enforcement of specific policy judgments b) authorities.

(e) Ruh, acijudication, or the authoritative settling of disputes concerning policy
judgments or their The lulliei,tl process is a familial example or
pdiudication.

The way the political system is perceived. as referred to in the disetts.,iim of
niaior factor in Oki anil itt

0:1 c.:: I I

In by;,,, to t_sil;:-.!1:. I

111,. 1..char-1rs they lito.e '.,;...p.s1 It:. i

should thiii It 1 11th Com.
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Performance Objuctiviis tllustrative Exampl,:s

At the end of this topic the student shoold he able to:

Define in writing. '.hat is on-jilt by political sy,Tem. The definition most
consideration of ;he three major component coiic.Tts and their

Given two or 31101T SOCinit.',.. cot study and applying the dolinition otitidned from tin:
objective above. prepare a contrastive :pnulic of the id.'n:ities differences s in their
respective jul itical systems.

Communicate the findings of his inquiry in pr.2ei.e laivutige based upon evid.mce.
whatever Media see in most appropriate such as wi it ICD lan a a. Chait.S.:1,1d

Define political culture and its component subconcepts of authority. legitimacy, .rind
political socialization and illustrate examples of civil in the settir scie:.:ted for study.

Given two or more societies to study, classify their political cultures according to
differences in authority. legitimacy, and political socialization.

State generalizations regarding the nature of political culture and its effects upon
people within their culture in terms of authority, legitimacy, and socialization
procesues.
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TOPIC 2: HOW DO SOCIETIES DECIDE WHO GETS WHAT?

MODES AND PROCESSES

Analysis
Observation: selective
Classification: constructed classes
Definition: behavioral
'Contrast
Generalization
Communication

CONCEPTS

Types of societies: tribal, kingdom,
peasant-urban (including fuedal and
bureauerda empire)

Political system
Political culture
Constitution
Decision making

Economic system
Needs: unlimited wants,

limited resources, scarcity,
priorities

Production
cactors of production: natural

resources, labor, capital,
:technology, management

Sectors of production:
agriculture, extraction,
service

Division of 'labor and comparative
advantage: by age, sex, and
ascribed class

Distribution
Decision making: tradition

SETTINGS THAT MEET THE CRITERi A
See examples Ire the discussion that follows.

Processes of Investigation

The same inquiry processes that were used in Topic 1, are used in more complex
settings and with a new array of concepts (those dealing with economic behavior). Assuming
that students are now competent to define behavior with some precision, the emphasis shifts
to contrast (of political and economic systems in two new settings as well as the settings
treated in Topic I).

Concepts

Students will discover that the general phenomenon of decision-making systems can be
subdivided for closer analysis by area of.human behavior, and that a particularly important
area for such analysis is "economic" behavior, or behavior related to the production and
distribution of goods and services. As economic behaviors are selectively observed and
Classified, students are isked to inquire in terms of the concept of an economic system as a
subsystem of any social system. In an economic system the basic inputs are resources
natural, human, capital and entrepreneurial and material needs or wants to be satisfied.
The basic outputs are decisions about what shall be produced, how the. needed goods and
services are to be produced, and how ald to whom the products are to be distributed. As
with political systems, the essential characteristics of economic systems can be analyzed by
asking certain questions. The characteristics to which these questions are addressed are the
identifying key concepts and asking certain questions. Again the effort has been to develop
an array of concepts that are clear, internally coherent, and comprehensive in their coverage
of economic phenomena.

The concepts and questions that, for this program, constitute economic system are as
follows:

(1) Needs: What goods and services are most wanted? In any social groups presently
imaginable, economic wants are (theoretically) unlimited, resources are limited, and desired
goods and services are scarce. Therefore priorities have to be established.

(2) Production: How are the needed goods and services to be produced? There are three
particularly useful conceptual approaches to production. The first is through factors of
production: natural resources, labor, capital, technology, and management and
entrepreneurship. The second is through sectors of production: agriculture, extraction (of
natural resources such as fish, lumber, and minerals), service, and industry (mass fabrication
in factories). The third is through division of labor and comparatirc acIrantage, both
occupational and regional. Division of labor also runs by age and sex, and, in many
economic systems, by ascribed class.

(3) Distribution: How and to whom are goods and services to be distributed? Associated
with distribution arc a host of subconcepts, such as: track, middlemen. transportation,
nwney, balance of paynteni3, wages, labor unionization, rent, and pr.. fit .
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(4) Decision Making: liow are decisions made about needs, production, and
distribution? Economic systems are usually classified into four groups according to the way
economic behavior is regulated mainly by tradition, that is, by a long established adaptive
pattern for wresting the bare economic necessities from the natural environment through a
relatively undeveloped technology. In market economic systems, decisions are made largely
by the operation of the market. In these systems production has been augmented by
division of labor and technological advance to create the market. Subconcepts related' to
such systems include: private enterprise, profit motive, ,opportunity cost. price competition,
and advertising. Command economics systems arc those in which decisions are made by
central agencies for planning and control. Subconcepts related to these systems include:
government regulation, government ownership (socialism). Finally, economies that have
elements of both market and command are called mixed economic systems.

The new settings introducted with this topic are to be compared with the settings of
Topic I in terms of political systems; the concepts belonging to economic system are to be
developed in terms of the new settings; and the new settings are to be compared with each
other and with the settings of Topic I in terms of economic system. It is important that
students see, through using the two clusters of concepts tt _jether, that political and
economic behavior are intimately interrelated; that they may be separ:t..-U for purpose of
closer analysis; but they must also be related to each other.

Suggested Settings

The settings are two variants of peasant-urban societies, one a bureaucratic empire
based economically on peasant agriculture, and the other a similarly based feudal society. A
secondary criterion is the need to develop knowledge for historical integration. The
bureaucratic empire should be an ancient "high" civilization. Ancient Egypt seems
particularly advantageous in several respects: the wealth and dramatic quality of the
artifacts through which it can be studied; some esperially interesting economic factors, such
as the technology of irrigation and the heavy expenditure of economic resources for
ceremonial, religious, and political purposes; and its links through Biblical history with the
Judaeo-Christian tradition.

The feudal setting should meet the need for historical background to modern Western
history. France has been recommended as the setting for studying religious and artistic
aspects of medieval Europe in Grade 6. he suggested setting for studying the economic and
institutional aspects of European feudalism might he medieval England. This would be
particularly advantageous in view of the suggested English settings for studying modern
political and economic systems ;a succeeding topics.

Performance Objectives Illusteafive Examples

At the end of this topic the student should be able to:

Define economic system and give illustrations from tribal and peasant societies,

Given a specific society for study, analyze and contrast the interrelationships that exist
between the'political culture and economic decision-making.

Given two or more societies for study, state generalizations regarding economic
behaviors on the basis of observation and classification of those bj haviors.

Based upon the concepts and generalizations developed from the proceeding objective,
propose an economic system model for a given society.

Distinguish among the three modes of thinking which may be used to study economic
systems.
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1 ODIC 3: I-IUvv LA.) ivimiiK ET ECONOMi ES i)E-v.-.L07-' AND FUNCTiON?

MODES AND PROCESSES

Analysis
Observation: selective
Classification: constructed classes
Definition: behaviorai
Contrast
'Generalization

Generating hypotheses
Testing hypotheses
Using models

Integration
Observation: comprehensive
Classification: observed classes
Definition: refined
Comparison

Similarities of observed events
'Historical integration

CONCEPTS

Types of societies: tribal, peasant urban,
rural-urban

Economic sy,-tem
Needs
Production

Factors of production: natural
resources, labor, capital,
technology, management and
entrepreneurship

Sectors of production: agriculture,
extraction, industry and
industrialization

Division of labor and comparative
advantage: occupational and
regional

Distribution: trade, middlemen,
transportation, money, balance of
payments

Decision making: market, priwate
enterprise, profit motive,
opportunity cost, price competition

Economic gr6wth
"Take-off"
Gross national product

SETTINGS THAT MEET THE CRITERIA
See examples in the discussion that follows.

Processes of Investigation

In the analytic mode, the student utilizes the same processes as in Topics 1 and 2 in
analyzing the market economy and in developing additional subconcepts appropriate to that
economic system (industrialization, trade, market, ?rice competition, and the like). The
process of generalization is carried farther than it has been before, to include not only the
rneration but the testing of hypotheses (for example, the hypothesis that division of labor
increases production, as tested Wy the development of the woollens trade). Still another
generalizir process, the use of models, is emphasized (testing the Anglo-American economy
of the I Stn. century against the model of a purely rational market economy).

But in this topic the student is asked to do more than develop and apply abstract
concepts and models. Market economies developed at a particular stage in the historical
experience of particular Western societies, and this fact carries the student into the
integrative mode. Through the processes of classification and refined definition, he takes his
categories from the observed society, reshaping them somewhat for his conceptual purposes
(the observed class "Navigation Laws" and related phenomena might, for example, be
refined into the concept mercantilism). Especially he practices, now for the first time
explicitly, historical integration, in which he is concerned with the temporal and casual
relationships among his refined classes.

It is particularly important for the student to understand that he is inquiring about
these phenomena in these two different modes, and to understand why. He should see that
for some purposes it is useful, in the analytic mode, to conceptualize market tc-6.;;.-,inies
abstractly, apart from any particular social setting in which they may be found. He should
sec that for other purposes it is useful, in the integrative mode, to understand market
economies as developing in particular times and places, with particular causes, conditioning
factor3, and deviations from the pure model. If he has learned to understand the American
economic system in its origins both analytically and integratively, ;le will be able to
understand the changed economic system of his own day. That is, he will be able to
establish, in the analytic mode, its identities and contrasts with the abstractly
conceptualized market system; while in the integrative mode he will be able to assess the
his,orical and cultural forces that have caused it to change and that will affect the direction
in which it may change in the future.

Concepts

The objective is to understand market economies in terms of the concept duster
eronomic system. as described In Topic 2. This means also developing the sub::oncepts that
are particularly pertinent to the market type of system. The include, as factors of
production, natural resources, labor, atpliol, technology, management, and
entrepreneurship; as actors of production, agriculture, extraction, and industry
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(particularly industrialization as an economic process): as divisions 01 labor. bow
occupational division and regional division: as aspects of distribution, trade. middlemen.
transportation. money, and balance of payments: and as aspects of decision making, market.
private enterprise, profit motive. opportunity cost, and price competition. In addition the
concept of economic growth is introduced, with such related concepts as take-off and gross
national product.

Suggested Settings

If market economies are to be dealt with both analytically and integratively, settings
have to be thought about somewhat differently. As long as inquiry is wholly in the analytic
mode, choice can be made from a wide vaiiety of settings containing behaviors from which
the specified concepts can be derived, while in the integrative mode, inquiry focuses on
particular situations or settings.

Market economies arose, by and large, in Western Europe and North America in the
period roughly since the fifteenth century. But the focus must be radically narrowed if
effective inquiry is to occur. More closely specified settings should be selected -- more than
one are probably necessary and collectively they should meet the following criteria: (1)
they should be effective vehicles for eliciting the concepts and subconcepts required for
understanding the market political system in the analytic mode; (2) they should enable
students to inquire into the nature and causes of economic growth in market economies,
again analytically; (3) they should permit historical integration of the most critical features
of the development and growth of market economies; and (4) they should provide
background for understanding the present economic system- of the United States.

The following suggested settings meet these criteria:

(1) The woolens trade in England and the Low Countries in the 14th 16th centuries;
the rise of the market. In this setting students should sec how the division of labor (both
regional and occupational) and, to a lesser extent, improved technology began to create a
growing market in the manorial economy of late medieval England and the Low Countries.
In this relatively simplified setting such conceptualized phenomena as trade, middlemen (the
rise of the bourgeoisie!), transportation, money, private enterprise, profit motive, and
entrepreneurship should be clearly evident. The early enclosure movement offers a dramatic
context for developing the concept opportunity cost.

(2) Anglo-American trade in the 18th century: the creation of an international market.
The focus is on Aneo-American trade as a product of the commercial revolution that had
accompanied European overseas exploration and colonization. The European and North
American economies are seen as resting on a great extension of the regional division of labor
and consequently on the international market and international trade. Concepts relating to
international trade, such as balance of payments, should be developed. British mercantilism
should be looked at as an impediment to the development of a fully rational international
market. Concepts relating to production should be explored, for example, variability of
access to the factors of production for Virginia tobacco planters or West Indian sugar
planters as contrasted with English shipbuilders.

(3) The English industrial revolution: the rounding out of the market economy. The
primary emphasis is on the role of technological innovation, entrepreneurship, capital, and
labor in the early development of the English textile industry. A secondary emphasis is on
the shift from mercantilism to laissez-faire economic policies by the British government.
Adam Smith's The Wealth of Nations could be drawn upon in deteloping a fully rational
model of the market economy,

(4) The American market revolution: "take-off" into sustained economic growth. The
subject of economic growth, raised implicitly -in the preceding setting, would here be the
explicit conceptual focus in the context of the creation of a national market economy in the
United States in the early nineteenth century. The conceptual emphasis would be an
extension of the regional division of labor as a result of improvemer.ts in transportation,
with industrialization introduced as a supplementary development. Students :night here ask
questions about the relationship between economic growth and social characteristics (social
mobility as related to entrepreneurship), as well as values (the "Protestant ethic").

(5) The Affluent Society: pro;:iucer-consumer market relationships, advertising,
consumer credit, national-spending decisions, the paradox of affluence and poverty.

IC)
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PerformanceObjectiws Illustrative Examples

At the end of this topic the student should be able to:

Given one or more historical settings to study, analyze each society through the use of
one or more economic concepts such as needs, production, distribution and decision
main&

Define and illustrate the ideology and theoretical functioning of an ideal market
economy.

Define and illustrate the concept of "economic take-off."

State generalizations regarding causal factors in the rise of the market economy, and
identify weaknesses and/or counter arguments regarding the generalization.

Describe how the market economy was a product of a unique set of social
interrelationships.

Contrast integrative and analytical studies by stating how each may be used to
investigate market economies.
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1 OPIL. 4: hUvr UU OLMOCiliki It. 1-0LiTICAL Z;V:.;TEMS
DEVELOP AND FUNCTION?

MODES AND PROCESSES

Analysis
Observation: selective
Classification: constructed classes
Definition: behavioral
Contrast
'Generalization

Generating hypotheses
Testing hypotheses
Using models

Integration
Observation: comprehensive
Classification: refined
Comparison

Similarities of observed events
Historical integration
Communication

CONCEPTS

Political system
Political culture

Authority, legitimacy
Political yak, TS

Political socia:ization
Constitution: prerogative, representation,

civil rights and liberties,
federalism, ::4paration of
powers (executive, legislative,
judicial), checks and balances
(executive veto. etc.)

Decision making
Influence: communication, persuasion

(propaganda) coercion
Political groups: parties,

factions, cliques, interest
groups, elits

Social stratification: status
(ascribed and achieved),

Manland ratio

SETTINGS THAT MEET THE CRITERIA
See examples in the discussion that follows.

Processes of Investigation

Inquiry is again both analytic and integrative, using the same processes as in Topic 3 in
the same way, applied now to political behavior. The further exercise of this kind of mixed

. ,:nquiry in a new context is necessary to establish a firm command of the respective uses of
the two modes and their relation to each other.

Concepts

The objective is to understand the modern democratic state in terms of the concept
political system, as described in'Topic 1. This means also developing the subconcepts that
are particularly pertinent to this kind of political system. Subconcepts related to political
culture include: authority and legitimacy, political values, and political socialization. Those
related to constitution include: prerogative, representation, civil rights and liberties,
federalism, separation of powers (executive, legislative, judicial), and checks and balances
(executive veto, bicameralism, etc.). Related to decision making are modes of influence
(communication, persuasion and propaganda, and coercion) and political groups (parties,
factions, cliques; interest groups, elites). Concepts related to political behavior are social
stratification (with the associated concepts of status, mobility, caste, race and class) and
man-land ratio.

Suggested Settings

Again, as in Topic 3, a particular setting is very broad: early modern Western Europe
and North America, more particularly England and its American colonies, where the modern
democratic state actually first developed..The problem, therefore, is to choose a group of
more restricted. settings that will: (1) facilitate an understanding of the modern political
system; (2) facilitate a historical integration of the development of the modern democratic
political system; and (3) provide background for understanding the present political system
of the United States.

The following suggested settings meet these criteria:

(1) Engla.nd in 1688: the Glorious Revolution. This setting would be especially effective
for developing understanding in the realm of political culture. The system of newly
developing political values can be extracted directly from a classic document, John Locke's
Of Civil Government, while some of the important constitutional changes can be drawn
from the English Bill of Rights. The concept of political socialization can be developed by
asking what part of the English population belonged in any significant sense to the
politically socialized community.

(2) Massachusetts in the 17th century: the development of representative government.
Here the student can inquire into the relationship between man-land ratio, increased social
mobility, and the coistitutional changes toward broader participation, at the levels of both
town and province.
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(3) Boston and the Continental Congress, 1763-1776: the American Revolution. While
attention would be given to political culture in all its aspects. the emphasis would be on
political activity, the character and methods of the American Whig opposition to British
policy.

(4) Pennsylvania in 1776: the creation of a democratic state. This study of the adoption
of the most democratic of the Revolutionary state constitutions would draw particularly on
the concepts of political values, political groups, and constitution.

(5) The United States, 1785-1791: the Federal Contitution and the Bill of Rights.
Inquiry would focus particularly on the Constitutional Convention in terms of decision
making, drawing upon other conceptual elements of political system in the course of the
study.

Performance Objectives Illustrative Examples

At the end of this topic the student should be able to:

Use concepts of political system and culture to analyze selected historical settings.

Define and illustrate the ideology and theoretical functioning of an ideal democratic
state including codified statements.

Contrast the ideals of the democratic state to those of a feudal state, identifying points
of similarity and difference.

Contrast the ideal of the democratic state to practices within the democratic state.

State generalizations regarding the causes of revolution.

Given a specific det,:ocratic state to study, develop generalizations regarding the casual
factors which lead to its rise.

Given a particular cultural setting, state generalizations regarding the interrelationship
of the growth of the market economy and the development of the democratic state.

Illustrate how the democratic state was the product of a uniqu set of factors within a
given setting.

Describe the decline of feudal authority and legitimacy in contrast to the rise of the
dehtocratic sentiment.
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TOPIC 5: HOW ARE DECISIONS MADE IN A COMMAND
POLITICAL ECONOMY?

MODES AND PROCESSES

Analysis
Observation: selective
Classification: constructed classes
Definition: behavioral
*Contrast
Generalization

Integration
Observation: comprehensive
Classification: observed classes
Definition: refined
*Comparison
Communication

CONCEPTS

Political systems
Political culture
Constitution: communism, party

bureaucracy
Decision making

Economic system
Needs
Production

Factors of production: socialism
(government ownership)

Sectors of production
Division of labor

Distribution
Decision making: central governmental

planning and direction
Economic growth

"Take-off"
Gross national product

SETTINGS THAT MEET THE CRITERIA
See examples in the discussion that follows.

Processes of Investigation

In the analytic mode, inquiry seeks to develop concepts that characterize command
economic systems with emphasis on contrast of command systems and other systems. At
the same time inquiry in the integrative mode looks to the crucial elements in the Russian
experience than have produced this particular form of command sytem.

Concepts

The emphasis is again on political system and economic system. The concept of
economic growth and those subconcepts that are particularly germane to the Soviet
command systems, such as c..vumunistn, party bureaucracy, and central government
planning and direction are used in this study.

Suggested Settings

The suggested setting is the Soviet Union. A more narrowly focused setting could be
selected to facilitate inquiry into the crucial characteristics of a command political
economy. The setting chosen should enable students to ask how the Soviet system is most
like other systems, as well as how it is most different from other systems. Characteristics to
be considered in the choice of settings should include: the relationship of the political group
in control to the stagy, a major economic decision or policy, a change of regime, processes
for accommodating individual wants to the centrally defined goals (incentive systems,
distribution of consumer goods, and the like), and the status system and degree of social
mobility.

Performance Objectives Illustrative Examples

At the end of this topic the student should be able to:

Define and illustrate political and economic aspects of a command economic system.

Contrast the political and economic system of 41 command economy with the ideals of
the liberal state and point out areas of agreement and differences.

Contrast the ideological rationale for a command political economy with its practices
and state points of agreement and differences.

Describe the relationship between past practices and systems and the development of a
command political-economic system.

State generalizations regarding the interrelationship of political economic decision
making in a command system.

Defend a position regarding the merits of a command vs. a noncommand system.
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TOPIC 6: HOW ARE DECISIONS MADE IN IHE MIXED
POLITICAL ECONO' Y OF THE PRESENT-DAY UNITED STATES?

MODES AND PROCESSES

Analysis
Observation: selective
Classification: construf;t:(A classes
Definition: behavioral
'Contrast
Generalization

Integration
Observatio comprehensive
Classification: observed classes
Definition: refined
'Comparison
Communication

CONCEPTS

Political system
. .

Political culture: party identification
Constitution
Decision making

Influence: communication (mass
media), persuasion, coercion,
(civil disobedience)

Political groups: parties,
factions, cliques, interest
groups, elites

Economic system
Needs

Production
Factors of production
Sectors of production
Division of labor: automation

Distribution: labor unionization,
welfare state, advertising

Decision making: mixed (market and
government regulation); fiscal
and monetary controls, corporation,
labor union, monopoly, oligopoly,
countervailing powers

SETTINGS THAT MEET THE CRITERIA
See examples in the discussion that follows.

Processes of Investigation

Inquiry is to the same purposes and utilizes the same processes as in Topic 5.

Concepts

Once more the emphasis is on political system and economic system to develop those
subconcepts that are particularly germane to the mixed political economy of the
present-day United States, such as government regulation, fiscal and monetary controls,
corporation, labor union, monopoly, oligopoly, advertising, and countervailing powers.
Crucial characteristics of the present political economy of the United States are to be
identified by contrasting it with the earlier American political economy and with the
political economy of the Soviet Union.

Suggested Settings

The general setting of the United States must be narrowed to a selection of narrowly
focused settings (or case studies) that will facilitate inquiry into crucial characteristics of the
political economy. Characteristics to be considered in the choice of settings might include
such things as: (I) the competitiveness and effectiveness of the market (as affected by
advertising) as a system for deciding what should be produced; (2) the role of citizens
(through politiCal parties) in deciding who should be President; (3) the role of corporate
management, labor unions, and government in determining the wage level; and (4) the
factors ;affecting a governmental decision (involving Congressional action) related to the
maintenance of economic stability and growth.
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Pcrtormanue Objectives mustrative Example)

At the end of this topic the student should be able to:

Define and illustrate the -cements of a mixed political economy.

Contrast the ideology of the democratic state to the practices of the mixed
political-economic system and state the differences and similarities.

Contrast the economic and political decision making of a command system to that of a
mixed political-economic system.

State generalizations recording the relationship of ideology and practice in a command
and a mixed political - economic system.

Describe the actual changes which led to the mixed political economy in comparison,
with the ideal and practical description of the democratic state.

State generalizations regarding the cal: \ cs of the changes from the ideals of the
democratic state to modern mixed political economies.

Contrast the role of the individual in the decision making processes of a commend and a
mixed political - economic system.

Develop a model to show ways a.-ni individual in a mixed political economy cam affect
decision making.

State generalizations regarding social problems and their effects on the change from the
ideals of the democratic state to the system of mixed political-economic states.

Identify social conditions or problems which may lead to further alterations of the
mixed political-economic state.
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TOPIC 7: HOW CAN UNDERDEVELOPED bUelk I ttb tAirt
WITH THE DEMAND FOR RAPID MODERNIZATION?

MODES AND PROCESSES CONCEPTS

Analysis Underdeveloped societies
All the processes, but especially The revolution of rising expectations
'Contrast Political modernization
'Generalization All the concepts developed in
Inference Topics 1-6

Integration
All the processes, but especially.L
'Comparison

lnf erence

Valuing

Defining the problem
"Identifying, examining

and refining relevant values
Identifying relevant information
Generating trial solutions
"Testing solutions
'Deciding
Communication

SETIVIGS THAT MEET THE CR:TERtA
See examples in the discussion that follows.

Processes of Investigation

In this topic the complete range of inquiry processes is used.
The emphasis, however, is on the ase of the valuing mode which brings into use the

process of inference. (For example, in considering the problem of economic growth in
Brazil, one would ask whether generalizations, drawn from analysis, about the
indispensability and methods of capital accumulation are applicable to the i;i-,:,;1=1 at hand;
similarly one might ask whether a conclusion about the importance of developing a national
transportation network, drawn from studies of economic growth in the United States, was
applicable to the Brazilian situation.) Students should be made aware of inference as a
conscious process, so that the dangers of misplaced inference and overgeneralization can be
avoided.

Inquiry in valuing should start with a clear definition of the problem. This must
necessarily be accompanied by deciding what is wished or valued, a choice that often takes
the form of establishing priorities among competing values. Students should realize that
values are often unconscious, confused, and tnutuaily contradictory. Therefore the first step
in valuing must be to examine values in the area of the problem and decide which are most
relevant. The next step is to refine and Make consistent those values that are most relevant
to the problem. Having defined the problem and established the relevant values, the next
task is to identify relevant information, part;i:tilarly conclusions drawn by inference from
the analytic and integrative modes of thinking. This information provides the basis for
generating one or more trial solutions, or alternative courses of action. One then tests these
solutions by trying to predict their consequences as carefully and fully as possible; and on
the basis of the tests one decides for the solution that comes closest to solving the problem.
while having the fewest undesired consequences in other areas.

In this Topic the student puts himself in the place of the decision maker in a particular
modernizing society and attempts to develop his decision in terms of the real possibilities
and limits in the society.

Concepts

The focus is on underdeveloped societies which are in various stages of modetnization
and the interrelated processes of economic development and political modernization. Within
this context the student has an opportunity to draw upon and integrate all the conceptual
understandings he has developed in Topics I-6. In this study, he sees the various poli:ical
and economic systems previously studied as possible models. Ile draws upon the
understanding he has developed of political and economic processes to judge the probable
consequences of this or that course of action.
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Suggested Settings

At least two societies which arc in the process of modernization should be studied, in
order to understand the great differences in the situations and problems of such societies.
The two should be drawn from different parts of the world. Brazil would be a particularly
interesting case, because of its geographical and social diversity and its enormous resources
and economic potential. Ghana, or another newly independent African nation, would
illustrate the difficulty of developing a modern political system to replace an imperial
regime and in a context of tribal rivalries.

Performance Objectives Illustrative EXamples

At the end of this topic the student should be able to:

Given a specific underdeveloped nation to study, define and illustrate the economic and
social problems of that nation.

Describe the traditional value system of an underdeveloped area and the impact of these
values on the development or lack of development of the area.

Define and illustrate the elements needed for economic development and relate each of
these in an analysis of the developmental potential of an underdeveloped area.

State the procedures for rational decision making.

Propose solutions for the political and economic needs of an underdeveloped area.

State generalizations regarding the interrelationships of politics and economics in an
underdeveloped area.

Contrast the problems and goals of at least two underdeveloped areas and compare the
techniques employed for development.
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TOPIC 8: HOW DID THE EMERGENCE OF CITIES
CHANGE THE LIFE OF MAN?

MODES AND PROCESSES CONCEPTS

AnaIris
Observation: selective
"Classification: constructed

classes

Integration
All the processes, but

especially
"Cultural integration
(Historical integration)

The foodproducing revolution ("the
great transformation ")

Types of societies: tribal, peasant-
urban, rural-urban

Urban functions
City-hinterland interaction

SETTINGS THAT MEET THE CRITERIA
See examples in the discussion that follows.

Processes of Investigation

Inquiry is first integrative and then analytic. An instance of the creation of urban life is
observed through artifacts such as potsherds and early documents. Utilizing such evidence as
survives, the student inquires in the integrative mode, especially through the process of
cultural integration. Shifting to the analytic mode, he then studies general characteristics of
the phenomena he has examined, engaging particularly in the classification of patterns of
behavior in terms of constructed classes (in this case a typology of societies and several
concepts concerit;ng urban characteristics and relationships).

Concepts

This Topic marks the transition from a comparative-historical study of
political-economic systems to a final segment of study where the understanding of
political-economic systems will be brought to bear in a consideration of the urban.
environment.

The conceptual focus is on the food-producing revolution, the associated development
of urban life, and the changes in

such
ushered in by that revolution. In this context the

student develops basic concepts, such as urban function and city-hinterland interaction, that
he will be using for analysis of urban life generally.

SUggested Settings

The principal setting should be one of the most ancient peasant-urban cultures for
which adequate evidence has survived, for example, Sumer. But comparative reference
should be made to a selected contemporary peasant-urban culture to underline the point
that this is a general human phenomenon not restricted in time.

Performance Objectives Illustrative Examples

. At the end of this topic the studcnt should be able to:

State generalizations regarding the connection between the agricultural revolution and the
rise of cities.

Compare the population densities, political, economic and social systcms before and aftcr
the agricultural revolution.

Compare technologies of the post-agricultural revolution period with those of a modern
peasant-urban setting to identify points of similarity and difference.

State generalizations regarding the transformation of values as a result of permanent
settlement (e.g., t',e notion of territory, idea of property) that apply to modern as well as
to ancient settings.
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1UPIC 9: HOW HAVt I Itb V/
FUN':TIONS AND CHARACTERISTICS?

MODES AND PROCESSES

Analysis
Observation: s4.lective
Classification: constructed classes
Definition: behavioral
'Contrast
Generalization

Integration
All the processes, but especially:

'Cultural integration
(Historical integration)

CONCEPTS

Urban functions: c-ixnmercial,
Political, military, cultural,
multiple, etc.

Urban location
City-hinterland interaction

SETTINGS THAT MEET THE CRITERIA
See examples in the discussion that follows.

ProCesses of Investigation

Inquiry in this Topic is weighted on the analytic side, as the student seeks to develop a
conceptual understanding of Vie characteristics and functions of cities and urban life under
a wide variety of preindustrial conditions. Emphasis is on contrast among the cities studied
in terms of the listed concepts. [Jul it; also made of generalization (for example,
generation and testing of hypotheses abt'ut urban location). The cities are also studied to
gather information for cultural integration and implicitly, historical integration.

Concepts

The emphasis is on the varying functions of cities and characteristics of urban life as
related to functions. The approach is from the point of view of regional and urban
geography, with attention to such concepts as urban location and city-hinterland
interaction.

Suggested Settings

Probably four cities will provide the desired range of variation, while no more than four
can be studied in adequate depth without taking undue time and creating undue repetition
of conceptual themes. The cities selected should be of different functions, periods, and
cultures, but all should be preindustrial, in view of the emphasis on industrial cities in the
following topics. Consideration of building knowledge for historical integration suggests the
special advantages of ancient Rome fa city with pre-eminent political functions),
Renaissance Venice (a middleman between three cultures), and Reformation Geneva (a
religious center). The fourth choice might be a major Far Easter. or African city Canton,
Peking, Tokyo, Calcutta or Nairobi in the early modern period, both before and after the
first major Western penetrations of the area.

Performance Objectives Illustrative Examples

At the end of this topic the student should be able to:

Define and illustrate the functions of at least four different types of preindustrial cities
(e.g., administrative, religious).

Define and illustrate the reasons for preindustrial urban location.

Define and illustrate the influence of preindustrial urban areas oa their hinterland.

Contrast the functions of the preindustrial cities selected for study.

Contrast the differences and similarities between selected preindustrial and modern urban
area (the latter on the basis of the student's untutored perception of the modern urban
area).
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rural; 10: HOW HAS hiUUtfitNI UHtSlaivictaiiviv
CHANGED THE LIFE OF MAN?

MOO ES AND PROCESSES

Analysis
Observation: seiective
Classification: constructed classes
Definition: behavioral
'Generalization

Integration
Cultural integration

Valuing

CONCE:=TS

Industrialization
Rural-urban shift, migration
Urban functions: commercial,

political, military, cultural,
services, recreational, multiple,
etc.

Urban location
Intra -city patterns of location
City-hinterlanci 'nteraction
Interaction among urban areas
Location, movement, and interaction

of social groups in the urban
environment

Metropolis, megalopolis
Natural resources, conservation

SETTINGS THAT MEET THE CRITERIA
See examples in the discussion that follows.

Processes of Investigation

Inquiry is again principally in the analytic mod; as students develop the concepts for
understanding the modern urban environment. Generalization is especially practiced (in
generating and testing hypotheses to explain rural-urban shift and urban characteristics).
Again this primary activity is supplemented by cultural integration (the comprehensive
understanding of particular cities). In addition, valuing is used (as students become aware of
their attitudes about their own environment}.

Concepts

The initial focus is on the massive rural-urban shift of recent times and the associated
phenomena of industrialization and migration. Students ask why and how this shift to urban
living has occurred, how the nature of the city has changed, a.,,d how the nature of life has
changed under conditions of modern urbanization. They ask what determines the location
and the physical arrangements and characteristics of the modern city (urban functions,
urban location, intracity patterns of location). They ask about the relationship between a
city and other cities (interaction among urban areas), and between a city and the area
around it (city-hinterland interaction). They ask how man's relationship to the natural
environment and natural resources has changed, and what new problems this has produced
(conservation). Finally, they ask how relationships among social and ethnic groups have
changed under modern urban conditions (location, movement, and interaction of social and
ethnic groups in the urban environment).

suggested Settings

The primary setting is the student's own metropolitan area or the nearest large
metropolitan area, with comparative reference to other cities and societies as appropriate,
and to nearby rural areas.

Performance Objectives Illustrative E.':amples

At the end of this topic the student should be able to:

Develop generalizations regarding the impact of the industrial revolution on the changing
nature of urban areas.

Define and illustrate the concept of urban function (post-industrial) and the
interrelationships of an urban area and its hinterland.

Use concepts from urban geography to analyze the local urban area (or other urban
areas).

id,entify and analyze social problems in urban areas and propose relevant courses of
action.
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TOPIC 11: HaW CAN THE QUALITY OF URBAN Ltrt tit irvterlOYtUe

MODES AND PROCESSES CONCEPTS

Analysis The aesthetic quality of the urban
All the processes, but especially environment
Inlerence Decision me:.ing for the city

All the concepts utilized in
Integration Topics 8-10

All the processes, but especially--
'Inference

Valuing
'All the processes

SETTINGS THAT MEET THE CRITERIA
See examples in the discussion that follows.

Processes of Investigation

As in Topic 7, the emphasis is on the full range of tasks in the valuing mode, though in
this topic relatively greater attention is devoted to defining the problem (deciding in what
respects, in view of one's values, the quality of urban life should be improved). And again

. the entire range of inquiry processes, especially inference, are used.

Concepts

All the concepts developed in Topics 8-10 will be used in addressing the valuing
problem of how the quality of urban life can be improved. The study should include
physical and aesthetic characteristics of the city (housing, transportation, and other
aspects), social services and facilities (health, education, recreation, cultural activity), and
relations among sttial and ethnic groups. Particular attention should be g;ven to the process
and institutions of planning and decision making for the city and their adequacy (by whom
and at what level, local, regional, state, or national).

Suggested Settings

The primary setting, continued from Topic 10, is the student's own metropolitan area or
nearest large metropolitan area, with comparative reference to other cities and societies as
appropriate.

Performance Objectives Illustrative Examples

At the end of this topic the student should be able to:

Define and illustrate political and economic decision making processes in a modern urban
area.

Develop solutions to selected urban problems (using the processes outlined in the valuing
mode).

Develop criteria to identify strengths and weaknesses in arguments for and against current
proposals for meeting urban problems.
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Grades 10-11: Man: Past and Present (Historical integration)

The program in these years is specificzly historical. These studies build upon the
numerous historical studies in the earlier grades (historical integration). In Grades 10 anj 11
historical integration becomes the primary objective.

This block of reaming serves two purposes. First it affords the student exercise M
integrating the different kinds of social-sciences learning he has experienced. In setting out
to deal with each successive historical situation, he is asked to consider which of the
previously mastered inquiry processes, concepts and generalizations may be most fnritfully
employed. Thus these two years of historical study may be seen as a synthesizing experience
in applying and sharpening the skills and understandings developed in Grades K-9.

Second, this block of learning is designed to realize the special values of historical study
per se and to understand the relation between past and present. By studying the history of
Western man and the United States, the student is better enabled to understand, and hence
to deal with, his own time and social setting. Equally important, by studying the historical
experience of societies very different froin his own, the student extends his understanding
of the range of socizi situations human bein, have experienced and of the complex
interrelationships among the components of changing human and social situations.

The historical studies in these two years, as well as the historical settings in the earlier
grades, include a year's study of United States history, a half year or slightly more devoted
to some central issues of modem world (mainly Western) histor end a half-year or slightly
less devoted to the history of a non-Western society. in view of the difficulty American
students will have in getting 'Inside" non-Western societies, the intensive treatment of a
single non-Western society is preferred to a broader and necessarily more superficial study of
non-Western historical experience in general.

These studies are arranged by' Topics as follows:

Topic 1: How did the United States come to be the way it is, and how is it changing?
Topic 2: How have national groupings and conflicts affecied the life of man?
Topic 3: How has India maintained its cultural unity over such a long period and such

a diversity of peoples?
OR: How did China develop mankind's most durable socio-political system, and

why has it been replaced?
OR: Why has Japan become Asia's may technologically advanced society?

There are some advantages in studying these Topics in the sequence as listed. The
problems dealt with in Topics 2 and 3 probably require greater maturity than those dealt
with in Topic I, because they are less familiar to the student. A firm grasp of the American
historical experience will probably increase the comparative insights to be gained by
studying other historical experiences. But these advantages are not so compelling as to rule
out a different sequencing of the Topics.

The Topics in these historical studies are further divided into Subtopics. The
"historical wisdom" that is the main objective cannot be derived from a comprehensive, and
therefore necessarily superficial, factual knowledge of the chronological history of any
society. Chronological comprehensiveness must be sacrificed to intensive inquiry at critical
points. What is important is a growing competence in historical integration and thus the
development of a view of historical reality that is relevant to the student's sense of identity
and his increasingly refined values. This means that the student must, to some extent, go
through the same steps as the historian from evidence (sources) to hypothesis to testing
(further evidence) to generalization.

The closely focused Subtopics which this kind of "inductive" or "discovery" inquiry
requires are related to each other by chronological and thematic progression. While the
student should understand that his studies arc therefore somewhat prestructured to lead him
in promising rather than futile directions, every effort should be made within Subtopics to
preserve opportunities for the student to see for himself some things" that are not
preprogrammed as well as some possibility for variation in the preprogrammed outcomes.
Each Subtopic should be introduced in such a way that the student can see its relevance to
him and the world in which he lives.

A further modification of format for presenting this block of learning is dictated by the
fact that inquiry processes and basic concepts remain constant throughout the two years.
All inquiry processes contribute to historical integration rand will be drawn upon. While
valuing. does not enter directly, it cannot be divorced from historical integration. Insofar as
listorieal inquiry is related to considerations of present Identity. personal or social. values
necessarily enter. In looking at the undifferentiated past, the student of history picks out
for study those aspects that seem to him "signifEcant," which is to say, those aspects that
have an important relationship to his present and to the questions "Who am I?" "Who arc
we?" Ile "cares" about this or that aspect of the past because of its relation to an aspect of
human experience about which he "cares" in the present. Legitimately entering into
historical inquiry in this fashion, values can distort the inquirer's perception or
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interpretation of the past, particularly if they operate covertly or unconsciously. '1 neretore
it is important that students remain aware throughout the studies of the role of values in
historical inquiry.

The methodological issues surrounding the process of historical integration should be
explicitly raised in connection with the first Subtopic of historical study. Students should be
asked to consider the necessity of selecting certain aspects of the past for study,,the
'criterion of "significance," the role of values, the central problem of causation, the nature
and limitations of historical evidence (including the evaluation of sourccs), the use of
hypothesis, and the nature and limitations of historical "proof" and argument. These
methodological considerations should be developed, not in the abstract, but in the course of
dealing with the substantive historical problems posed by the Subtopics.

Like the inquiry processes involved, the concepts basic to historical inquiry remain
constant throughout the two years. These concepts are special ways of viewing social rcahty
that are most characteristically used in historical integration. One is the idea of change over
time. A second, the interrelatedness of past and present, is concerned with the way the
present influences our perception and use of the past, as well as the way the past and
perception of the past influences the present. Third, the historian shares with other students
of ;:kciety, particularly, the cultural anthropologist, a preoccupation with the
interretatedness of all aspects of a society. Finally, the concept of multiple causation reflects
the historical inquirer's persistent preoccupation with the question of why things have
changed the way they have, and his conviction that single factors do not often account for
the larger patterns of change. In addition to these basic historical concepts, all the concepts
developed in Grades K-9 will be drawn upon throughout these two years of historical study.

Therefore inquiry processes and basic concepts need not be discussed further in
connection with the separate Topics and Subtopics, and the following table applies to the
entire two years of study.

MODES AND PROCESS CONCEPTS

Analysis and Integreion
All the process, as they

contribute to
'Historical integration

Valuing

All the previously developed concepts,
as they relate to

t over time
Interrelatedness of past and present
Interrelatedness of all aspects of a

society
Multiple causation

SETTINGS THAT MEET THE CRITERIA
See examples in the discussion that follows.

Suggested settings and more specific concepts, drawn from those developed in
preceding grades, will be discussed in connection with Subtopics rather than Topics.
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TCP'C 1 TLIP 1 7AIITCfl CTATFC rcliviP TO RF TNF WAN' IT IS,
AND HOW IS IT CHANGING?

The study of United States history should be developed around a selection of the most
critical dimensions of American development. Each dimension should be examined in the
general period that seems most appropriate, and the resulting Subtopics should be arranged
in a generally chronological, though often overlapping order. In this way the advantages of
bo...11 thematic analysis and chronological relationships can be examined. Within each
Subtopic the study should proceed through close analysis of carefully selected and narrowly
deincd settings. The Subtopics below are suggested as one way in which such a unit of
study may be organized. These are not meant to be prescriptive, but alternative patterns
should be selected with great care in order to fit the needs of this unit. The study should
conclude with an analysis of the contemporary United States in terms of the selected
dimensions.

Each Subtopic should be introduced in a setting that makes clear the relevance of the
dimension being studied to the student's own world. Students should be asked: "Why do we
ask this question of history?" "What validity can the historian assign to his findings?"
"What is meant by relevant if it is not simply synonymous with contemporary? Each
Subtopic should conclude by re-asking the same questions, in order to enable the teacher to
evaluate the student's progress by comparison of "before" and "after" responses.

Subtopic la: How did the social structure that the colonists brought from
Europe change in the course of their life in America?

Concepts

This study makes extensive use of the previously developed concepts related to social
stratification, particularly status (ascribed and achieved), caste. class, and social mobility.
The concept of man -land ratio will be especially useful in explaining differences between the
stratification systems in England and the American colonies. Using these concepts, students
should inquire into the rigidly stratified society of late medieval England; the increased
mobility (both up and down) of Elizabethan times, especially as this relates to motives for
migrating to the American colonies; the loosening of social cohesion and stratification
during the early period of colonization; the counter - movement toward a more rigid and
elaborated stratification system as opportunities for wealth opened up; the continuing
opportunities for mobility provided by frontier and urban environment; and the high degree
of mobility and egalitarianism that was manifest in the early decades of the nineteenth
century. The overriding question is the degree to which the American stratification system
diverged from that of England, and the reasons for the divergence. Students might also
ponder the value implications of high mobility, by comparing the lot of low-status groups
(including ethnic groups) in rigidly stratified societies and in mobile societies with
widespread expectations of status achievements.

Suggested Settings

The settings might include: (I) stratification and mobility in the student's own society
as related to his aspirations for a certain style of life; (2) social stratification on an English
manor in the 14th century, as in G. G. Coulton, Medieval Panorama; (3) selected instances
of mobility in Elizabethan England (a merchant, an enclosing landlord, an impoverished
gentleman, the urban poor); (4) loosening social cohesion and stratification in a New
England town in the 17th century; (5) William Byrd II as an instance of the rise of the
Virginia gentry in the 18th century; (6) Benjamin Franklin as an instance of urban social

.mobility; (7) mobility in relation to cheap land as portrayed by Crevccreur; (E) mobility
and egalitarianism in the Jacksonian era as portrayed by foreign observers.

Performance Objectives Illustrative Examples

In studying the social-stratification systems of England and her American colonies in
the 17th and 18th centuries the student should be able to:

Define social stratification and use the definition to classify social structures in the
colonies and in his own environment.

Define social mobility and assess its effects upon the value systems of the colonists and
later Americans.

Given a colonial society, relate changes in social class to the environment, sequence of
political events, and the set of values of the people.

Describe patterns of social behavior in the colonies in terms of a refined definition of
labor systems.
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Concepts

ertl ^ ts.

The basic theme is the development of nationalism in its several aspects, seen first in the
sense of mission of the New England Puritans; developing unconsciously in the practice of
colonial political autonomy; crystallizing in the bid for independence; maturing in the
efforts to develop a national culture; and culminating in the expansionism of the first half of
the nineteenth century.

Suggested Settings

After a brief survey of symbols and manifestations of nationalism in the student's
experience, development of nationalism might be analyzed through some of the following
contexts: (1) the first generation in Massachusetts Bay as "a city set upon a hill," "the
vanguard of God's Providential design for mankind ;" (2) the land-bank struggle in
18th-century Massachusetts: the defense of colonial autonomy; (3) the decision for
independence in 1776: Thomas Paine defines American nationality and virtue; (4) the
symbols of nationality: the Fourth of July in the early republic; (5) the campaign for an
American culture: Noah Webster's An American Dictionary of the English Language,
Cooper's The Deerslayer (followed by Mark Twain's "Fenimore Cooper's Literary
Offenses"), the Hudson River School of Painting, and Emerson's The American Scholar; (6)
the Manifest Destiny of the Americans: the war with Mexico.

Performance Objectives Illustrative Examples

Jr. studying the development of a sense of American nationality prior to the Civil War
the student should be able to:

Define nationalism and identify those aspects of social, economic, and political growth,
1744-1850, which contributed to American nationalism.

Identify the features of American life that impaired a sense of nationalism during the
period 1744 1850.

Assess the importance of nationalism during specific periods of the era.

Compare expression of contemporary American nationalism with previous
manifestations.

Subtopic lc: How did Americans develop a more democri,:ic political system?

Concepts

This study would extend the concepts associated with political system. especially
political socialization, the modes of political influence, and political groups and parties.
Inquiry would start with an examination of deferential politics in the colonial period and
the role of cliques and factions. Next students would examine the politicalization of new
strata of the population during the Revolutionary crisis and accompanying the development
of the first party system in the 1790's. The study would then turn to the revival of the
two-party system and the full development of popular sovereignty in the 1820's and 1830's.
The operation of the two-party system would be analyzed, emphasizing the nature and
determinants of party identification and voting behavior, the major parties as coa:.ticns, and
the decentralized and federal character- of the American party system. The persistent
question is: "To what extent does the political system, at various stages, enable majority
interests and opinions to influence public policy, and why does (or does not) the system
change?"

Suggested Settings

The study might begin in the student's own world by asking him to consider honestly
two questions: "How important are government actions to him, compared with other things
that are important to him, and therefore how much time and effort is it sensible for him to
spend in trying to influence those actions?" "What is the most effective way for him to
spend that time, and how much does he think; he can influence the government?" After this
orientation to a basic dimension of political socialization, the following settings might be
explored: ( I ) deferential politics in 18th-century Virginia; (2) the erosion of deferential
politics: "the mob" in New York City, from the Liberty Boys to the emergence of
Tammany and the election of Jefferson; (3) the drift toward popular sovereignty: the
Presidential elections of 1824 and 1828; (4) popular sovereignty at the grass roms: the
political career of Davy Crockett; and (5) the operation of the two-party system: the
Presidenf:-::1 election of 1844.
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Performance Objectives - Illustrative Examples

In studying the American development of a democratic political system the student
should be able to:

Use the concepts associated with political systems previously developed in Cie analytic
Mode to describe the decentralized and federal character of the American party system
as it developed. 1760-1860.

Explain how the principle of compromise affected party policies during the era
1760-1860.

Use the description of the American political system to assess the effects of conflicting
interests on public policy and changes in the system.

Describe ways that an individual might choose to participate effectively in influencing
public policy:

Subtopic id: What impact has the introduction of enslaved Africans
had on American life?

Concepts

The emphasis is on the pull between those forces in American life making for the
establishment and perpetuation of African slavery and those making for its abolition. Such
concepts as caste, ethnocentrism, racism, rallies. and ideology are centrally involved.
Students should consider why slavery was established, why it was abolished in some places
and not others in the Revolutionary period, why and how white southerners came to defend
it more strongly and northerners to attack it more strongly, why the southern states
seceded, and why emancipation accompanied the Civil War.

Suggested Settings

The study might start with a question about the student's own community: How might
it be different if Africans had come freely to America like other immigrants, instead of
being enslaved? Then the following settings might be utilized: (1) from indentured servants
to slaves: Africans in 17th-century Virginia; (2) Revolutionary idealism and the retreat of
slavery: abolition in Pennsylvania and Jefferson's view of slavery in Virginia; (3) the
southern defense of slavery: Nat Turner's Rebellion, the Virginia slavery debate of
1831-1832, and the pro-slavery :argument; (4) group reactions to slavery: colonization
movement and settlement in Liberia; abolitionists, the "underground railroad" and Harriet
Tubman; (5) the northern attack on slavery: John Brown from Bleeding Kansas to Harper's
Ferry; (0 the Union breaks: the Charleston Democratic convention, the Presidential
election of 1860, and the secession of South Carolina; and (7) emancipation: Lincoln, the
Radical Republicans, and the Emancipation Proclamation.

Performance Objectives -- Illustrative Examples

In studying the impact of enslaved Africans on American life, the student should be
able to:

Compare in behavioral terms the effects of slavery upon the enslaved and the enslavers.

Define race, racism, caste, and ethnocentrism and apply the definitions to historical and
contemporary multiracial situations.

Assess the effect of Revolutionary idealism and Abolitisin on the established
political order prior to the Civil War.

Identify himself and his behavior in relation to the conflicting values inherent in the
abolitionist movement,
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Concepts

The concepts in the previous Subtopic continue to be developed, as the continuing
discrimination against emancipated slaves and their descendants is studied. Another
dimension of discrimination that against ethnic groups who were not descendants. of
slaves and whose skin was not black comes under consideration. Students should begin by
inquiring into the failure of the Reconstruction and the deepening racism and discrimination
that spread from the rural South to the northern cities with the migration of the Black in
the 20th century, with the attendant tensions and problems. They should evaluate the
different strategies for Black leadership, and should inquire how and why the Supreme
Court changed its position on the constitutionality of various forms of discrimination.

A balanced approach to this unit might embrace an analysis of Irish immigration from
the nativism of the 1840's to the success of John F. Kennedy in 1960. And finally, the
complexity of the American situation might best be understood by looking at the failure of
the "Melting Pot," with the rise of Social Darwinist thought, the "New Immigration" of the
late 19th century, and the creation of a restrictive immigration policy after World War I.
Conflicts and attitudes toward the Chicano and Indian in California in contemporary times
could serve to make the issues of discrimination and cultural diversity most relevant to
students here.

The central problem throughout is to understand the factors in American society that
have assisted and resisted the integration of culturally and racially diverse groups as fully
equal citizens.

Suggested Settings

The study might start with a question about the student's own community: "How
might it be different if Reconstruction had succeeded in integrating Blacks into American
life on a basis of equality?" Then settings such as the following might be used: (1) the
failure of Reconstruction: the Port Royal experiment in South Carolina, the Radical
Republican regime, and the victory of the "Redeemers;" (2) racism north and south:
migration of .southern rural Blacks to northern cities; (3) the Constitution and
discrimination: Plessy v. Ferguson and Brown v. Board of Education; (4) ethnic groups
within the American society, including studies of leadership strategies: Americans of African,
Chinese, Indian, Irish, Japanese, Jewish, Mexican, Puerto Rican heritage.

Performance Objectives Illustrative Example

In studying the post Civil War discrimination against Blacks and other ethnic groups
that continues to generate tensions and conflict in American life, the student should be able
to:

Assess the role of government (federal, state, and local and their executives, legislatures,
and judiciary) in perpetuating or improving conditions of ethnic groups in areas such as
housing, education and employment opportunities.

Given a specific ethnic group for study, identify their aspirations and achievements in
the light of the stereotypes and restrictions placed upon them subsequent to the Civil
War.

Given a particular social setting for study, define in terms that can be behaviorally
classified how segregation and integration are practiced.

Identify himself and his behavior with the reality of given situations and strategies hi
the efforts of ethnic groups to attain equality.
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Suoivt:i.. 11. How t;.
large-smle business organization?

Concepts ,1
1

i
The objective is to inquiire into the causes and consequnces of the movement toward il

consolidation and large-scale organization in business, labor, agriculture, government, and 1

other aspects of life. Relevant concepts include competition, monopoly, oligopoly, labor
unionization, corporate organization. government regulation, andwelfare state. ii

Suggested Settings

Inquiry might again start with the student's own community The class might be asked
to design and conduct a survey of what proportion of the labor force and what proportion
of the economic activity fell within the sphere of large-scale organization as opposed tc
individual or small-scale enterprises. The class itself might be surveyed as to career
aspirations, whether in large-scale organizations or individual enterprises and the reasons for
the choices. Inquiry might then proceed in the following contexts: (1) business
consolidation: the Standard Oil Trust, the Sherman Anti-trust Act, and the pattern of
concentration; (2) Theodore Roosevelt and the Progressive Mentality; (3) consolidation in
the 1920's in relation to the Great Depression; (4) the New Deal and labor: organization of
the steel industry; (5) the New Deal and social welfare: the Social Security system; (6) the
Fair Deal and government responsibility for the economy: the Maximum Employment Act
of 1946.

Performance Objectives illustrative Examples

In studying the manner in which Americans have tried to cope with the growing
concentration of population, business, labor, and agriculture, the student should be ,able to:

Given two or more historical settings in points of time, compare the definitions of
relevant concepts such as immigration, migration, urbanism, competition, monopoly,
oligopoly, unionization, government regulation, and social welfare.

Given specific factors about business or agricultural concentration such as consolidation
or organization, identify their effects on the established order of life in a particular.
community in the United States.

Identify his own values and behavior that have been affected by the growing
concentration of population, business, labor or agriculture.

Evaluate solutions to problems arising from increased concentrations in relation to the
value and behavior patterns existing at a given time.

Subtopic lg: How have Americans been affected by their relations with
the rest of the world?

Concepts

This Subtopic raises two different kinds of questions about a series of critical episodes
in the international relations of the United States. The first question is "Why did the United
States act as it did in each of the episodes? The second question is "What national interests
and ideals are vital, and how they should enter into the country's foreign policy. Concepts
involved in these questions include: national interest, ideals and ideology, national security,
foreign markets and investments, neutral rights, imperialism, alliances, aggression, embingo,
foreign aid, public opinion, propaganda, sphere of influence, andcollective security.

Suggested Settings

A great variety of settings would be suitable for this Subtopic. They might include: (1)
the national interest during the 19th century era of isolation: the Louisiana Purchase, the
Embargo, and the declarr,tion of war in 1812; (2) economic interest and Almrican
imperialism: the Roosevelt Corollary; (3) "saving the world for democracy": the decision
(or war in 1917; (4) national interest and national ideals: American involvement in World
War II; (5) national interost and national ideals: the beginnings of the Cold War and
involvement in Asia.
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Performance Objectives Illustrative Examples

In studying how Americans have been affected by their relations with the rest of the
world, the student should be able to:

Assess foreign-policy. decisions in terms of outcomes that affected the national interest,
national security, and international standing.

Evaluate American behavior in a series of foreign-policy decisions in terms of
international involvement and collective security.

Identify the values and behavior of groups which resulted in conflict between the
parochially oriented and the internationally oriented Americans.

Relate his own value system and aspirations to a given episode in American foreign
relations.

Subtopic lh: Where is American society headed today?

Concepts

This Subtopic brings together the concerns of the previous Subtopics in the context of
the contemporary United States. The concerns of Subtopics I a, Id, and le are brought
together in a focus on justice and equality of opportunity for all Americans. The concerns
of Subtopics le and if are brought together in a focus on the effectiveness of democratic
controls over public policy. And the concerns of Subtopics lb and ig are brought together
in a focus on the national interest and America's role in the world.

Suggested Settings

Many different settings will be appropriate, and the appropriateness of settings may
change from year to year. The following are illustrative: (I) poverty, mobility and welfare;
(2) civil rights: alternative strategies for justice; (3) the Cold War: majority opinion and
foreign-policy decisions; (4) democracy and civil liberties.

Performance Objectives Illustrative Examples

In bringing together and focusing upon major concerns in contemporary America the
student should be able to:

Draw inferences in writing from data gathered through a comparison of past with
present views of a current issue.

Given a major public-policy decision in a specific area such as poverty, welfare or civil
rights, develop criteria to evaluate its effectiveness.

Identify his own values and behavior in relation to major public-policy decisions.
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TOPIC 2: HOW HAVE NA I IUNAL tillOUPINGS AND COIN/I-LIG IS
AFFEGTEL) THE LIFE OF MAN?

This study seeks to provide an understanding of major phases in the development of the
modern (mainly Western) world. A particular objective is to enable students to gain
historical perspective on what may tr. the most pressin; problein of the contemporary
world, the control of war. Suggested themes arc: the origins, nature, and
psycho-philosophical foundations of the nation-state; the causes and nature of aggression
among organized politics; the role(s) of military establishments; and, developments in
methods of waging and controlling war. Each theme is pursued through intensive inquiry
into carefully selected cases.

Subtopic 2a: What makes a "state" a "state"?

Concepts

In tk:s Subtopic students should come to understand that the national state is a
relatively modern phenomenon, and to inquire about how the state emerged and managed
to command the loyalty of its citizens. The concepts of sovereignty, authority, and
legitimacy are central to this analysis. Students should ask whether the myths or theories
generated in states about the sources of their authority and legitimacy actually correspond
with the real sources of authority and legitimacy. Particular attention should be paid to the
role of ideology, religion, and quasi-religion in this connection.

Suggested Settings

Settings should exemplify the emergence of the Western state under the aegis of the
monarchy and in connection with the church; the secularization of the state and the growth
of secular nationalism; and the development of modern states resting on quasi-religious
ideologies. Some choices might be: (1) monarchy and papacy in medieval and early modern
France, through the wars of religion: church vs. state divided loyalties; the state-church as
the legitimizer of the reunification of political loyalties; (2) revolutionary and Napoleonic
France: the lay state and secular nationalism the reopening of the question of ultimate
loyalty; (3) Nazi Germany from Hitler to Nuremberg: the state as church and the limits of
obedience; (4) the United States in 1775 and today: the creation of a sovereign state and
the legitimacy of its demands.

Performance Objectives Illustrative Examples

In studying the growth of modern national states the student should be able to:

Given a specific state for study, develop definitions of sovereignty, authority, and
legitimacy.

Given a speCific state for study, compare real sources of authority and legitimacy with
assumed sources.

Use historical perspective to develop inferences regarding the sovereignty of specific
states, the church, and other polities.

Identify his own values and behavior in relation to the concept of loyalty to the state.

0

Subtopic 2b.; Why have societies sought to impose their wills on other societies?

Concepts

Students inquire into major varieties of aggression and their roots. Relevant concepts
include ethnocentrism, racism, religion, secular ideology, imperialism, colonialism, foreign
trade and investment. The central question is: "What makes groups of people behave
aggressively toward other groups of people?"

Suggested Settings

Inquiry might begin with the student's own community and the social-psychological
processes involved in aggressive behavior among neighborhood peer groups or gangs. Then
such cases as the following might be examined: (1) the expansion of Islam; (2) 'European
imperialism and the anticolonial response in Kenya or the Belgian Congo (or both); (3) the
United States and its adversaries: ideology and power-block diplomacy since World War H.



rertormance Objectives inustratrze Examples

In studying why societies sought to impose their wills on other societies, the student
should be able to:

Use historical perspective to compare the nature of aggression by small groups or
national states.

Classify the causes and results of specific examples of national aggression.

Evaluate the effects of aggression upon the value systems of the aggressors ant)
aggrieved in specific historical cases.

Relate his own values or behavior to value patterns or behavior which have historically
encouraged aggression, e.g., ethnocentrism, ideology, imperialism.

Subtopic 2c: Why do military establishments so universally exist, and
how do they affect the societies of which they ate a part?

Concepts

Here students inquire into the reasons military establishments exist, the various forms
they take under different circumstances, and the varying roles they play in their societies.
Particular attention is paid to the problem of civilian control of the military, and civilian
control as opposed to military control of domestic and foreign policy. The question is:
"Under what circumstances can civilian control be maintained and under what
circumstances can civilian control be maintained and under what circumstances will it be
endangered?" Relevant concepts include: national security, internal security and police,
amateurism versus professionalism in military establishments, and pseudo-Parkinson's Law
(a -military establishment creates needs which a state must meet).

Suggested Settings

The selected settings should exemplify varying socio-political roles of military
establishments, for example: (I) Argentina: the military as a conservative socio-political
force; (2) Republic of Algeria: the military as agent of radical socio-political change; (3)
Prussia: the autocratic state as instrument of the military; (4) Israel: the modern democratic
"nation-in-arms;" (5) Japan since MacArthur -- an attempt at demilitarization.

Performance Objectives Illustrative Examples

In studying why military establishments universally exist and the way they affect the
societies of which they are a part, the student should be able to:

Identify and classify the roles of military establishments of two or more nations in
modern history.

Use historical perspective to compare the reasons for military ascendency at specific
times in two or more nations' existence.

Identify the characteristics of militarism which have been antithetic to democracy.

Assess the value of a military establishment to the maintenance of sovereignty, and to
the maintenance of order.

Assess the nature of relationship between the military establishment and the state in a
given historical setting.
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Subtopic 2d: Can man's technological abilities for destruction be offset
by his imagination and the desire to maintain the peace?

Concepts

Students are asked to consider and account for cnanges in the nature, scope, and
destructiveness of Western warfare since the Middle Ages, and then lo consider the changing
diplomatic methods for controlling war and their adequacy.. Relevant concepts include:

territorial state, national sorerignly; professional, volunteer. and conscript armies;
international law; balance of power; alliance and mutual .security; military technology;
nuclear deterrence; arms race and nuclear proliferation; arms control; "brushfire" wars;
containment; coexistence; "domino'? theory.

Suggested Settings

The selected settings should exemplify crucial changes in war and diplomacy from early
modern thmes to the present. For example: (1) the 30 Years' War: limited war; feudal levies,
mercenaries and conscript miles; the recognition of the sovereignty of territorial states and
the beginning of international law; (2) Napoleonic Wars: the "nation in arms;" universal
conscription vs. professional armies, balance of power diplomacy and collective peace
settlements; (3) World Was 11: unlimited surrender; the citizen as soldier; United Nations
nationalism vs. internationalization of the peace; (4;') the Cold War: containment, "brushfire
wars" and the balance of nuclear terror coexistence or ?.

Performance Objectives Illustrative Examples

In studying the advances in the scope and destructiveness of war in relation to advances
in the diplomatic methods for limiting war, the student should be able to:

Classify belligerency in terms of purpose and extent of effort.

Classify diplomatic efforts to avoid belligerency as a means of resolving international
controversy.

Use specific cases in time to compare the effects of war upon the citizenry of
belligerent slates.

Define concepts relevant to the prevention of the use of military force for resolving
national and international problems.

Draw inferences about preventing belligerency as a means of resolving international
controversy from data gathered about international cooperation among nations during
the period 1918 to the present.
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TOPIC 3: HOW HAS MO W\ MAINTAINED ITS CULTURAL UNITY OVER SUCH A LONG
PERIOD AND SUCH A DIVERSITY OF PEOPLES?

The purpose of studying a single non-Western society in depth is to give students an
opportunity to achieve some perspective outside that of Western, Judaco-Christian society.
If students are to see that time is not an independent entity outside the mind, but that it has
been created by society as a heuristic and organizing device, they must be given an
opportunity to view the world (at least vicariously) from the perspective of a society that
does not share the Western concept of time. This difficult feat of getting inside the
perspective of another society requires extensive exposure. To attempt to deal with more
than one non-Western society or the non-Western society in general would produce
superficiality. Therefore the study should be of only one non-Western society, any one that
has a Icing and documented history. Alternative studies of . ndia and are outlined here.

The study of India asks students to understand the basis of the cultural stability that
has been maintained over such a long period and such a diversity of peoples. Indian culture
is examined in its origins, in its interaction with several groups of invaders, in the movement
for independence, and in its role in contemporary, modernizing India.

The purpose of the unit is not so much to guide the student into a conventional study
of the history of India organized along chronological lines and based on the use of
traditional historical materials; but rather to allow him to study a society and its origins in
depth through comparative techniques, applying the knowledge contributed by
anthropologists and other social scientists as well as historians. The student will be asked to
delve into source materials dealing with religion, philosophy, politics and the circumstances
of daily life, and into Indian literature, both ancient and modern.

Subtopic 3a: How did the principal features of traditional Inflian
culture take shape and persist?

Concepts

The objective is to lead the student to an understanding of the interaction of peoples,
events, and cultural concepts which produced what came to be known as "traditional
India." In the process, the student will become conversant with the main elements of
Hinduism, its highly ordered character, and the rigidity it imparts to the social system
through caste and associated concepts and institutions.

Suggested Settings

The settings might include: (1) conjectures on the Dravidian Indian; (2) the slow
intrusion of the Aryans into the Indian subcontinent and their interaction with the
indigenous peoples; (3) the resulting emergence of Hinduism (the Hindu Philosophy revealed
through the epic the Bhagaoad Gila and Kalidasa's fifth-century play, Skakuntala) and the
reformers Gautama (Buddha) and Maliavira.

Performance Objectives Illustrative Examples

In studying the way in which the principal features of traditional Indian culture took
shape and persisted, the student should be able to:

Develop a definition of caste.

Contrast the concept of inequality inherent in caste as an absolute in one culture to the
concept of equality in another.

Use historical perspective to compare a culture that considered change essential for
stability a culture that considered change irrelevant.

Use direct observation to discover and identify dimensions of stratification in peer and
adult relationships in local school and community situations.
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Subtopic 3b: How has Hindu India interacted with its invaders!

Concepts

The purpose is to inquire into the interaction between traditional India and its invaders,
with attention to both those traditional Indian characteristics that were adopted by
foreigners and tho:A.. elements of Hindu traditionalism that proved resistant to foreign
penetration and change. Since India was invaded over its long history by many foreign
groups, the study should be pursued through two cases showing contrasting patterns of
interaction. All the previously developed concepts related to cultural interaction are
germane.

Suggested Settings

The following cases seem especially useful: (I) Indian assimilation of the Moghul
invaders, perhaps as seen in life around late Moghul Delhi as portrayed in the film The
Sword and the Flute; and (2) Indian resistance to enforced change by the equally resistant
British invaders, especially as portrayed in novels such as E. M. Forster's A Passage to India.

Performance Objectives Illustrative Example

to:
In studying the interaction of Hindu India with its invaders, the student should be able

Contrast the impact of military invasion to cultural invasion.

Develop historical inferences to explain the evidence that new ideas brought by invaders
seldom replaced the old in India.

Subtopic 3c: How did traditional Indian culture affect the struggle for independence?

Concepts

Rather than presenting the achievement of Indian independence in all its aspects, this
Subtopic is primarily concerned with the mixture of traditional Indian and Western factors
in the movement.

Suggested Settings

It is suggested that this inqu'ry be pursued through a comparative analysis of the two
principal leaders of the independence movement: Gandhi and Nehru. The autobiographies
of both Gandhi and Nehru and the collected works of the former provide ample source
material for the student.

Performance Objectives Illustrative Examples

In studying the mixture of traditional Indian and Western factors in the movement for
Indian independence the student should be able to:

Compare the different but complementary characteristics of two leaders, Gandhi and
Nehru, who sought the same goal.

Classify the factors in the drive for independence which aided the development of a
sense of nationalism.

Assess the value of nonviolent techniques of resistance for post-independence relations
between India and the West.

Assess the value of Hindu acceptance of diversity for the development of Indian
nationalism.
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Subtopic 3d: How are traditional and modern elements interacting in
present-day India?

Concepts

Here students arc asked to examine contemporary India with a view to how much of
traditional India remains, how Hinduism is adapting to the modern world and how the
survival of traditional culture affects the processes of modernization in Indian society. All
the concepts related to economic development and political modernization arc germane.

Suggested Settings

Many different settings might serve the purposes of this Subtopic. Examples are: (1) an
Indian village in 1930 and in 1960; as described in W. and C. Wiser, Behind Mud Walls; (2)
changing attitudes toward caste in rural and urban India; and (3) the Indian peasant's
reception of new agricultural techniques, as described, for example, in K. Nair, Blossoms in
the Dust; (4) life in a typical south Indian town as depicted in the novels of R. K. Narayan;
and (5) a general overview or life in modern India as gleaned from newspapers such as the
Times of India, the Hindustani Times and The Hindu.

Performance Objectives Illustrative Examples

In studying the interaction of traditional and modern elements in present-day India the
student should be able to:

Identify similarities and differences in traditional and contemporary modes of
interaction.

Explain why change is occurring more rapidly in some aspects of culture than in others.

Distinguish differences in the traditional and emerging roles of men and women.

Identify enduring and changing features of the caste system.
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ALTERNATE TOPIC 3: HOW DID CHINA DEVELOP MANKIND'S MOST DURABLE
SOCIOPOLITICAL SYSTEM, AND WHY HAS IT BEEN
REPLACED?

The overall conceptual theme is the cultural basis for the Confucian socio-political
system, and the extraordinary durability of the system until its recent overthrow by the

. Communists. The arrangement of Subtopics paralleIS that for the study of India.
PerformanCe objectives similar to those presented above should be developed.

Subtopic 3a: How did the principal features of traditional
Chinese culture take shape and persist?

Concepts

Here the student is asked to understand the philosophical, social and political bases of
Chincsc culture. Previously developed concepts that are relevant include all those related to
social organization and political system.

Suggested Settings

Settings might include: (I) the consolidation of Chou feudal states by Ch'in, guided by
the totalitarian principles of Shang Yang and Han Fei-tsu; (2) the Confucian-Taoist
philosophy as a way of life; (3) the Confucian-Taoist philosophy as a basis for government;
(3) an early Chinese agricultural community, exhibiting the fixed-role hierarchical family
social base and the agrarian economic base of gentry elite and peasant masses.

Subtopic 3b: How did Confucian China interact with its invaders?

Concepts

Here the student is to compare the Chinese pattern of accommodation to penetration
along its inner Asian borders and to European penetration along its ocean frontiers.

Suggested Settings

Settings should include selected aspects of the following: (I) along the inner Asian
frontiers, the hierarchical family of nations (and tribute systems) and the alternation of
Chinese and conquest dynasties; (2) along the ocean frontiers, China's experiment with
maritime trade and confrontation with the European laissez-faire economy and national
sovereignty (the treaty system).

Subtopic 3c: Ho-a did the Chinese establish their modern independent nationality?

Concepts

In this Subtopic students will seek to understand the revolutionary efforts to transform
completely an ancient culture, first by a series of Nationalist reformers and
self-strengtheners influenced by modem Western culture, and then by, leaders under the
inspiration of Communist ideology.

Suggested Settings

The complex developments being studied can perhaps be seen most clearly by studying
Sun Yat-sen tknd Mao Tse-tung, their attitudes toward traditional Chinese culture, the
sources and main elements of their ideologies, and their strategies and programs, for
transforming China.
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Subtopic 3d: How are traditional and modem elements interacting in
present-day China?

Concapts

The concern here is to assess how much China is being changed, the degree to which
traditional patterns are surviving under new names, and the ways innovations are being
affected by traditional influences.

Suggested Settings

One way of organizing this part of the study is through the following settings: (I) an
agricultural cemmunity, examined from the point of view of change in the family structure
and the agrarian economy, and asking whether the old classes have been continued under
new names; (2) Communist techniques of organizing people in a major city to meet social
goals and to solve their own problems; (3) the Cultural Revolution as reflecting Mao
Tse-Tung's view of the most needed basic changes, of the major obstacles to change, and of
the most effective techniques for achieving change.

ALTERNATE TOPIC 3: WHY HAS JAPAN BECOME ASIA'S
ONLY TECHNOLOGICALLY ADVANCED SOCIETY?
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Grade 12A: Man as a Decision-Maker: Social Policy in the United States

While the entire program in studies of Ina n is designed to prepare students for their
roles as citizens, this half-year of study is particularly directed to that end. The central
purpose of this study is to develop a realistic undcrstanding of the decision-making processes
and of the contribution that ordinary citizens do and can make to these processes."The
formal machinery of government and the economic system are elaborated only insofar as
necessary to develop this primary understanding.

The study Pxercises the entire range of inquiry processes in both the analytic and
integrative modc.s. An Topics 1-3, decision making is studied in terms of defined behaviors
and replicable concepts. The particular decision-making system of the contemporary United
States is studied in terms of its interrelations with other aspects of its specific social and
historical setting.

A wide variety of settings are chosen to illustrate the sweeping range of decision making
in our society, in the private as well as the public sector, and at all levels from the local
community to the nation.

Care must be taken in all of the topics to prevent rattling from creeping in covertly.
Students are not to address themselves to the merits of the policy issues used as settings for
analysis, and the teacher must exercise great care to insure that every side of an issue is
presented fairly.

It must be emphasized throughout the treatment of each of the Topics below that it is
an empirical question whether propositions developed at the level of interpersonal
decision-making are valid at organizational and societal levels. And in most cases there
presently exists little research evidence to demonstrate the applicability or lack of
applicability of knowledge derived at one level of decision making to a different level of
decisions.

The rules which govern the behavior of individuals, small groups, families,
interpersonal interaction, do not necessarily apply to larger collectivities, organizations, or
governments. Factors to be considered at the interpersonal level are not necessarily of
level of interaction between organizations and vice versa. Thus, policy decisions appropriate
for an organization or a government cannot be based upon what is known about appropriate
personal (interpersonal) decisions in a given area of concern without evidence derived from
study of the organizational or governmental level.
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TOPIC 1: HOW DO ORDINARY CITIZENS INFLUENCE
DECISIONS WHICH AFFECT THEM?

MODES AND PROCESSES

Analysis
Observation: serective
Classification: constructed classes

Det inition: behavioral
'Contrast

Integration
Observation: comprehensive
Classification: observed classes
'Definition: refined
'Comparison

Similarities of observed
events

CONCEPTS

Political and Economic Cultures
Constitution
Values (Instrumental, ideologies

end utopias, expressive, traditional,
conventional wisdom)

Political Representation and Public
Opinion
Individual expression

(Voting, letter-writing, comsumer
behavior)

Aggregated Expression
(Election returns, public opinion
polls; mass media as public watchdogs)

Organized expression
(Political parties, labor unions,
other para political organizations)

Collective expression
(Demonstrations, riots, petitions)

Political Responsiveness to Public
Opinion
Domestic policy (including pocketbook

issues)

Foreign policy
Economic policy (including marketing
, decisions, governmental regulations,

corporate policy, union policy)

SETTINGS THAT MEET THE CRITERIA
See examples in the discussion that follows.

Processes of Investigation

Definition and contrast and comparison are emphasized in both the analytic and
integrative modes. The concept of decision making is defined behaviorally so that it can be
identified and contrasted in a number of different settings or contexts. When the inquiry is
shifted to the understanding of a particular setting, the student is expected to develop a
much more precise definition of decision making when comparisons are made, for example.

Concepts.

The objective is to understand the roles of the ordinary citizen in making policy
decisions in the contemporary United States. As a setting for the discussion, initial focus is
on the political and economic cultures: constitution (federalism, separation of powers
executive, legislative, judicial), checks-and-balances, and police power; values and
conventional wisdoms, that provide the bases for the citizens' acceptance of the political
and economic systems as legitimate. In this context, the relation of public opinion to
political representation, and (in the third cluster) to policy waking can be discussed, setting
the stage for Topic 2.

Suggested Settings

A great variety of settings could be used to meet the objectives. To list a few: (1)
Influence of consumers on production policy: television programming; (2) The influence of
voters on policy decisions ii::; z. public sector: the effect of a presidential election on public
policy; (3) Influences of individual voter decisions: voting behavior in a national election;
(4) The two-party system and the aggregation of voter decisions: a recent national party
convention; the responsiveness of voluntary organizations to individual demands; (5) Elite
responsiveness to public opinion polls: presidential candidate selections in a convention; (6)
Public opinicm, foreign policy and domestic policy: the use.of poll information to determine
public relations vs. the use of polls to determine policy.
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Performance Objectives Illustrative Examples
Classroom inquiry may be centered on the most immediate and relevant examples of

the citizenship responsibilities that the students will be facing. The student should be able
to:

Describe the values related to a stated position on a political issue.

Classify political behavior of individuals and groups.

Identify factors underlying public acceptance of products.

Classify political positions of candidates and parties according to constituency
characterisaies.

Describe appropriate mcans for individual and group expression on public policy.

Evaluate impact on public opinion of political-economic decisions (taxes, tariffs,
currcncy manipulation).

Identify relationships between political piztferms and group and public polls and other
indications of public opinion.

Classify positions of ethnic or racial groups to responses of elected public officials.

Describe methods that an individual can use to influence the formal governmental
structure.

Identify points in the formal governmental system at which the influence of the
individual is important.

Identify points and ways in the informal political system that can be used by the
individual to influence political and economic decisions.

Classify identities and differences in the means used by different pressure groups to
influence governmental decisions.
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TOPIC 2: HOW ARE ORDINARY CITIZENS INFLUENCED IN
MAKING AND ACCEPTING POLICY DECISIONS?

MODES AND PROCESSES

Analysis
Observation:
Classification: constructed classes
'Definition: behavioral
Contrast
'Generalization

Integration
Observation: comprehensive
Classification: observed classes
'Definition: refined
*Comparison

Similarities of observed events

CONCEPTS

Descisionmaking Systems
Communication

Channels
tJetworks
Feedback

Control
Authority
Coercion
Influence
Manipulation

Exchange, reward, consensus
Conflict, competition, cleavage

Political and Economic Socialization
Party and class identification
Political and economic symbols

SETTINGS THAT MEET THE CRITERIA
See examples in the discussion that follows.

Processes of Investigation

Both the analytic and integrative modes are used. Definition continues to be important
(as political activity and the processes of the market are conceptualized behaviorally), but
generalization assumes new importance (in explaining how consumers and voters are
influenced and have influence).

Concepts

Here the student continues to grow in understanding about the role of the ordinary
citizen, particularly as a consumer and voter. in policy decision making. Whereas in section
one, he inquired into the effect of the individual on policy decisions, in this section he gains
some insight into (1) why it is that the decisions reflect "public opinion" to some degree,
and why that degree is. no higher than it is; and (2) how the individual comes to accept and
perhaps approve of such decisions. Th:. concept-cluster, Decision Making Systems, suggests
four pertinent concerns: The fluty of information (Is it open or restricted, clear or
distorted?); the control of information and behavior (To what ends is authority exercised?);
the exchange of acceptance' for benefits afforded by the system (Rewards are a desirable
outcome of any political and economic system, but to what extent does the exchange
benefit the citizen in the long run?); the legitimacy of the system (This is the "twin" of the
benefits, and relates to the "political and economic tr'tures" introduced in section one:
with neither benefits nor legitimacy the system will be quite unstable; lacking either one,
what other qualities will it lack?). Critical to legitimacy is the encouragement of responsible
conflict and competition (What are the bases of these in contemporary society? What are
the consequences of stifling conflict, or of encouraging unrealistic conflict?). In the context
of this perspective, understanding of socialization processes and influences takes on
increased importance.

Suggested Settings

As in the previous Topic, a great variety of settings could be used to meet the
objectives. To list only a few: (1) The influence of production decisions on consumer
decisions: fashions in clothing; (2) The influence of advertising on consumer decisions:
automobiles, medicine, cigarettes: (3) information and voter decisions: the mass media in a
Presidential election; (4) Manipulation and voter decisions: the use of public-relations
experts in elections; (5) The consequences of stifling realistic conflict and competition: race
riots.

Performance Objectives Illustrative Examples
After completing classroom inquiry into the process of influencing ordinary citizens in

decision making, the student should be able to:

Analyze information from various public media designed to influence public opinion.

Determine the political position of a news source through analysis of statements made
on major and minor public issues.

Analyze a political campaign to determine the appeals made to specific socio-economic
and ethnic groups in the electorate.

Classify the appeals made to different groups to sell consumer products.
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TOPIC 3: HOW ARE DECISIONMAKERS INFLUENCED BY PERSONS
WITH SPECIAL STATUSES AND BY SPECIAL INTEREST GROUPS?

MODES AND PROCESSES CONCEPTS

Analysis Political and Economic Stratification
Observation: beiective Class

Classification: constructed classes Status
"Definition: behavioral Idez/iogy
Contrast Special Privilege
*Generalization "Establishmen" and "Elite" groups

Pressure groups
Integration Lobbies

Observation: comprehensive Elite Recruitment and Replacement
Classification: observed classes
'Definition: refined
*Comparison

Similarities of observed events

SETTINGS THAT MEET THE CRITERIA
See examples in the discussion that follows.

Processes of Investigation

The analytic and integrative modes are used as they were in Topic 2, though now with
reference to different classes of behavior related to decision making.

Concepts

The conceptual approach is similar to that in Topics 1 and 2, except tliat the focus is
now on the role in decision making of persons with special statuses and in special-interest
groups. The study might conclude with a complex case of decision making at the federal
level, involving the executive, legislative, and judicial branches and all the. influences on
decision making that have been considered. In this discussion, concepts from Topics 1 and 2
should be used, especially Those related to communication and control such as persuasion
(including lobbying), manipulation, and coercion. Emphasis should be on those concepts
related to political groups special-interest groups and elites (including the concepts of
establishment and power elite).

Suggested Settings

Again a great variety of settings could be developed, but they should range from the
local to the national levei and should include the private as well as the public sector. The
final setting should enable the student to integrate all the aspects of decision making that
have been studied. The following list of settings is intended to suggest one way of organizing
the study: (1) Influence in the community: a policy decision in the student's own
community, with special attention to the varying influence of different individuals and
groups; (2) Special interests and federal-state relations: California's farm-labor policies; (3)
Special interests and the public interest in wage and price determination: corporate
management, labor, and the federal government in a given industry; (4) Expertise versus
democratic controls in diplomatic and military policy: a president's decision to use
particular military devices; (5) The influence of voters, party regularly, special interest
groups and individuals, and personal conviction on federal policy decisions: civil rights in
the executive, legislative, and judicial branches during any recent administration.

Performance Objectives Illustrative Examples
After classroom inquiry into how decision makers are influenced by persons with

special statuses and by special interest groups, the student should be able to:

Identify special-Status groups' interests in key local and national issues.

Lisf. the methods of influencing legislative decision makers available to special-interest
groups.

ForecaSt responses taken by special-interest groups on selected proposals in the labor
unions on minimum-wage legislation.

Analyze state and national political platforms in comparison to the positions of
pfominent political figures and major ethnic and economic groups.

Express the arguments of special-interest groups in selected social, economic, and
political controversy.
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TOPIC 4: 44NA1 RANUE 01- 1/LLISKi(..iS IS l'OSSIL:LE iiIN
lifiliANIGA I IONS(

MODES AND PROCESSES

Analysis
Observation: selective
Classificatio.i: constructed classes
'Definition: behavioral
Contrast
'Generalization

Integration
Observation: comprehensive
Classification: observed classes
' Definition: refined
' Comparison

Similarities of observed events

CONCEPTS

In this Topic, previously identified
concepts will be utilized, as they
apply to:

Representative ',consensual)
organization.

Rational bureaucracy
Expressive organization

Emphasis should be on th
Decisionmaking systems:

Communication
Control
Exchange, reward, consensus
Conflict, competition, cleavage

(from Topic 2)
Political and economic cultures:

Values
Conventional wisdom
Legitimacy

(from Topic 1)
Political and economic stratification
Special privilege
Elite recruitment and replacement

(from Topic 3)

SETTINGS THAT MEET THE CRITERIA
See examples in the discussion that follows.

Processes of Investigation
Same as in Topics 1-3.

Concepts
In this Topic, previously introduced concepts are applied to the special situation of

decision making in a large-scale organization. The student should grow in understanding of
differences in goals and decision-Making systems ir: the, three types of organization: The
Consensual, which is dedicated to no specific objectives, but simply provides the
mechanisms (including mechanisms of competition and realistic conflict) or establishes a
working consensus (e.g., the ideal form of democratic political system); the Bureaucratic,
dedicated to the efficient accomplishment of specific objectives (e.g., the usual form of
business organization); the Expressive, dedicated to the supply of intrinsic satisfactions to
the individuals involved (e.g., an informal sports team, a social club; this sort of organization
is virtually never large-scale. In the discussion of these types (both as "ideal forms" and as
they appear in contemporary society), the concepts of decision-making systems, of cultural
understandings, of stratification hierarchies and pririleges and of elite recruitment should
help sensitize the student to differences as well as similarities between the types.

Suggested Settings

Again, a variety of settings could be used, but they should focus especially on the
large-scale organization (thereby emphasizing the consensual and bureaucratic, but not the
expressive). Select appropriate episodes from large-scale organizations in the political, social
and economic realms for each of the following areas: (1) "System-detemiined" decisions in
organizations; (2) Specialization in organizational decision making; (3) Organizational
efficiency; (4) Innovation in organizations; (5) Individual expression in bureaucracies; (6)
Communication and conflict in organizations.

Performance Objectives Illustrative Examples
After classroom inquiry into the range of decisions possible within organizations, the

student should be able to:

Identify the methods available for the executive to influence legislation in local, state,
and national governments.

Distinguish between the positions taken by the legislative and executive branches on
local, state, or national issues and relate these positions to the decisions made.

Compare the decision-making process of political, social, and economic organizations.

Compare the development of a change in policy within two large organizations.
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TOPIC 5: WHAT IS THE EFFECT ON SOCIAL POLICY
DECISIONS OF RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN ORGANIZATIONS?

MODES AND PROCESSES CONCEPTS

Analysis In this Topic, the interlinkings of
Observation: selective decision making systems is considered.
Classification: constructed classes Emphasis should be on the concepts:
'Definition: behavioral Ory.aizational Interrelatedness
Contrast Decision making systems:
"Generalization Communication

Control
Integration Exchange, reward, consensus

Observation: comprehensive Conflict, compe:ition, cleavage
Classification: observed classes (from Topics 2 and 4)
'Definition: refined Significant Community
"Comparison

Similarities of observed evsints

SETTINGS THAT MEET THE CRITERIA
See examples in the discussion that follows.

Inquiry Processes

Same as in Topics 1-3.

Concepts

The previous concepts of decision-making systems are extended to a more general level.
The student should grow in an understanding of the complexities of social life and policy
formation, as he comes to recognize the close links of organizations at varying levels of
complexity (say, the relation of a town council to state and federal governments) and in
different spheres of community life (sny, the relation of state governments to public
schools, or of large business organizations to military organizations). These links are
categorized by the term, organizational interrelatedness. Through use of the concepts of
decision-making systems, by now familiar to the student, awareness may be gained of
changes in, and differences between, organizations in terms of: communications, control,
rewards and conflicts. To this analysis is added the concept of significant community: the
smallest social sphere in which can be found a fair autonomy of decision making (i.e., the
pioneer days, the family, or the township could be considered the significant community;
today onily the national society could be so considered, indicating dramatic changes in
organizational links).

Suggested Settings

Again, a variety of settings could be used but they should focus especially on the
large-scale organizations (to the neglect of small units such as families). To list a few
possibilities: (1) Changes in the significant community: small-town government in mass
society; (2) Links between economy and politics: urban-renewal projects; (3) Education in
the current political economy: changes in the relation of education to ethnic groups or
social class allocation; (4) Creative culture as political-economic materials: the international
spread of abstract art and jazz; (5) Mass media and governmental policies: uses of the media
by world leaders; the media, the polls and foreign-policy decisions; (6) Organizational
resistance to policy execution: the Supreme Court and school desegregation.

Performance Objectives Illustrative Examples

After classroom inquiry. into the effect on social policy decisions of relationships
between organization's, the student should be able to:

Identify possible consequences of changes in laws on significant social problem areas (in
housing, education) in a local community.

Identify the local governmental response in different sections of the county to federal
policy decisions in social issues.

Describe the effect on the social system of changes in economic policy.

Compare the responses of two large private organizations to a proposed change in
public policy in a situtificant social arca (for example. environmentai control).
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Grade 12B: Man, His Goals and Aspirations:
Selected Studies in Social Sciences (Capstone Courses)

One semester of the senior year should be set aside fo-d ;cries of courses from which all
students may select at leaEt one. These capstone courts are designed to ena:ile a student to
probe more deeply into a particular inquiry process of a discipline or to pursue a subject of
interest in greater depth. These courses also serve to draw upon the unique professional
competence of the teaching staffs of individual schools and for this reason the type of
offerings would vary considerably.

One semester courses may be offered in selected aspects of Anthropology, Social
Psychology, Urban Geography, Sociology, Economics, Political Science, and History. Other
courses may be focused on such topics as "New African Nations and World Affairs," "Social
Change in Asian Society," "Ethnic Groups anti Social Policy." Advanced courses in
American studies may be offered in special ;Teas such as "Immigrant and Negro
Experience," "People and Policy in the Metropolis," "The Selective Service System." There
might be room for course offerings such as "What is the Impact of the Military-Industrial
Complex on American Life?"; "Islam, Buddhism, and Hinduism in Comparative Settings";
"The Influence of Religion on Art and Architecture."

In iilanning these offerings, careful attention must be given to the nature, interests, and
abilities of the student population and the teaching staff of a school. Justification for
courses should be based on the inherent enlightenment to be gained from the material and
processes to be engaged in, and not primarily on the extent to which each course may "help
prepare" a student for college. In general, capstone courses would have to rely on a wide
variety of instructional materials, and may exclude the traditional textbook altogether. Such
Courses do place an enormous burden on individual teachers, and it would be hoped that
district resources and staff assistance would be generously available.
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III CONTENT STRANDS FROM BASIC DISCIPLINES

Outlined below are specific examples of ways in which conceptual content from basic
disciplines has been included in this program. Content from the following disciplines has
been noted in relation to Topics in each block of grades: Political Science, Geography,
History, Economics, Anthropology, Sociology, and Psychology. Efforts have been made to
provide for the development of conceptual understanding in all of the basic disciplines in
both the elementary and secondary grades. Viewed from the standpoint of the disciplines
and of related concerns of social sciences education, significant content has been included as
follows:.

Political qcience, Civics, Citizenship Qualities,
Contemporary Affairs, State and Local Government

Grades K-2. Topic 4: a study of social organization, with particular emphasis on roles
and rules, and on decision making roles.

Grades 3-4. Topics 3-4: attention to decision making in the development of San
Francisco and Los Angeles, and in contemporary cities around the world.

Grades 5-6. Topic I: attention to political aspects of interacting cultures. Topic 2:
attention to political aspects of the interactio: of ethnic groups in American development.
Topic 3: includes the role of law, the Constitution, the courts, and the political process in
group interaction in the contemporary United States.

Grades 7-9. Topics 1-2, 4: a conceptual, comparative study of political systems, from
families and tribal groups t. the development of the modern liberal state in England and the
United States. Topic 5: decision making in a command economy. Topic 6: decision making
in the contemporary United States. Topic 7: political systems in modernizing societies.
Topic II: a policy study of the modern American city and its problems, including
consideration of decision making for the city.

Grades 10-11. Historical studies which include extensive consideration of the political
systems of the United States, the modern Western world, and a major non-Western culture,
as well as critical contemporary problems in all these areas.

Grade I 2A. Devoted wholly to a study of decision making in the contemporary United
States (including federal, state and local governments), with special attention to the citizen's
roles, rights, and responsibilities.

Grade I 2B. Capstone courses in aspects of political science, contemporary problems, or
related areas. .

Geography and Conservation.

The diverse settings generated by the program's cross-cultural orientation insure the
constant accumulation of geographical knowledge about every part of the world. In
addition, though none of the studies is labeled as "geography" per se, the program places
heavier emphasis than most curricula on geographical concepts (yielding, among other
things, a sharper conceptual understanding of the importance of conservation). The
principal instances are as follows:

Grades K-2. Topic 2: basic landforms and water bodies, climate, weather, topography,
and man's relation to his natural environment. Topic 5: attention to the range and variety of
man's geographical environments.

Grades 3-4. Topics 1-3: a study of human adaptation to the natural environment,
utilizing as a setting, California from the early Indian inhabitants to the development of San
Francisco and Los Angeles; thus devoted wholly to developing the basic concepts of human,
ecc 'tnic. and urban geography, including the importance of natural resources and
C01...-Tvation, while simultaneously building geographical knowledge of California. Topic 4:
a study of urbanization and urban problems, including conservation, in various parts of the
world; includes geographical knowledge of selected important regions of the world..

Grades 5-6. Topics 1-3: geographic features of North America and the United States.
Topic 4: geographic features of Brazil, India, Nigeria or other areas selected for study.
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Grades 7-9. Topics 2, 3, 5-7: attentic,n to natural resources in relation to comparative

economic systems and economic development. Topics S-I 1: a study of the various aspects
of urban geography, with special attention to man's changing relation with the natural
environment and to the consequent importance of conservation.

Grades 10-11. Historical studies which make extensive use of the geographic concepts
previously developed.-

Grade 12B. Capstone courses in aspects of geography and conservation.

History

Grades 10-11 are devoted wholly to historical studies of the United States, the modern
' estern world, and a major non-Western culture. In addition, the study of human
adaptation in Topics 1-3 of Grades 3-4 utilizes as a setting, California from the early Indian
inhabitants to the development of San Francisco and Los Angeles, providing in effect a
history of California oriented around this centrally important theme. Similarly the study of
group interaction in Topics 1-3 of Grades 5-6 utilizes as a setting, North America and the
United States. Topic 1 deals with the Spanish-Indian interaction nn early Mexico and the
English-Indian-African interaction in eastern North America in the period of English
settlement. Topic 2 deals with the American national experience (mainly nineteenth and
earlier twentieth centures) from the point of view of the roles and interaction in the
contemporary United States.

In addition to these major concentrations of historical studies and historical settings,
much historical information and orientation is provided by the suggested settings for the
study of nonhistorical concepts. In some of these Topics much of the treatment is implicitly
historical. The principal instances are as follows:

Grades K-2. Topic 5: attention to the range and variety of human experience over time,
including consideration of outstanding personalities throughout human history.

Grades 5-6. Topic 5: ancient Greece, an African tribal society or kingdom, late medieval
western Europe, Confucian China, and Indian, colonial and modern Mexico.

Grades 7-9. Topic 2: suggested settings, ancient Egypt and medieval England. Topic 3:
economic development in England and the United States, 14th -19th centures. Topic 4:
political development in England and British North America, 17th-18th centuries. Topic 8:
the development of urban life in ancient Sumer. Topic 9: suggested settings, four
preindustrial cities, such as ancient Rome, Renaissance Venice, Reformation Geneva, and
early modern Canton.

Grade 12B. Capstone courses in aspects of history.

Economics

Grades K-2. Topic 2: attention to economic aspects of human adaptation. Topic 4:
attention to scarcity, wants, and division of labor in relation to social organization and role.
Topic 5: attention to technology and division of labor, in relation to the diversity of human
cultures.

Grades 3-4. Topics 1-2: basic economic concepts are elaborated in the course of
studying varying human adaptations to the natural environment. Topics 3-4: economic
activities in urban centers. Topic 5: attention to technology and division of labor as basic
elements of culture.

Grades 5-6. Topics 1-3: economic activities of groups studied. topic 4: economic
activities in countries selected for study.

Grades 7-9. Topics 2-3: a conceptual and comparative study of economic systems in
(historical) settings, ringing from ancient Egypt to the development of market economies.
Topic 5: a study of decision making in command political economy. Topic 6: a study of
decision making in the political economy of the United States. Topic 7: economic systems
and the problem of economic dzvelopment in modernizing societies. Topics 8-11: attention
to economic aspects of urbanization and the urban environment.

Gra(1:s 10-11. historical sttitlic.s which make cNiensive tisc of the e...onontie concepts
previously developed.

Grade 12A. A study of economic as well as political decision making in the present-day
. United States.

Grade 1213. Opportdnity for capstone courses in asp...cis of economics.
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Anthropology, Sociolocry, Psychology

Grades K-2. Basic studies devoted in culture, including the aspects of communication,
man's adaptation to the natural environment, and social organization and roles.

Grades 3-4. Topics 1-2: studies in human adaptation and ecology, including the aspects
of social organization and roles. Topics 3-4: cultural adaptation in urban centers. Topic 5: a
study of the human capacity for culture, including the aspects of communication,
technology, social organization, and world view.

Grades 5-6. Topics 1-2: studies in cultural interaction, including the aspects of
immigration, social stratification, and ethnic and religious differentiation. Topics 3-4: a
study of "race" and culture, including ethnocentrism and racial prejudice. Topic 5: a study
of human individuality and creativity within a framework of myth, religion and ideology.

Grades 7-9. Topic 1: attention to Vie organization of basic social groups (families, peer
groups, tribal societies) in relation to political systems. Topic 8: a study of the transition
from tribal society to peasant -urban society. Topics 10-11: attention to group interaction
and social stratification in the contemporary urban environment.

Grades 10-11. Historical studies which make extensive use of the anthropological,
sociological. and social psychological concepts previously developed.

Grade 12A. Attention to sociological and psychological aspects of decision making.

Grade 12B. Capstcue courses in aspects of anthropology, sociology, and social
psychology.

Ethnic Strand

Grades K-2. Topic 5: A study of how people are alike and different with attention to
ethnic groups and their contributions at both the local and state levels.

Grades 3-4. Topic 4: Attention to decision making in modern ur1.-._ centers as affected
by social and ethnic groups and as affecting group interaction.

Grades 5-6. Topic 1: A study to develop understanding of cultural diversity and
interaction with attention to related concepts of caste, ethnocentrism, and racism.
Consideration given to Indian, Spanish, and West African cultures. Topics 2-3: A study of
ethnic groups and their contributions in creating a cultural diverse American society. Topic
4: A study of patterns of human interaction in different cultures.

Grades 7-8. Topics 1 and 4: Attention given to the political culture in terms of political
vales held in groups and political socialization through which members of various groups
come to perceive the political system. Topics 10-11: A study of the relationships and
interactions among social and ethnic groups in the urban environment.

Grades 10-11. Topic 1 Subtopic Id: Historical study of the impact of enslaved
Africans upon American life. Topic 1: Subtopics le mild lh: Attention to post civil war
discriminations against ethnic groups and the stereotypes placed upon them by the white
majority.

Grade 12A. Topics 4-5: Attention to a study of decision making in organization which
would include current national organizations representing ethnic groups.

Grade 1213. Opportunity for a capstone course in the contributions of ethnic groups to
OUT American culture.
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